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inces,
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he price of the paper, to prepay the postage to the

All Ministers (ordained and licensed,) in
standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
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subseribers, nd in collecting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are allowed 10) per cent, on all ‘moneys col
lected and remitted by them,
:
or Agents and o|

want, but the names of the Post Officé at which they
receive their papers.

proper names of the writers.

The Horning Star,
With. the Workers.
——

Oh, count me with the workers,
The. conquerors ofthe earth!

‘Who, on the gifts inherited,
Alone, would stake his worth?
count me with the workers,

~

;

I would not swell the aimless
Among the living dead!

throng,

Life is renewed pulsation;
The teeming, working brain;
The skillful works of handicraft
Repeat themselves again.

Not those poor workers shunning
Inevitable strife,

But those who boldly face it all,
pioneers of life;

. Who; when the world casts sternly
Her gauntlet rough and bare,
Stoop down and calmly take it up,
Her

A part of the castle

meet all the ghosts of departed princes, who
might haunt their former home, we

Came

and

we

knew

that

far away the larks were singing.
ed only

the suggestion;

knew it

not

Itneed-

instinctively

we

Was the thing to do, and ten min-

utes found

in strong walking-shoes and

broad-brimmed
depot.
There

hats,

on our way to

the

:

was

undertaking

enough

of adventure

to give it zest.

in the

Neither of us

could spuak respectable German,

and ll

we knew of Altenburg was the romance of
her

stolen

princes;

but there

were two of

us, and two sometimes make a host” Perhaps ‘we should have felt a little more at
our ease as the guard opened the door of
our coupé and said in a most respectful
way, ‘“This is Altenburg,” if we had known

in which direction we must go to find the
castle. But in lieu of our tongues we used
our eyes, and soon decided that the broad
and shaded carriage drive, which seemed
to wind towards the brow of the hill at
our right, was the one for us to take.
We
were not mistaken. . We
soon éntered,

through the open
portal,
the castle
grounds. It was a quiet but beautiful picture which lay before us. There were

grand old trees, which looked as if they
had stood ever since the first prince of the
house of Altenburg played beneath their
wide-spread branches.
There were innumerable walks leading in various directions,

that,

if followed,

were

sure to

lead

to some delightful retreat, or charming
lookout, where one caught such glimpses
of hills beyond and clear blue skies as suggested the hights of Beulah and the promised

land.

There

were

narrow

paths,

which enticed you on by a bewitching way
of seeming to lose themselves in some twi-

light glen, or tangled

wood.

We.almost

forgot the object of our ‘coming, until the
shortening shadows warned us that the
morning was far spent. Then we entered

the garden and caught our first view of the
old castle. German gardeners certainly
understand

and added

‘‘There is

of It. She can talk with you better than 1.” Then
‘came into our

sun,

turned

an English lady in the court, governess to
the young princess, I will send for her.

It was the first of the Whitsuntide holidays, and I proposed to my Irish friend,
the English teacher, that we visit Altenburg. . It was just the morning for such an
expedition.
A shower in the night had
brightened the young leaves and shook
from the flowers their sweetest breath, the
jeweled-tipped grass-blades shimmered in
the morning

standing

among the debris, looks solitary and lonely. We entered it, and thought to climb to
its top, but the winding passage soon led
us into utter darkness, and not caring to

and said “Certainly,”

darkest threats to dare!

A Holiday—What

is in utter ruins, and
still remains

pression which
said very plainly,—I
thought you would soon be backs Our
great desire was to enter, the church, but
the doors were locked,and we could not find
the sacristan. We were just going away
when a gentlemanly person appeared and
asked ‘if we wished to see the church.”
He then opened the door, went in, and gave
us much needed information. The church
is not large, but very beautiful. A lofty
crucifix rises from the altar supported on
either side by immense branches of golden
palm.
As we noticed palm leaves on the
pillars of the park gate we concluded this
was one of the family emblems.
Opposite
the pulpit, in a low gallery, is the state
pew.
This pew - communicates with the
castle by a private door. The brass front
was so very bright that I mistook it for
gold; our guide smiling replied, ‘‘Altenburg has not mountains of gold like America.” When I asked if I could sit in the
chair of the prince,he seemed much amused

*

The

unquestioned.
|

back. One old man, who was working
near by, looked up with dn amused ex-
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Deserving daily breads;

We

back, but there being nothing in

the old tower which

Aa All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
matter involving facts, must be accompaied with the

evening.

two women armed with simple passports to
excite suspicion we were permitted to pass

and State) of subscribers for

whom they make remittancs, &c. Remember, ii is
not the names of the towns where they reside that we

Oh,

tq turn

ers should be partidilar to give

the Post Offices (County

summer's

walked hurriedly through the orangery,
then out of the garden, through a covered
gateway overgrown with ivy, to the court
of the castle; this we entered under an
archway of solid masonry, and came suddently upon a company of armed soldiers.
The guard stood with fixed bayonet, and
not knowing whether we should be loaked
upon as friend or foe, we were half inclined

the Editor,
TERMS, For
advance, $2,50.

on’ a

the art of landscape puinting,

and group trees, and shrubs, and flowers,
in a most wonderful way. If we thought
we had found the expot place from which

man,

with

his

minds a suspicion,
gentlemanly

that this

manners,

and

courtly address, was nocommon guide, and

we began to doubt the propriety of giving
him “the

usual

ten

groschen.

He

seemed

much interested in America, especially in
Pres. Grant. and asked many questions.
When we had seen the church in dejqil—
the queer old pictures and inscriptions\ on
the wall behind the altar—the epitaphs on
the stone floor—the stiff, high-backed chairs
in the chancel, the fine old organ, and the

lofty ceiling, our friend calied a man from
an adjacent room, and we heard him say,
“Show these ladies the entire castle, both
the old and the new.” He bowed, and was

gone.
There was no mistaking the calling of
oyy new guide. It spoke in the cut of his
coat,

in the fashion of his smoothly bruslied

hair, and in the tones of his voice.

He

conducted us, first through the g#llery of
paintings, which consisted mostly of family portraits for many generations back,
then through many suits of rooms richly
furnished. None of these were carpeted
but the floors were beautifully inlaid with
different colored woods and so highly polished that walking became quite a feat.
We were shown the rooms occupied last
winter

by the

Grand

Duchess

of Russia,

who is a princess of the Altenburg house,
and mother of the Queen of Greece.
It is impossible to describe at length the
various yooms through which we passed.
There was the crimson room—so called because the walls were hung with crimson
satin, the windows draped, and the furniture upholstered with the same material—
the blue room—the pink room—the gold
room, and. so” on through the various colors of the rainbow. The white room interested us

most—the walls were

hung

with

what at first seemed to be rich embossed
paper, but which proved to be two thick-

nesses

of linep stitched in flowers and then

stuffed, after the manner in which some industrious housewives make counterpanes.
The
gprtains to the two windows were simlarly" made, and five ladies of the court

worked three years to complete them.

We

were shown the window. where in the 15th
century a treacherous servant lowered the
sleeping princes into the hands of the
wicked

knight,

also the

pictures

of

their

wonderful deliverance and the speedy execution of Kunz von Kauffungen.
The new
wing of the castle will be, when completed,

a clump of trees or plat of flowers could

very beautiful.
ly fine.

be seen most favorably, we had only to
change our position and see them from

As we were leaving, the guide said, ‘‘One
of you is an American; see,” and he took

angther

from his note-book a carefully folded paper. What was my surprise to see spread
out before me the pictures of all our Presidents down to Johnson ; when I said, ‘You
have not Mr. Johnson's,” he shrugged his
shoulders _ in that peculiar way which always means in Germany—I don’t want it.

stand-point,

conclusion.
"We

entered

to come to the

a beautiful

same

summer-house

from the balconies ot which we fancied the
court-band often discoursed sweet music.

A double outside stairway, the railings of

which are covered with climbing roses,
leadsto the second story. Here we found
‘only one large airy-room, the sides of
which are almost entirely of glass, and re-

mind one of the mounfain house

on old

. Holyoke; but here the reseniblance ceases,
®

The

frescoes are especial-

I have not heurd any one here speak well of
that poor’ gentleman,
‘Bat one cannot live by sight-seeing
alone,
and from the * castle we went
to the
village, which lies just as a

foot

:

-

a,

Number 26

80, 1869.

JUNE

their little village is held up in Dr. Wheel-

Events of the Week.

of the hill, Here for ten cents we enjoyed
an excellent cup of coffee and & good meal.

The fanatical judge added: ‘No one has
dared, for seven hundred years, to bring
in here this new heresy; and now one sin-

The little

gle family expects to overthrow our holy re-

recently, made a flying trip into New Eng-

ligion.” My brother replied : * This happens
because you have sustained that religion by

land. From Washington he came to West
Point and attended the amniversaries of the
Military Academy there; from that place he

maid

gave

each

of us,

as’ we

were leaving, a fresh boquet of lilies-of-thevalley, and said, with a grace befitting a
princess, ‘Remember Altenburg.”
Just out of the village is the Gross Dyke,
a clear sheet of water,

ference.
swans

Here

we

one

mile in circum-

saw for the

sailing about on their floating nests.

A wide 'carriage-drive, shaded
side

first time

' by

horse-chestnuts

on

either

exsends

quite

around it.
You remember Longfellow’ s beautiful
poem “The Singers.” The third stanza,
“The second with a bearded face

means of terror,

by burning, torturing and

hanging, &c. ; but now the end has ‘come ;
hypocrisy is unveiled.”
After we were again set free, all the pulpits enjoined the people to give no aid nor
comfort to the

Cereghino

family,

but

to

en

er's “Ten years on the Euphrates” and his
| “Letters from Eden,” as an example to the

Mle

PRESIDENT GRANT

came

to Boston,

During

the

arriving

inthe morning.

day he visited the Senate and

House of Representatives,
staté troops, attended the

reviewed the
Peace Jubilee

and left Boston for Groton that night.
Then he returned to New York, having de-

persecute them, This was the plan of the
priests to compel the Cereghino family to
leave the country in despair, and so to put
an end to the propagation of the gospel.

‘capital of this state. "After spending a few
days in New York he returned to Washing-

But, instead of this, we suffered, we work-

ton.

clined

an

invitation

to visit Concord, the

world.”
The two

mission

le
churches in

Marash,

Central Turkey, contain about 500 members. Many of them are extremely poor,
and nine-tenths of them earn but a bare liv-

ing

by

hard work

day’s labor

from day

to day.

A

brings only about 30 cts. in

gold, yet by adopting the tithe system, they
raised last year $1,300 in gold.

Last year’s review ‘of the Mahratta mission in western India,” expresses great
thankfulness for the step the churches are
taking in the matter of self-support. It
says, “Many have pledged a tenth of their

ed perseveringly for our Master, we plantincome, and some whole churches are takTae SPANISH REGENCY.
ed churches,
and scattered the light
There are some reasons for believing that ing upon themselves the same obligation.”
The Madura mission in southern India is
throughout all Italy. Six of the ebroghi- our government will tender its-congratulacame to our minds, as late in the afternoon
no brothers were Bible distributors in all tions to the Spanish Cortes on the elec- successfully adopting the tithe system.
we entered the old market square. - There
parts of Italy, and were the first to carry Bi- tion of Marshal Serrano as regent of Spain. Our ‘churches in Orissa are doing the same,
seemed to come floating down to us strains
bles into Sicily, the island of Sardinia, and
It is thought in official circles, that this act and already the Jellasore church has reof sweet music, and soon we came in sight
Corsica, and, between 1857 and 1860, in* ofthe Cortes goes about as far in the di- quested the privilege of supporting one of
of a full choir of boys high up on a balcony
of the Rathhaus, singing
Whitsuntide tothe provinces of Naples. Neither my pen, rection of a Republic as could reasonably the native preachers.
nor any other, can describe to you our pri- have been expected by any one conversant
hymns to the listening crowd below. The
INDIA.
vations and sufferings.
with the state of affairs in that country and
music of those voiees will long linger in
The Coles. The Berlin Evangelical Miss.
I thank our kind Christian brethren for itis felt that the new governniént, derivour memory.
We started for the evening
the favors received from them in the past. ing its powers from the Cortes and the Soc. in 1845, planted a mission in Bengal,
train in time to spend an hour in the castle | And it is in order that you may lay it before
among the Coles of Chota Nagpore Division
written constitution, as ours does from the
garden, and see the sun set from a lookour American brethren that I subjoin a people through Congressand the Constitu- containing about four millions of souls.
out which we selected in the morning—
Most of these were of the aboriginal races,
( sketch of my present situation.
tion, must be essentially republican in char- uncivilized, ignorant and degraded, beand while we are leaning against the trunk |
I am working very hard, having to preach
acter,
of an old oak, let me tell you what we
lievers in witcheraft,—many [of them naked
in as many as eight different places. The
THE INDIAN WAR.
have learned during the day of the Altensavages, indulging without restraint the
labor does not worry me; but that which
The reports concerning the outrages of
burgs themselves.
does afflict me is that I have not the means the red men are very much exaggerated. brute instincts of their nature. For some
They are more Sclavonic than the surto support the poor, the orphans, the sick; The chief purpose in some of the raids seems years the gospel made but little perceptible
rounding provinces, having been conquered
for the rich man is hostile to the principles to be to get horses. Recently they made a impression on the masses, but at length
later.
They. are very industrious, and
ofthe gospel, while the poor man has noth- raid past the point where the cavalryis God greatly blessed his work, and there are
great lovers of music, hardly a home
now in the Chota Nagpore Division above ing with which to aid us.
;
stationed down the Solomon, killed two 15,000 who have been brought to Christ.
80 humble that it has not a’musical instruMy little church is Waldensian, and I men, captured and drove away a considerament of some kind. The peasants weara
hope that the bréthren in America will all ble number of horses. While this was go- Twelve missionaries, 38 catechists, and 22
dress peculiar to themselves. That of the the more on this account give us aid. If
teachers are laboring in this mission.
ing on, two Indians rode into the valley of
women is very strange, consisting of a
Travancore. This province is situated
they will help us in any measure, we will Pipe Creek. These attempted to shoot no
short, thick skirt, which reaches to the
hold ourselves personally indebted to them, one, and while they did their bestto get’ in the south-west of India, and here the
knees, and is innocent of a single gather—
and will beseech our Heavenly Father to up a.scare, in which they were remarkably London Miss. Soc. has one of its most
a waist of another color—an apron nearly
reward them abundantly, blessing them sucessful, they seemed to be averseto mil- flourishing missions. Eleven natives have
meeting behind--long stockings—low shoes,
with all spiritual and Leyenly blessings in itary operations.” Their purpose was to get recently been ordained. Ten years ago
and a head-dress which beggars descripthis mission had 980 members, now it has
Christ our Lord.
horses, and as the settlers mostly fled in
tion. It fits the head closely, somewhat af2,228. Ten years ago its yearly contribuWith these few words I close, saluting
ter the fashion of a skull-cap, but extends all our American brethren and sisters on consternation at the first alarm, they were tions amounted to $1,732, last year they
very successful. Having got a herd of
to the neck, and then suddenly widens out, behalf of this little flock. The pastor,
were $6,040.
horses, they started over toward the Soloon either side, into wings and falls over the
STEFANO CEREGHINI.
Orissa. During the last ¢old season Mrs.
mon. A boy of 14 and a young man of 22
shoulders.
They have peculiarly sweet
J. Phillips accompanied her husband in his
followed
them,
chased
them
to
the
head
of
voices,” and. we found them very kind.
Shall It be Done?
Pipe Creek, and compelled them to abandon missionary trips. While he and the native
The peasantry
is said to be comparpreachers were proclaiming the gospel to
atively rich, (you remember I said they
I have read the article in the Siar of part of the stock they had taken. The Inthe audiences they could gather, she would
the
at
dians
passing
some
miles
from
the
comBaptists
F.
were industrious,) and we certainly found June sixteenth, headed
The writer closes the article by pany of soldiers on Sunday morning “take a gospel and hymn book” and go out
no squalid poverty in the town, although South.
alone to converse with the people. The
we found our way into many narrow asking the question, Can we get the money, got back to the Blue Hills, the soldiers following interesting items connected with
being
still
ignorant
of
their
operations,
BapF.
the
visit
streets and back lanes. And now—what and find & man to go and
these labors are taken from one of her
¥ being in camp—*‘ all quiet ofi* the PoWe
eame of it? Aching feet, a weary body, tist churches at the South.
recent letters.
She. says,
“Nearly all
tomae.”
It
should
be
mentioned
thatin1 believe we can get the money without
and pleasant memories for a life-time.
would
frankly
admit
that
they
are sinners,
N.F.
stead of having the whole country watched
any trouble, and when the money is ready,
are
in
the
dark,
can
do
nothing
for themthere will be more than one man that will from the high peaks, from which it can be
selves, and that their gods are equally
Protestantism in Italy.*
viewed
for
miles
and
miles,
the
cavalry
be ready and willing to enter upon the
keep a guard with their horses when graz- powerless. Still they cling to them like a
The following letter has been put into work.
HOW TO GET THE MONEY.
ing out, and a small guard near their camp. drowning man to a straw.. Every man is
our hands, and we print it for the interest
As a result they know nothing about what afraid of his neighbor, fears the witches,
In
the
last
Register,
one
thousand
two
of our readers. A brother of the author is
is going on in the country save what hap- and don’t dare forsake the gods lest they
now in this city, and is engaged much of hundred and seventy-nine churches are reCaste,
pens under their jmmediate sight. Mean- become angry and devour him.
the time in presenting the claims of the reported. Let each church raisé five dolSatan's great stronghold, is rapidly crumlars, and we shall have six thousand three while the country is filled with false alarms;
work of evangelization in Italy to the
bling to ruins, and, strictly speaking, exChristian public, and soliciting funds for hundred and ninety-five dollars to com- and the true alarms are bad enough. Three ists only in the minds of the people; gll its :
its prosecution. The letter js dated April 5, mence the work which ought to be done. men were out on the Solomon scouting, rules having been thrown to the winds-durIdo not believe that we have a church in two of them were timid and cowardly, and
1869, at Favale, Italy, and is as follows:
the whole denomination that is so poor pointing through the fog of a rainy morning, ing the late .dreadful fanfine. Still all
By the inspiration of God, I visited the
said, * Look at those Indians! Look atthem! classes, except the highly educated men,
that it cannot raise the above amount,-and
Waldensian- valleys, and by virtue of Di¢ Where?” asked the oth- cling to the dilapidated old system as
many of the churches could do even more Look at them!”
Stood singing in the market place;
And stirred with accents deep and loud,
The hearts of all the listening crowd,”

vine

Providence,

my

heart was touched in

such a manner that it constrained me to
leave the Catholic religion and embrace the
religion of Truth. I returned to my family
carrying with-me the Bible; and my heart
was burdened with anxious desire to show
to my kindred the treasure which I had
found.
The Romish priests used every
means to silence us, passing from Herodto
Pilate,and appealing tothe fanaticism of the
people. But all this, with cruel imprisonmerts, vexations, and vilest calumnies, only served to strengthen and confirm the
Cereghino family and their little congregation.
Our distresses culminated on the night of
Noveribiér 13, 1852, when twelve officers
brutally entered our dwelling, breaking in
the doors and furiously felling to the floor
every one whom they met with, paying no
regard to age or sex, but running riot in
cruelty. The house was surrounded by a
mob of some two thousand people, crying
out, *‘ Fire and death to this heretical race!”
Three brothers and two “sisters were put in
hains on the spot, and three more on the
foNowing
morning, when, without any
consideration or respect, they were all
dragged to prison. Two of the officers had
forcibly entered the room of the two sisters
and said to them, ‘‘ Come with us; you
have brought a scandal on our religion.”
To which one of the sisters replied: ‘ We
will go willingly for Christ's sake; for the
Bible says, whosoever shall be ashamed
of me and of my words, of him shall the
Son of man be ashamed, when he shall
come in his own glory, and in his Father's
and ofthe holy angels.
If I had not this
persecution, I should not know whether I
am a disciple of his or not, since all his disciples were persecuted.” Bu
this fell
without effect upon the harden
arts of
the officers; and we were all locked up in
separate dungeons, under the most rigorous
orders that no. one of us should be allowed
to communicate

with

any other.

For four

months we were thus shut up; living on
bread and water. Priests, monks and nuns
visited us expressly to insult and torment
us. Our trial came on at last, and lasted

three days.

Two

hundred and

forty wit-

nesses appeared against us, swearing that
we were subverters of the Catholic religion.
“Tv* All funds for this cause left at this Office will be
forwarded.

if they would.

With

this

missionaries could be sent into the field by
the first of September, and a very great
amount of work could be done during the

fall and winter.

We

shall certainly need

the help of these churches

er.

‘ Why,

Will’ the churches

individually raise the

five dollars and have the work pushed
ward, or will they hold back and

let

forothers

gather the harvest? Come, let us work
while the day lasts, and let us have the
money by the middle of August, without
fail. It is for the churches to say what
shall be done.
A. B: B.

though it were their sole dependence for

this life and the life to come. One old devotee delivered himself of a speech like
this: ‘I don’t require to be told that Iam a

see them,

were on a ridge a short distance off, that
bounded

the horizon,

and with

their

tails

erect, were barking defiance.

that are at the

fore the most of them would become selfsupporting, and then their contributions,
would help support other missionaries in
other fields. Brethren, what shall we do?

shaking

A couple of prairie dogs

don’t you

their guns at us?”

-

South, and it wouldjbe but a short time be-

sinner, nor that the gods can do nothing to
save me.
Ihave known this, and a long

time I have been looking in every direction for the true light, but I don’t find it.

Mission Figld.

Now if you can tell me how to get rid of

CALIFORNIA.

The

Methodist

mission among the Chi-

nese at San Jose, on

the Pacific

coast, has

suffered a recent outrage from the Ku Klux
Klan secret organization. The Am. Miss.

states that the superintendent of the mission,

Rev.

Otis

Gibson,

organizede
a Chi-

nese Sabbath School at San Jose which in
one month numbered 140. Neither the rid.
icule heaped upon the teachers, nor the
stones

thrown

at

the Chinamgn,

retarded

the work ; so these human fiends ‘proceeded
to burn’ down the building in- which the

~ Chips.
rl

——He
who
would preach the truth
must consent to be unpopulir if necessary.

school was

taught—one

of the most beau-

tiful and elegant church edifices on the Pa—It will profit us more to discern one cific coast. They sent to the pastor an
ofour own faults, than to find ten in our’ anonymous letter informing him that the
next time he saw his church it would be in
neighbors.
——Those whose aims are highest, will ashes, and threatening his life if he continbe most dissatisfied with their attainments; ued to teach the Chinamen.
Mr. Gibson had “organized 14 Chinese
while those whose aims are lowest, will be
most content, though on a level with the Sabbath schools in which about 400 China~
men are taught our language by Chinese
wallowing swine.
Some of these schools
——As ministers of Christ, what feelings men and women.
have
an
eveping
session
during the week.
of depression sometimes weigh us down ; but
when we consider that heaven has made us
stewards of the glorious truths which shall
shine in immortal splendor when all earthly glories shall have forever faded away,
we thank God that he has counted us
worthy

of a call

to the

sacred work, even

though our wearied feet shall tread the
roughest paths. Cheer up, faithful minis-

ter of Christ,

and

gather a "few

more

sheaves, for the day is at hand when you
willnot in the least regret that you have
suffered a little for Christ's sake,
——REntering an unqceupied attic, I noticed that while sons of the artful spiders
had set their traps in darkened corners,others

had boldly

laid their snares upon the win-

dows 80 as to entrap such insects as might
seek the light; éven so Satan's snares are
not.all in dens of ignorance and infamy,
His cobwebs may be found in too many
churches,
“

»

amount, three

TITHE

SYSTEM

IN ASIATIC MISSIONS.

The fruit of the tithe system (or giving a
tenth)in rendering ‘the churches gathered
among the heathen: self-supporting is indeed marvelous. Blind Hohannes—dJohn
Concordance—who first introduced the system to the very poor, weak church in
Shephik, eastern
come renowned,

Turkey, bids fair to beand this obscure
little

church to become famous.

Preyiousto this

movement they thought they could not
raise 500 piasters (about $23 in gold,) per
year,
Since its introduction, they have
built a chapel, which is a model of neatness, with a store-room at one end where

they faithfully deposit their tithes. They
now support their pastor with very little
assistance, besides aiding the Koordish
missionary work, while seven of their number have given themselves to the work of
the Lord.
-They are much gratified that

my sins it will be just what I want.’, Duala
began speaking of the way of salvation
through Christ, when the old man exclaimed, . ‘That

is it,

that: is it.

Now

tell

me just what I am to do.’ To one unacquainted with this fickle people this case
would seem very encouraging. But O! their
blindness,

their

lack of

moral

courage,

and love for their old sins,are so great that
nothing but the power of God can start them
in the right path.
There

are

over

twenty

small

villages

within a half hour’s walk of our tent, mostly Santals. They are now in the midst of
a religious festival in honor of cows, which
is to last nine days and nights. The women sing and the men drum the live-long
night, keeping up their strength by constantly using handia, a kind of intoxicating

‘swill’

I call it, for it looks like it and

smells a hundred times worse. One morning I stepped into an enclosure in one of
the villages, and there were five women
singing at the top of their voices and had
been all through the night. Two of them
held in their hands a koola—a kind of half
basket and half fan—and were standing at
the open door of a shed in which was a
cow; and they were: rehearsing in rude

songs her great and good deeds, how she
supplies them with milk and butter, cattle
for cultivating the soil, &c. . . . When the
festival was over, a Super of young men
and beys, armed with
clubs and accompa-

nied by a drummer or two, passed through the main

street of the village,

beating the

fences, trees, shrubs and everything they
met with ; and when alittle out of the village, they drummed furiously, beat the

ground, screamed, yelled, whirled round
and round, &e., &c., and then returned in
high glee.

The object of this closing cer-

emony was to drive all the witches, ghosts
and diseases

from the village

and secure

future health and prosperityto the cattle
and the people.”

an
A

| GUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.

the floor to the top of the “windows, make
‘the air fragrant, while velvet cushioned
chairs invite you to rest. We were told,
that this was the favorite resort of the royul

village should, below the castle, at the

re

pw

Cs
ATI

At No. 89 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,

Stands of flowers, reaching from

?

wis

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

frescoes.

*

aa
he, Ce

for the floor is of highly polished wood, and
the ‘high arched ceiling is covered with
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@ommunications. .

we never saw that before!

may

Three Kingdoms.
No

little

confusion

minds of many

the terms,

often

the

import

of

Perhaps the subject may

was

lished before

ing
and
that
and

it

the

crucifixion.

kingdom

of God

of

estab-

reign

supreme.

For so glori-

S.D.C.

not

many, which are left out for the

John, and were baptized in the name of the
coming king, were subjectsof the kingdom
of heaven.; They were loyal to one unknown king, whom they nevertheless be-

lieved to: be in ‘the midst of the people.
They pressed into the kingdom, from the
time Jobm beganto preach, It is there-

fore evident, that there was from that time
a kingdom for them to press into. It was
"in the midst of the people. Jesus was in the

midst of them, and his disciples or subjects

the day.

issue laws and to enact pains and penal-

a

whereas

they

bora in obscurity, cradled

ger, bred a mechanic,

go.

should

be

men

is profitable

amost

in a man-

and put to'death as

We

that the government
wisely, for in

may

rest

who

will be administered

him - dwell

all the

treasures

we may know

that it will be administered

in the interests

of our race,

for he is bone of

flesh of our

flesh;

our bone and

the king of earth and

heaven is our brother.

Hence the sayingof

Wesley is true, “We have heaven to go to
heaven in.” Paul says, “Who bath delivered us from the power of darkness, and
hath translated us intothe kingdom of his
dear Son.” Such were evidently in that
provinee of ‘the kingdom which lieth on

earth.

But Peter exhorts his brethren to so

live that an

tered onto
dom

abundant

them

of Jesus

entrance

be

minis-

iutoe the everlasting kingChrist. ' In this

he hasref-

erence to that province which is above.
Thus the subjects of the kingdom in one
province, are shown how they must conduct themselves so

another province
Thus the paradox

If no such meeting

kingdom.
that man

3. But there is still another phase of the
kingdom worthy to be considered. It appears that the man, whom we have been
contemplating as king, is not always to
subdued

unto him,

he

should

mands congiderable
it, probably, will not

time, and
that pow-

to do

ability and
often occur

all that has been suggested,

will

to

do

this

ofren exists

where

many

other

s the named of the “Father's kingdom.”

Nie

intimated in verse 24, ‘Then cometh

the end, when he shall have delivered up
the kingdom - unto God, even the Father.”
This is in accordance with “the saying of

Christ im the parable of the wheat and the
tares:—*The Son of man shall send forth
his angels, and they shall gather out of kis
kingdom. all things that offend, and them
which. do iniguity ; and shall cast thew into
a furnace of fire ; there shall: be wailing and

goashiogof teeth.

filled with

ror when fairly stated appears ridiculous,
my

Then shall the right-

be

many,

instead

of * few tons” saved. If there be but *¢ few
saved,” then of the gross weight of the

the quantity will be still smaller,
How strange that man, the image of his God,
Should think himselfto be naught but a clod!
Without immortal, animating soul,
Or aught more noble than the asses foal,
Save this, his legs are two while jack has four,

And of the two, man thinks he knows the more;

But common dust the frames of each compose,
Breathe the same air, alike’in death repose.
Bold Atheism might not blush to own
So foul a creed, or with the jack lie down;

sill

gate

dubd

+o

sensitive like other

men

— perhaps more than others,by reason of
their isolation, or the nervousness condequent upon sedentary pursuits. Their office
ulso separates them, so that the people hesitate to interfere with those who are commwissioned by the Spirit of God, and supposed to be responsible alone to him for whom
they labor. Hence ministers grow up into
all

sorts. of

bad

habits

of speaking, and

working, of personal manners and social
intercourse. ‘Fortunate is he who has a

critical” wife, who is not whimsical, but
well informed. and balanced, who knows

how to handlé the knife and to rbind the
hurts. Some wives indulge only in laudation,

of

brilliant:

tal

the séhool.

If

any one thinks the office belongs to him because of his age, wealth, ;social position,
or other accident,he is generally mistaken.
The best person for the place, whether
male or female, old or young, should be

to fill it.

There

may

be ecircum=

for one

tot a

Christian to take charge of a school, but
these must be rare and exceptional cases.
Let those who are called to this important:
office come

to it with humility and trust in

God, praying fervently for ‘his guidance;

let them receive the prayers of all Christians
that God may bless their labors.

PmivLir.

But if like beasts man was but changing dust
Would heaven pay such a price to save the lost

Lost whut?

Tis but a spirit that that birth ean know
That mustbe known if saved from endless ‘woe,
The fallen spirit pound with carnal chains,
By grace is freed{
its usurped throne regnins;

The flesh,—old

those

who

enddred.

is not, so bad as

have accused

him,

Adam, —now

no longer ru les,

But spirit, grice empowered, the flesh controls,
If flesh is all that constitutes the man,
Make sense of gospel truth in case you can.

might

as well preach gospel to your swine

As to the man, if no dividing line
Save form and bristles separates the two;

Notes
with, Suggestions.
hid

that of

Lost dust, of course, lost clay,

No more nor-less than this, the vile worms prey,
Were man but dust the resurrection morn
As well could bring up nations never born;
If dust were all, then other dust might rise
To life, without a bleeding sacrifice.

You

to be

man, and bring him back to God.

points, but all fail insome respects, and
need earnest criticism that shall use the
knife and the caustic without pity. Wives
can do this better than strangers or breth-

of

wrong. But if guilty and he denies it, his
condition is the hardest of all. The wretchedness of his own heart is. almost insufferable.
:
SPEAKING ONE To ANOTHER.
If the life
of vital godliness was in us, would it not

when the operation is over, go and pray for

wisdom touse and apply the lessons you
have received, and to 'improve upon the
suggestigns made in candor. Manfully try

to become such a preacher as needeth not to

be ashamed, such an ambassador as shall
honor the King and commend his message,
such a leader of the

you, they

shall

people, that, following

grow

more

lovely and holy the more

closely

sue you.— Pulpit.

Love

against

’

In

wise, noble,

they pur-

ho

Love.

Bl

one of Spurgeon's

late

sermons,

we

My

brother speaks of ‘* having as: much
as

myself,

stantiate his views.”

or even more, to sub-

1 wonder

how many

be as easy to introduce religious subjects in

opposite . doctrines he supposes the Scrip+

conversation with those

tures to substantiate ?

‘to inqnire as

whom we meet ;—

~~

HerMox.

to conflicts, trials, progress;

and at proper times call the attention of the
impenitent to the salvation of the soul, as it

is to converse on worldly matters? We
are likely to converse most on whatever interests us most.

“The Law of Revenge.
"The practice of ignoring the

law

when

He says

‘he does not see any usé in meetings; they
‘ire
of norié to him, as “he does not attend
‘them.
He has a family of children, not
‘oie of whom Tas ever ‘been to meeting, or
‘the Subbath school. So meetings
are of no

‘useto them; and theres danger they nev-

ond's pray os, —Our Father[ent

‘erwill be. O what an example for a par:

coming altogether too common.

Men and

women must learnto rely upon the law for

the protection‘ and’healing of their honor,

or deeds of Blood will become the rule instead of the exception. The law of brutal,

unreasoning revenge, has jong reigned in
Texas.

'The other day, for instance, 4 man

in’ Bosque in that State, whose son had

Oh, the depth of love there is in the forgiveness of sins according to the riches of
his grace!
What a work of grace was that
which changed your nature, to make yon
love what once you hated!

And

whata work

it has been to keep the helm of your vessel right; oftentimes the current would have
drifted you back agiin to the old rock, and
wrecked you; buta strong hand has kept
the head of the vessel heavenward ; a blessed wind

has filled the sail ; and

though

you

have made but slow progress, still you are
on the way to the fair haven. Icannot measure the Jove which God has shown me; poor
me, though I am only one of his family. Bat

what does this love say to me and to you but

this—it calleth to another deep ; oh, how 1
ought to love my God who has so loved me!

ob, how I ought to hate

the

gin

which

made my Saviour bleed!
Deeps of the Saviour’s grief, ye call to deeps of spirtual repentance, . The agonies of Christ call us to
the slaughter of oursins. Brethren, if God
£0 loved us, it calls to . another deep—we
ought also to
love one another.
If God
forgave us, behold another deep of obligation to forgive all those who
have offended
agninst
us. How can I love the saints of

God enough who are the brethren of him
who loved 1yg even to the death?
As for
poor sinners, it God saved me, how I ought
10 lay ouwmy life to try and save them. . If
I have,indecd found peace with God through
the

blood

of the cross, how

[oughtto

geek

also once

was!

If Jesus

how Ioughtto love him!

has so

loved

Brethren,

me,

I dare

not, at this hour, say a word against other
Christian people, though I might fairly do
myself, and

own

that

[ have hardly caught so much as.an idea of
what a consecrated man
ought tobe.
|
have read the lives of those of God's servants whose enthusiasm has been fervent,
and whose consecration has been complete,
and I have felt that they were like a huge
Colossus, ?and I a dwarf walking under
their huge legs.
Oh, butto serve Christ as

he

# sip thy kingdom

og

‘What's

torrivle influence!

aeeount’ ‘will he’

the

giv

in

Wearing Mourning.

in-|-

trade, you are wise enough to have

it

We long for the day when this custom

you have

silence,

and

hid

It is unbecoming the truly

weil

perhaps

X

shall be obsolete.

The wearer says,

covered by insurance, and if you have some
loved friend to care for,

nr

———

-+It you have houses, you have not neglect-

!

afflicted one.

by the

black garments,

‘I have lost a near friend.

Iam

in deep

again to be uplifted. You are wise in making these securities; but have you made

sorrow.” Bus true grief does not wish to
parade itself before the eye of the stranger;
much less does it assert its extent. The
stricken one naturally goes apart from the
worldto pour out the tears,
Real affliction «
seeks privacy. It is no respect tothe de-

icy given by covenant and by oath, and urged upon all, whether rich or poor, bond of

awfal

a policy, which will only be paid after your
voice shall be hushed to

hands be folded upon

your

breast,

your

never

sure that everlasting home offered you by ‘parted friend to say we are in sorrow. If
infinite love ? Have yju secured that pol- we have real grief, it will be discovered.
free, in ** Ho, every one
ye to the waters, and he
ey, come ye, buy, and
wine and milk, without

When God bas entered a household in the

that thirstetki, come
that hath no moneat; yea; come buy,
money and without

chasiisement of death, it is time for

religious

God on

meditation’ and

the

communion

with

part of the survivors.

sadly out of place,

then,

are

How

the milliner.

and the dress-maker, the trying on of dress-

that as he was a Senator it was fit he
should appear at the Senate; and if being

in our way.
If we would come after Christ, |
ye must take up our cross, and so follow

:

* My lords,” said the valiant commander.
you

mast

eiven it.

we

have

It means pinching ourselves right

cheerfully to

serve

his cause.

It does

not

mean saying a good word sometimes forhimu
when

it would be shameful to be silent, but

it means muking our whole life a testimony
to his dear love. It doesnot mean giving him
the candle ends and cheese-parings of our
souls, niggardly doling outto him what we
would give a beggar at the door; but it

Is Your

Soul Insured?
A

Ws

¢‘ Pa,” said a little boy as he climbed to
his father’s knee, and looked into his face
as earnestly asif he understood the importance of the subject, * Pa, is your soul insured P”
*« Whatare you thinking abont, my son ”
replied the agitated father. * Why do you
ask that question ?”
“Why, Pa, I heard

Uncle

.

George

say

that you had your house insured, and your
life insured ; but he didn't believe you had
thought of your soul, and he was afraid
you, would lose it: won't you get it insured
right away?”
The father leaned his head on his hand,
and was silent, He owned broad acres of
land that were covered with a bountiful
produce, his barns were even now filled
with plenty, his buildings were all well

covered by insruance: but, as if that would

not suffice for the maintenance of his wife
and only child in case of hisdecease,he had,
the day before, taken a life-policy for a
large amount; yet not one thought had he
given to hig own immortal soul. On that
which was to waste away, and become part
and parcel of its native dust, be had spared sno pains; but, for that which was to
live on and on through the long ages of
eternity, he nad.made no provision, ‘What

never

come

into

E—

4]

should Deacon

Quirk do

but make a solemn call on Mrs,

Forceythe,

truth in the

the

if he seeks to beusefal to his Mister:
He
cannot stand up manfully for Jesus, with-

rumors,

now

rife about town,

seek

Ld

denborgz,” she said, as soon as she could sober down a little.
The Deacon pricked
up his ears, with vis-~
ions of excommuuieations and councils re-

to cast him down,

and the worst foe of all will be found in his
own bosom.
| lected on every feature.
“Thanks be unto Gol, who giveth us the
«¢ Until I read his books,” she finished.

victory, through our Lord Jesus

Christ.”—

S. 8. Times.

“ Oh!” said the Deacon.

i
|i more,

but she seemed
versation satan end.

i

Family Worship.

He waited for

to consider

the con:

** So then you—if I understand—are nota
Swedenborgian, ma'am ?”
I were, I certainly should have had
Common sense is a commodity of great | no “If
inducement
to join myself to your
value in social and family worship, as well “church,”
she replied, with gentle dignity.
as in other things.
But men go about this
er

—

** [ believe, with all my heart, in the same
Bible and the same creed that you believe
id; Deacon Quirk."
res
:

important part
of life's business just as many
do about preaching or writing a newspaper
article.
They know that they, and every-

body else, prefer both short and to the point,
and yet they make long sermons and long
articles as it to deter men from hearing on
reading at all, or to muke those who follow
them, [eel themselves bored by the effort.
Let men wake up a little and inquire what

‘“ And you

dislike

“The

Ifwe

aim to

little time

honor

should be taken

grace and

up

seeing that you can use many

site

conclusion,

and

to come to

words,

the oppo-

what is worse

by

sing, he can

can

neither

talk «a littleto

and

read

‘fear.
any

iar,

—

C—

hé said,

and

said to the su-

I am not afraid of their doing her

harm.

They

love

her

ground

so

much

that

on which she

he would not leave the place alive.”

|.

|

a

Advice of an Actress. .

Herald.

The settled. ministers of the gospel, who

natures.

walks; but I am afraid some person may
step in, anf, not being under authority, or
knowing the manner of the place, may say
something impertinent to her, and if hedid -

for them.— Texas

Pulpit Eloquence.

men,

they would lick the

or

his children,

on the roughest

perintendent, ** Are you not afraid to leave
my dear litle friend alone with all those
men P™ - He replied, “1am.”
** Then why
don't you go to her?”
You mistake my

will lose much of their respectof religion.
Even small children take a common sense
view of the mostter, and bevia to be impressed accordingly.
A simple .impressive
worship requires no. literary edueation to

If aman

purity

with those rough

to do either, then do it and stop,and

for they will be sure

Influence.

there was an institution he visired.
In one
room he found about thirty-five men listening to the teachings of the daughter of a
small shop keeper in the neighborhood.
She was oue of the prettiest women he ever saw in his life.
He noticed that there
was no one present but the young woman

not multiply words to mike the impression
on those around you that you are very
smart,

;

In one of the worst parts of London,

in any one form, whether reading, singing,
prayer, or in comments on what is read,
and especially the two latter.
It is little
better’ than mockery fora man to ask in
prayer for any thing which he does not desire intensely.
It you have nothing for
which to thank God or to ask him, then do
neither the one or the other,and if you have
occasion

all

a
——
Lord Shafteshury recently = related anincident illustrating the effect of womanly

ers, common
sense should be our guide
as to order and time.
Whatever order is
very

which

find it neces-

:

God ina way profitable and pleasant to othpursued,

ereed,

do not

Gales Ajar.”

Female

in others, will not be a pleas

ure to others in them.

your

sary to do,” I thought, as the Deacon in
some perplexity took his departure, and she
returned with a smile to her sewing.—

and what is not so, and be certain that what

they

live

such genial Christians

is pleasing and profitable to them in others

.and pray with them

out of our own

knowing that

what

for the purpose of. asking—and this with a
hint that he wished he had asked before she
became a member of the "Homer First Congregational church—whether
there were

Sir Horace Vere, “if you fear the mouth of

him a trifle now and then
never

"To-day

pieces of ordnance planted in a certain
place, where it would be very dangerous
to fight.

Forceythe.
—

by a lord present, that the enemy had many

conduct it.

estate, and

- Mrs.

im,
Ata certain council of war,it was remarked

he ought to be served does not mean giving

shall it profit & man if he gain the whole
What béen shot by ‘pire accident by another
world and lose his own soul?” was a quesfinal judg. ‘man, went to ‘¢hurch where the latter was tion
he had cared not to ask. Now, as he
ESL
YO
ment ip
forest
engaged in worship, strode up to him; abd. sits in silence, his soul is stirred within him ;
Christ's ?
ingdom
eat and tard
:
growing side by side? Not quite that. " MORE oF THE SHOW THAN OF THE SER- shot both the man and his little girl . seated and he mentally exclaims, —
“ What ghall I do to be saved?" ~
‘by
his
side.
.
. “Our Father, thy kingdom come.” Strange MON. It would be lamentable if any, who

h

:

out having many

find this searching appeal:

be offered in sacrifice.

Scripture

:

A}

that she was a Swedenborgian !
field.”
;
Aunt Winifred broke out laughing, and
So-the Christian must nerve hithself for laughed merrily. The Deacon frowned.
strong opposition from the great enemy,
¢* I used to fancy that I believed in Swe-

If flesh is all of man then Paul was blind

That he might all his Saviour’s glories see,
When he; in fwct, would only cease to be.

neglected

‘Dear reader, have you had your soul
sured ?
oi
:

acannon,

means the rendering up of body, soul, and
spikit—the surrender of our entire natare to

To wish to be from his vile body freed

a

duced by the long sickness of the fathe
must ‘draw on her scanty purse to buy
there, he was required to give his advice, new wardrobe throughout for herself and
he must speak freely what his conscience children, throwing away the good stock of
ren, in many instanc¢es, but notin all. It is
commanded him.
:
garments already prepared,
when she
not well to depend entirely on even the most
‘* Then you shall die,” said the enraged knows not where she is to get bread for
competent wife for the pruning and trim-. roler,
{
.
those little ones, Truly may fashion be
ming needful to healthy Sows and sym-'
“1 have ever professed to be immortal,” called a tyrant, when it robsthe widow of
metrical development.
lect some man was the reply. ‘Do what you will, and 1
her last dollar.
:
who has a kind heart and a clear head,’ will do what T ought.
Itisin your power
Sarely your sorrow will not be question| good sense, cultivated tastes, and sympathy to put me to death unjustly, and in my powed, even if you should not call in the milwith the cause of religion, and place your- er to die constantly.”
liner to help you displayit.
Do not in your
self in his hands with pledges of sincere
If this heathen, with no gospel sun-ray aflliction help uphold a castom which will
purpose to hear and heed what may be said to lighten the dark valley, could thus stand
turn the afflictions of your poorer neighbor
.by the critic, not to argue nor to get angry,
firm to his principles, in the very face to deeper poverty, as well as sorrow.—
The
nor bear any grudge, if vanity is wounded
of
death,
surely
we
should
not
shrink
from
Central Baptist.
| or conceit is pricked till it collapses. Then,
duty because of a few straws of opposition

1f all is flesh, grace has bo more’ to do,
To think that body being left behind
His spirit might to the third heavens rise
And see those things unseen by mortal eyes,
And serious, too, was his mistakes indeed, -

Jesus,

Sabbaths,

others chiefly in censure, ‘and thus
price P"—Christian Banner:
There is
1 es, and the trimmibg of bonnets.
puff the ‘swelling victim, or pierce him to
something profane in exciting the vanity of
the heart till his life ebbs away in bitter desa young girl by fitting a waist, or trying on
Either extreme is |
Stand «up for Jesus.
pondency and failure.
a hat, when the corpse of a father is lying
dangerous and harmful to most men.
No
in an adjoining room. Itis a sacrilege to
one deserves unqualified praise, or merits
- The Emperor Vespuasius commanded la drag the widow forth from her grief, to b
sweeping condemnation.
The critic must certain Senator not to appear at the Senate,
= *
discriminate, and encourage in certain di- or if he did come, not to speak anything fitted for a gown, or to select a veil.
It is often terribly oppressive tothe
poor.
rections, stimulate by praise and inspire by
the Emperor would not approve.
The widow left desolate with a half-dozen
appreciation.
No one is perfect at all
To
this the Senator
bravely replied, little children, the family means already re-

so; but I will accuse

teachers

and

years he has not been to meeting.

% kubjoct, gives added sig-

are egotistical and

Christ came to save was some tons of earth,
but he thinks there will

intelligent. person,

broken

in his flock or out of it, to administer faith- ‘ed to pay a premium to secure you against
ful criticism to him in love.: The minisiry their loss by fire.
If you have stock in

logic is not in fault. The brother does not
appear to question the statement that all

supposed social dishonor of any sort has
.. MEETINGS OF XO USE. Tknow Mr. L, been intliéted, allowing private revenge to
Te lives but a mile from three meetings, take its course without punishment, and
and has long been a professor.” For two dignifying the murderer intoa hero, is be-

Forde

some judicious

minister

To rescue

by the

accompany

But if innocent, his ease
transpires, the kingdom

would

;
to

chosen

not always

found,

violation of right, it: is hard

Afterthis event

Being

a Critic.

———
advise “every

ents and great powers in other directions.
The superintendent
should usually "be

does

are not

him, that God

1 Cor.

We

improved,

the Jost sheep, still lost and wandering, as I

qualifications

subject unto him that put all things under
may be all in all.”

direct.”

Choose

un- er him asa useful preacher,
who wins you
‘to virtue and piety, or confirms you in them,
Bible, the warnings of friends, and the py little and little, though he seldom make
voice of God's afflictive providence unan- a deep impression’in any particular disswered, rush to his mind ; and he finds no course.—Ireeman’s Sermon.
peace till he throws himself into the arms of

{Wasted years, golden opportunities

The Christain ects on this one point agree—
Man ate the fruit of the forbidden tree,
And then to save him from an awful fate.
The Son of God came down from heavenly state,
Endured the cross, and shed his precious blood

desirable

Harpgst jo¥ THE THREE.
When a professed Christian is. charged with some great

15: 28.

to

be found in one person. We hayesketched But low indeed the mind of man must sink
an ideal superintendent, but the qualities When Christian souls such slimy waters drink.
But when he wrests God's word in efforts vain
entering into his character are such as adHimself a beast to prove, and logie strains
mit of cultivation, and may be developed
To carry such a point, then reason finds
No sure relief for such disordered minds,
even where they were not supposed to exist,
Let no one refuse the office, when du- When reason fails, zeal tries to make amends;
ly called to it, because of the difficulty of When helm is gone, then,driven by the winds
Oa fatal rock, your skip becomes a wreck,
filling the requirements of the position. Though firmly built and stout from keel to deck.
Probably no one ever did that completely.
Zeal like the wind may always fill the sail
The great need is, that he he able to or- When reason guides the helm safe blows the.
ganize, even to details, and direct. Ability
gale.
:

then’

shall the Son (the man) also himself be

Of

duties de-

rule; Says the Apostle Paul, ‘And when all

be

‘is held,

stances in which it is proper

in the kingdomin the flesh, cannot in the
flesh enter into the kingdom.

things shall

and so arrange

the. Jnterests
of the school,

chosen

as to enter, and enjoy,

of the same
is explained

reading,

course the discharge of all these

er

assured

of wisdom and knowledge;

The pastor’

the Spirit at all times will help beyond anything else.

occasionally call the teachers and officers
together for prayer and consultation con-.

of both earth and heaven. We say a man,
not because we aave any doubts as to his
divinity, but because the attention is especially called to the most “astonishing side
question.

friends in tears.

went in, was kind and sympathizing, was
at the funeral,’ took some part with the best

weekly Teachers’ Meeting is sustained, he
should conduct it himself, or arrange with
the pastor or other competent person, to do

an evil doer, hclds in his hands th8 scepter

of this

for to attend. Bids what
It is no time to show re-

the exercises from time to time as to give ‘whole race there will be but few tons of
an agreeable variety. He should, as far as earthy matter saved; or, when the gross
possible, cultivate an acquaintance with all weight of the saints'is taken in comparison
persons connected with the school. If a with the gross weight of the entire globe,

new

who had] cerning

astonishing state of affiirs; a man
been

had been sent
should he do?

buried and

He should select the hymus for singing, and
the Scriptures for

form. Before this event both king and
subjects were on earth, now the king has
ascended into the heavens, and part of his
subjects are with him, while another part
are yet on earth. Says he: ‘All power is
given unto me in heaven-and in earth.”
Matt. 28: 18.
“I am set down with my
Father on his throne.” Rev. 3: 21. We
are now called upon to contemplate

NEGLECTED AT FuNEraLs.
The pastor
felt he was neglected.
A former. minister

sentment, or to appear odd or indifferent
when some are sickand dying, some being

closedin an orderly mannar;and that each
exercise has its proper share of the time.

ties. John 17:2. Matt. 11: 27.
2. But we are to consider another phase
of this subject. After the resurrection and
assumes

A few verses read in the Bible

Pardee used to say that, “‘next to the

were. in the midst of them. These are the
essential elements of a kingdom,—king | struction; that books and papers are disand people. Power was put into the hands tributed, and collections taken, at the propof a man, Jesus, to organizea kingdom, to er time; that the school is opened and

kingdom

Itis important, too, to begin the

day WithGod.: Ask then, in secret especially, his love, his direction and salvation for

nl
A ies

turns,”

sake of brevity. From which it appears
that these ;'who embraced the doctrines of

the

The morning is the Hest

30, 1869.

Selections,
choose

uy

First OF ALL.

turn the crank, thereby imparting force and
Gop IN IT. * The * poor Indian” saw God
directing all the movements of the machinery.
The superintendent should not. in the clouds and beard him in the wind.
be so oppressed by a sense of the dignity of Well he might, for God is there. We see
in the earth, in the heavens he has
‘his position as to float like a chilling ice- higg_
and garnished, in the sun, planberg through the school; or like some. sprea
grand snow-capped raountain standing far "ets, roving comets and glittering stars.
away from its fellows in ‘serene majesty, And all may see him if they will in redempSalva‘casting. shadows upon the plain below and tion. That -is not human work.
forbidding all approach to its awful soli- tion by Christ, the gospel with its renovattudes.
He should, rather, be of a genial, ing power bears the impress of Divinity
sunny temperament, diffusing light and joy as well as the work of creation.
by his very presence in the room. He
should generally have nothing to do,durA few Tons of Earth.
‘ing the session of the. school bat to dis—
—
charge the duties implied in the name of
his office. He shonld see that all pupils _ In the Star of May 26, ‘ Friend of
are properly classified ; that the classes are Truth” objects to what he terms ridicule,
supplied with teachers; that no one inter- but this seeming ridicule is but solid .arguferes with the teachers while giving in- ment against aridiculous error. If that er-

of God is within you (among you). Luke
17: 20,21. These may be taken as exam-

ascension,

life nm

anxiety.

lished order of proceeding* have been aptly characterized as ‘“men whom the crank

with observation ; for, behold, the kingdom

ples of the

world,

the ability, and the courage, to strike out
into new paths occasionally and give life
Very soon
{ feelings of a Christian heart.
and freshness to the exercises of his school.
his stréngest and lasting friends were those
Those who never ‘depart from the estabof that family and the relatives. * Wisdom

The follow-

cometh

ungodly

should be independent of routine, not allowing himselfto slide along the well-worn
grooves in which he or his predecessors
may have run for years.
He should have

texts bear upon this point: —*The law
the prophets were until John: since
time the kingdom of God is preached
every man presgeth into it.” Luke 16:

16. “The

this

zeal and perseverance that can enter into
the composition of one character.
He

estab:

y
evidently

of

cise of all the best elements of character.
He needs all the patience, courage, piety,

To this we reply, both before and

after the resurrection.
1. The kingdom was

show, and let your hearts cry as one of Bunyan's pilgrims did, “ Life, life, eternal

commotions

JUNE

we have feared there is something like
Close your eyes, friends, against such

ut that time will help wonderfully to religpastor, the superintendent should be a man .ious thought, feeling and purposes.
It is
in the church,” and certainly the duties of ‘blessed to get religion in first in the day.
the office afford opportunity for the exer- before the world, temptation and satan come.

; compel us to acknowledge that the kingdom of God is now established.
But the
resurrection

And

the

Mr.

heaven is at hand,” and Jesus said, “The
time is fulfilled, and the kingdom ot God is
at hand.” These passages, and others of
similar import, when carefully considered,

Christ?

at church: than of the sermon.

totell

of dress they have

yet
it.

|

shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom.”
Dan. 2: 44.
John said, “The kingdom of

when

seen

The S. S. Superintendent.

heaven, prior to the birth of Christ.
" Daniél said, *In the days of these kings

back,

the tares from the

to pray.

Ply the terms to that form of dominion
* which God exercised over the earth and

comes

separate

fashions

‘time for prayer. Then the body is not faous a consummation he taught his disciples “tigued nor the mind perplexed by care and

these terms apply to no less than three dis;
tinct phases of the subject; four, if we ap-

question

of the

they are pious, should be able

wheat, and gather the precious grain into

everywhere

be made sufficiently clear by saying, thit

lished? before, or after the

hope

more

rested with joy upon the time, when all
things thatoffend and them that do iniguity shoutd be overwhelmed, and his Father

in the

‘kingdom of God” and ‘‘king-

dom of heaven.”

farmer

his barn, so the eye of Jesus, glancing over

arises

respecting

safely

the

‘STAR:

to the time when he

looks with satisfaction

As

MORNING

I was seated in the parlor of the hotel
at B
, reading, when a lady hastily
entered, #nd addressing
* me, said: ¢* What
time shall you start for the theater?” Then

are constantly preaching to the same peo- glancing at my face, added, ‘‘* Excuse me,
ple, and who, in the course of a year, deliv- sir; I thought you were one of our comera hundred sermons in the pulpit, it is pany.”
It

was Miss

in vain to demand of them the same style of
eloquence which distinguishes the celebrat-

who

will last through life; and you will consid-

would overwhelm it.”

, a celebrated

was at the time

an

inmate

actress

of our
ed preachers, who have appeared only on house ; and I said pleasantly, ‘‘ I never went
particular occasions. The sermon which to the theater.”
“ What!” she exclaimed, ‘have you.
is filled with tropes and figures, with glowat trageing language, with pathetic addresses, in a not even heard Forrest, the
word, with the graces and energies of the dian?”
* No,”
I replied, “I was taught by my
superior kinds of oratory, is loudly called
Some, .howfor by many. Why do not our ministers, it parents to shun the drama.
is asked, preach like. the divines of the ever, whom I respect, say that I was
educated in this matter, and
Fre
nation, or deliver their sermons wrongly
the life and pathos of Whitfield? The that if I should once visit the theater, 1°
answer ig, that the French divines, who should see my error. You certainly know
have gained 8» much renown, preached on- all about it, and I would like to ask your
ly in Lent and Advent, that Whitfield, who. it opinion. Would you advise me to atmust be confessed, possessed astonishing tend
The tragedienne’s countenance grew pale
powers of oratory, and great knowledge of
human nature, never remained long in one and haggard as she answered with an
seriousness
place, but as soon as he perceived that the expression whose mournful
attention of his auditors was beginning to baunted me long after. * Sir, if you bave
droop, he fled to another part of the coun- nover been to the theater, I advise you
try. In truth, the animated style of elo- never to go!” and without another word
°
quence is not designed for common use; it she loft the room.
I have thought since, in connection with
is a mere luxury,a dish to be served up on
holy days. The figures' which enrich this her sad, weary look, of the touching wail
species of style do not grow on every tree; of the English actor Rubson, pttered throughcorrect and elegant simile and metaphors out hi4 last illness, * Oh, my wasted and
are rare prodactions. The settled minis- unprofitable life I” and I have wondered
tera of the gospel must he content to supply if the patrons of the stage ever considered
their flocks with the plain and substantial that their amusement is ‘purchased at a
peace of mind, and
food of religion, If they are constantly terrible cost of the
happiness of the peraiming at something more exquisite, they perhaps the eternal
will, ere long, become declaimers and en. formers they applaud; and if the young,
thusiasts ; they will soon get to the end of when for the first time they go to the playtheir stock of images and glowing expres. house, know how many famous actors and
sions, and will go over them again and actresses have uttered, earnest and heartagain; they will grow affected and artific- broken protests against the theater.—Mesial; and though there will still be an ap- senger.
pearance of heat, ‘yet it will be a mere appearance; for their language will be colder
DR. LYMAN BeeoHER once said:—
than the rays ofa December mom.
AS the “Should a ‘fofeign army land upon our
truth of these observations is established by shores to levy such a tax upon us as intemexperience, you, my hrathren, will be sat- perance levies, no mortal power eould
isfied with that moderate warmth, which resist the tide of swelling indignation that

*
EN

.-

Courage.

A Touching Incident.
Lp

|

pt

—

;

.

this, when we feel as if we could take the
‘Then come
great world in. our arms.

- AFFECTATION i3 a greater enemy to the

* | face than small-pox.

4

A

gloomy hours,

when the fire will

not

EER

A

,

ls

Dbertisements.

Shbertisements.

burn

How
- wourLp itfbe with the church if on our hearths and all without and within
Fannie » hiight-eyed.littlesgir]of six summers, hearing much and often in the family, every member goted towards it as I am is dismal, ‘cold and dark, Believe me. evthe Sunday-school, and the Church, of the acting ? . How long would it exist? ery heart has its secretsorrows, which the
strenuous efforts being
made: to collect
“Wir AND HUMOR! in the House of God world knows not, and ofttimes we calla |
means for the rebuilding of the house of may suit some, but never the real Christian. man cold when he is only sad—Longfellow.
God, which was destroyed by fire in the It is better, says the Bible, to gv to the
MARK OF A GENTLEMAN,--No man is a
:
memorable conflagration which suceeeded house of mourning than to the house of
FOR GAS OR KEROSENE.
gentleman who, without provocation, would
the
evacuation
of
Richmond
by
the.
confed
TOWN and COUNTY COM
feasting.”
~
And dares a brother’s hand to span,
treat
with
incivility
the
humblest
of
his
speMITTEES on LAMPS and
erate army, was excited to a deeper interThough dark the skin and rough the form,
GAS, Railrond, Gas and FerBEWARE how you trifle with daty, on the cies. It is a vulgarity for which no accomest than that of a mere hearer.
So meeting
If yet that brother be a man;
3
Cos, Railroad supply
Who strikes where’er a wrong is found,
with little Mary, the frequent companion of ground of inability. He who bids you do, plishment of dress or address can- ever
ouses, owners
of Market
Show
us
the
man
whg
desires
to
atone.
promises
you
strength.
He
invites
you
to
Houses,
Large Storehouses,
And brands a tyrant to his face;
their childish diversion, she agcosted her
Depots, Skating Rinks, Man‘make every one around him ‘happy, and
Nor courts applause and empty sound,
receive.
$
:
:
thus:
ufacto jes, Hotels, RestauBut firmly treads in virtue’s trace.
whose greatest solicitude is never to give
rants, also Churches, PhyTHE GENERALITY of men expend the early
«Mary, I wish you would give me some
cause of offense to any. one, and we will
. sician’s country re~idences,
money for the church!” To which Mary re- part of their lives in contributing to render show youa gentleman by nature and by
" Such are the men who've stemmed the tide
and all others interested
And ¢love the way through giant wrong,
will find that this is exactly
plied, “Why Fannie, I have only two cents,” the latter part. miserable.—ZLa Bruyere.
practice, though he may never have worna
what thay need for an outWho've fought triumphant, side by side,’
To this Fannie
tejoined, ‘Never miod
- No PERSON ever got stung by hornets suit of broadcloth nor ever heard of a lexidoor or street Lamp,
:
Mid perils deep and troubles long;
that will do; Mr. R, (her pastor) says the who kept away from where they were. It is con. Weare proud. to say forthe honor of
MINKR'S STREET AND
Their martyred forms are thickly strewn
DEPO
LAMP
ive
8
amuch
churgh'will
have
to
be
built
brick
by
brick
Ou many an ancient field of crime;
just go with habits.
our species there are men in every throb of
better Light, is cleaner, more
and that will be enough to buy two bricks.
But seeds of truth they’ve wildly sown
durable, and more economwhose heart there is a solicitude for the
Bryon
all
credulity
is
the
credulousness
To blossom rich in coming time,
ical every way than any lamp
How pleasant to contemplate “the budwelfare of mankind, and whose“every
‘now
in ure. Testimonials
Amid those armies of the dead,
of
the
atheist,
who
believes
that
chance
.
ding of beneficence in the infantile heart !
of the BEsT kind will be tur‘Whose legions pale and silent Jie;
could make a world when it can not build breath is perfamed with kindness.
It
is
not
indigenous
there.
It
is
a
trans_
nished
in abupdance.
Their lives 4 pas~ing fragrance shed,
«fend for Pamphlet and
Sut
FuritNURE WivEs.—Men marry for forplantation from the garden of the Lord. It a barn.—8. Clarke.Their names, immortal, ne’er shall die.
Price
List.
:
tune, and sometimes to please their faney;
is a cultivated vine, capable of almost in“Tue BAprisT conception and statement
they
suspected
is
than
oftener
much
but
definite developement. If neglected, it of New Testament Christianity presents the
" A Dream of the Infinite.
E. A. HEATH & CO,
will withér, ¢ so as scarce a leaf will only effective barrier to the doctrines and consider what the world will say of it—how
such a woman in their friends’ eyes will Sole Manufacturers for the United States,
Rh
"show;" but if nurtured and pruned and tendencies of ritualism.”
look at the head of a table. Hence we see
God called up, from dreams, a man _into trellised and trained upon the frame44 Murray Street,
so many insipid beauties made wives of,
It 18 very significantto observe in gpeeches
“the vestibule: of heaven saying: ‘ Come work of pure religious principle, it will soon
© NEW YORK
6m17
fanparticular
the
struck
have
not
could
that
thou hither and see the glory of My house,” become *‘asa tree planted by the river of delivered in parliament, that the greatest
all.
at
fancy
any
had
that
man
any
of
oy
and to the servants that stood around His water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his orators speaking on the most. interesting
throne He said, ‘* Take him, and undress season; his leaf also shall not wither.” subjects, cannot keep up the interest and These I call furniture wives, as men buy
BEAUTIFUL BAIR,
moment furniture pictures, because these suit this or
him from his robes of flesh; cleanse his Yes, its rich and unwithered foliage will attention. of their audience the
Nature's Crown.
vision, and put a new breath into his nos- cast its refreshing shadows upon the burn- that they begin to read out a quotation. that niche in their dining- parlors.
Yon
Must Caltivate it
trils; only touch not with any change iog path of many a foot-sore and ‘wayworn What an argument this is for extemporary
We
:
his human heart—the heart that weeps and pilgrim, and its exuberant fruitage, luscious preaching !
GRAY IIAIR
Premiums.
trembles.” It was done; and with a mighty as the grapes of Eschol, will make glad the
Sir WirLLiam JONES, who was eqnally
Is
a
certain
indication
angel for his guide the man stood ready for heart of the sad, weary, and heavy-laden
Any one having sent for ono of -the. Pre:
his infinite voyage ; and from the terraces mourner, bowed down beneath the burden distinguished for bis piety and learning, miums offered last year, and not having re+
of
decay
al
the roots.
of heaven, without sopnd or farewell, at of sorrow and sickness and care, while it ex- said that ¢¢ the Biblg, independent of its Di- ceived it, is requested to inform us of the
vine
origin,
contains
more
important
hishales
continuously
to
heaven
its
offering
as
once they wheeled away into endless space.
New Style.
Emportant Change.
>
fact, as we have recently learned that some
Sometimes, with the solemn flight of angel a sweet smelling savor, acceptable to God tory, more true poetry and more sublime .of our letters sent with money to pay for
A REAL HAIR RESTORYR AND DRESSING
thoughts
than
could
be
found
inall
other
wings, they fled through saharas of dark- through our Lord Jesus Christ.
Combined in One Bottle.
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
books by whomsoever written.”
ness, through wildernesses of death, that
.
good our promises.
divided worlds of light; sometimes they
THE PASSENGER fare over the Pacific
By a united effort on the part of the
The Condolence System.
were swept over frontiers that were quickrailroad from Omaba to San Francisco is church members and Sabbath school scholening under the prophetic motions from
fixed at $125. Thatis over seven centsa ras, the Washington Street church, Dover, “Will Restore Gray Hair to its,
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.
God.
Then from a distance, thatis countto five obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
Who originated that most exquisite of in- mile; but it must soon éome down
ed only in heaven, light dawned for a time quisitions, the condolence system?
cents, or about $80. Itisas far from Bos- now subscribers to provide itself with two
is a most delightful Hair Dressing
It
through a sleepy film; by unutterable pace
Let other churches go and
ood organs.
A solid blow has in itself the elements of ton to Omaha, as from Omaha to San FranIt will promote luxuriant growth.
the light swept to them, they by an un- its rebound ; it arouses the antagonism of cisco, but the fare is $50 only.
o likewise, and let no one of our churches
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.
utterable pace, to the light; in a moment the life on which it falls; itsrelief is the rehowever small in numbers, be without an
Mrs, 8: A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM,
ther
IT
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NOT
a
knowledge
of
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and
Greek
the rushingof planets was upon them; in lief of a combat.
By a faithful, persistent and. united preparation for the Hair ; clear and transparent,
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without
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a moment the blazing of suns was around
at
pricking
of
one
some
secure
can
church
any
effort,
needles
Bat a bundred little
wonderful resulls.
[ts great superiority and ecomom
them. Then came eternities of twilight us,—what is to be done with them? The stand the Scriptures, or interpret them to the organs now offered as premiums.
Let as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades ts
that reveal, but were not revealed. To the hands hang down, the knees are feeble. others. Ifthe Spirit of God take not away every one who reads this go to work now,
acknowledged
ail not oniv in this country
but in
She
estorey and Zylobalsamum should not
right band and to the left towered mighty We cannot so much as gasp, because they the veil of ignorance from the beart, and and continue to work through the year in beEurope.
used one avith the other.
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enlighten
and
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the
soul
with
his
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constellations, that by self-repetitions and are little needles.
Proprietors, 8. R. Veo Duzer & Co, Wholesale Diuggiata,
prevailing energy all the learning under getting subseribers for the Star, and by and
35 Barclay St. aud 40 Park Place, New-York.
answers from afar, that by counter-positions
1 know that there are those who like heaven will not make a man wise unto sal- by he will be rewarded. The offers which
built up trimmphal gates, whose architraves,
all
of
1y9
name
we now make are numerous, varied and
these calls; but why, in the
whose archways,—horizontal,upright—rest- sweet pity, must we endure them without vation,
:
liberal. Look at them.
The Eye.
The Eye.
ed, rose, at aliitudes, by spans, that seemed respect of persons, as we would endure
IN THE EIGHTY-FOURTH year of his age,
Premiums for New Subscribers
ghostly from infinitude. Without measure a wedding reception or make a garty-call? Dr. Calvin Chapin wrote of his wife as
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KNIGHT
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were the architraves, past number were the
ment for the EXE and EAR, by which he
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is curin,
archways,
beyond
memory
the
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1 feel excited and hard.
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Deafness ever known, without in;
«« My domestic enjoyments “have been,
ness an
IL
Withiu ‘were stairs that scaled the eternities
struments or
pain.
1 am sure I do not mean to be ungrate- perhaps, as near perfection as the human |
CANCE®S.
Dr.
KNIGHT'S new treatment for
above, that descended to the eternities be- ful for real sorrowful sympathy, however condition permits. She made my home the "1. For one new subscriber and $2,50,
It cures
postage)
pay
to
Cancers surpasses all others now in use.
additional
cents
12
(with
"
low; above was below, below wasabove to imperfectly it may be shown, or that near pleasantest spot tome on earth.
And now
without knife, plaster or pain, and heals without a
books,
following
the
of
one
any
send
will
we
Office, 31 East Can=
the man stripped of gravitating body ; depth friends(if one. has them), cannot give, in that she is gone, my worldly loss is persear. CONSULTATION FREE,
13w16
just published,or immediately to be publish- ton Sti eet, Boston.
was swallowed up in hight insurmount- such atime as this, actual strength, even if
»
ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
able, hight wasswallowed up in depth un- they fail of comfort, by look and tone and fect.”
How many poor fellows wouid be saved
unfathomable,
Suddenly, as thus they love. But it is not near friends who are apt from suicide, from the penitentiary and by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz. :
1. *¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
rode from infinite to infinite, suddenly, as to wound, nor real sympathy which sharp- the gallows, every year, had they been
. “* Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
thus they tilted over abysmal worlds, a ens the worst of the needles. It is the fact blessed with such a wite. ‘She made my
. ¢“ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
mighty cry arose, that systems more. nrys- that all your chance acquaintances feel call- home the pleasantest spot to me on earth.”
. ¢¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
terious, that“worlds more billowy—other ed upon to bring their carious eyes and jar- What a grand tribute to that woman's love,
. ““ The Boy’s Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
hights, and other depths, were
comng,
ring words right into the silence of your first and piety, and common sense ! Ruther dif. ¢¢ A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
were nearing, were at hand.
Then the astonishment;
taking you in a round of
was the testimony of an old man a 194 pages; or,
the man sighed and stopped, shuddered aud morning calls with kid gloves and parasol, ferent
few years ago, just before he was hung in
7.°¢« The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
wept. His overladen heart uttered itself and the liberty to turn your heart about and the Tombs’ yard ia New York:« ¢*I did not
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of each
? in tears; and he said: * Angel, I will go cut into it at pleasure. You may quiver at intend
to kill my wife, but she was a very of these books, 75 cents.
I love the man whose honest heart
Will bravely dare and bravely do; ~~
‘Who will not act the coward’s part, _
~
But ,strong in right, will right pursue;
‘Whose knee, ne'er bending at the nod
Of titled pomp or regal power,
But bows alone befire hig God,
‘With hope his crown and love his dower;
‘Who dares to face a world of scorn,
:

MINER'S

FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE

PATENT STREET LANDS SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES
And Religious Publications,
The

D. LOTHROP & CO.

£20
0

Throat,

from

the

end,

For instance: Meta Tripp came in this
afternoon,—I have refused myself to every-

persecutionseof

the Infinite; for

I see there isnone,” And from all the listening stars, that shone around, issued a

choral voice, ** The

man

speaks

truly,

body

but

to take the
singing, ~

Meta

=

fortable as she could be, and
was over.

glad when it

week

and

.The

little Irish

man

boy

she

Worship.”
Price $1,00. Or,
4. For two new subscribers and

ology.” 156 pages.

on to take the train;

Price $1,60.

Or,

5. For the same, ahd-(20 cents additional
to pay postage) we will send ‘one copy of
«¢ The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages. Price $1,20.
IV.
1.

For

three

new subscribers

and

be glad if his words

could be sent into every house throughout
the land. - Somehow the statements made
to him by that priest should be placed before the eyes of every Protestant. The
other article contains an extract from the
downright

ONE

shall not be desecrated, that time-honored
fabric must stand,” these words are in italics. Read also the threats of violence which
pn
them—threats of mob violence,
of an Irish riot!
Does not the law creat-

A young

ing a railroad, give it the right of way?
tis not.the love

which we complain

for their own

church of

against the Romanists.

nor their attachment
to this
icular
church building, but of that audacity which
i confronts aphilie sentiment and the law, and

lished religion, so completely does it have
control of our Common Council and our
voting

to

itself endowments

and privileges as if it were indeed
lishedby law.”
Is this true?

What

estub-

then are Protestants

doing? Are they not asleep over a most
alarming truth? Their widifference
und
neglect have emboldened Romanists to de-

mand and secure an appropriation
Legislature of $300,000

schools,— Evangelist.

by the

for their sectarian

THERE 18 ENOUGH in the world to AN
plain about and find fault, with, if men.
ave the disposition. We often travel on
hard and uneven roads; but with a cheerful spirit, we may walk thereon with comfort, and come to the end of our journe

in peace.

awakened, then be-

A FEW WEEKS ago in the cars, I

Icannot

pray, and if I could, it would

‘

fell

in

with a worthy Elder on his way to the Presbytery, of whom I asked after the health of
his pastor. With the warmest expressions

of esteem and affection on the part of him-

not

self and the congregation toward the minister of the Gospel, the reply came sadly,
«¢ I fear he is injuring himself with the excessive use of tobacco.” To-day, in the cars
on another road, I asked a gentleman, formerly a Presbyterian Elder, now connected
with a sister denomination, after the health
of his pastor, and the reply came instantly,
« He is killing himself with tobacco.” Both

be heard.” When she felt the chill of death,
she began to ory aloud : “Oh! I can'tdie; I
am not fit to die; you must not let me die!

I die, 1 am lost forever! Oh! send for the
If

declares
that it will not yield to either.
When will the churches in this land,
when will all who value religious liberty,
whether they are church members or not,
open their eyes to the fact that the spirit of
Roman Catholicism in the United States, in
the nineteenth century, is the same that it
was in Europe in the dark ages?
I noticed also an editorial admission in
these words:
*‘ In this city and State we
may almost say that Romanism is the estabLegislature,

lady, once

coming careless, was seized with consumption, and said to the minister Salling upon
pardon and salvaher, “Such a time, I had
tion offered me; but now I am a reprobate.

doctor; can't he save my life? Oh! must I
die in my guilt Bj+Her little brother burst into tears, and said: ‘Why dort you pray to
you pray for mercy P”
God >—why don’t
“There is no mercy for me,” she answered ;
“I have abused mercy. When God offered these ministers are comparatively young
:
me merey, I rejected it. Now there is no men.—New York Observer.
mercy for me. Ihave ‘shut the door of mercy
SINGING is a great “institution.” It oils
against myself!” Thus she continued her the wheels of care, supplies the places of
A man who sings has a good
cries, growing weakerand weaker, till her sunshine.
voice was hushed ‘in death.. Who shall say heart under his shirt-front. © Such a man
that for her wicked choice she had not been not only ‘Works more willingly, but works
given over of God?
more constantly. A singing cobbler will
What an awful condition to bein! Aban- earn as much again money as one who
doned of God! Given over to" the power of gives way to low spirits and indigestion.
Avaricious men never sing. The man who
the destroyer!— Good Words.
attacks singing throws a stone at the head
a
—
of hilarity, and wonld, if he conld, roh Jnne

Varieties,
CONSCIENCE in most

men, is but the

al its roses and. dugust wl as wean welark.
Singing promotes health, strengthens the
voice, the organsof the throat and lungs,
and prevents or cures. consumption. Singing is an excellent agent for promoting
mental hygiene.

an-

ticipation of the opinions of others—7aylor's Statesman.
I woULD not waste my

youth in idle -dal-

liance, but would plant rich seeds to blos-

som in my manhood and bear fruit when

I

Ax THIS beautiful
what to think of it.

world!
I know not
Sometimes it is all

am old.— Young.
3
! sunshine and gladness, and heaven itself
Ir 18 VERY dangerous for ,any man to lies not far off, and thén it suddenly changfind any spot on this broad globe that is es, and is dark and sorrowful, and the
sweeter to him than his home. —Jil. W. clouds shut out-the day. In the lives of the
ike
saddest of us there are bright days
Beecher.
:

eleven

"For

subscribers

néw

50, (with $1,36 additional to’ pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
For
00, we

VII.
sixty new subscribers and $150,will
give one of Baker
and

Randall's Five

Octave Single Reed

be paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00.
VIII.
For eighty-five new subscribers
and
$212.50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall’s Five Octaverdouble Reed Organs,
(Transportation to
in Black Walnut Case.
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125,00.
IX
For one hundred and fifty new subgeribers and $375,00, we will give one of
Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and large vestries.

81-2 x 20

Price $240.00.

s wonder of

single,

eye-poin

Ply”

HINKLEY

e.

Splratunlism

souTrHu NEWMARKET, NOH.
16tf
20 NEW RECEIPTB—ARTS AND TEN Bal

lads sent free,
Jersey.

Co., 34 Liberty 8t.,, N. Y,

:

8. M, PETTENGILL & 00., News|

Victorious!

r

n

the

Star,

Vernon, New
I 1b

?

A

know of nothing comparable with it.”—J. B. GOUGH.
Price by mail $2,50. ‘Half price to Missio naries and

Pastors. Address BLACK VALLEY CHECK Co., Box
224, Boston.
:
+ 110

Ee

THE MAGIC COMB.—Teeth are coated with

BATCHELOR’S

HAIR

Cae

| solid dye. .You wet your hair and use the comb, and
it produces a permanent black or brown
ONE.
comb sent by mail for $1.25. Address .
13624
WM. PATTON, springfield, Mass.

RYE.

:

THE

Tonie,

ALCOEQCLy
re

fie

Invigorates the Brain.
Cures Dyspepsia

.

and

Debility:

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.
CAUTION.—All

genuine

has the name

‘ PERU-

VIAN SYRUP,” (not “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the
glass,
A 82-page pamphlet sent free. J. P, DINS-

MORE, Prop’r, 36 Dey st., N. Y.

1y40

DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE

given.

NOTED FOR ITS

WATER,

Cures SCROFWULA in all its forms!
Cures CONSUMPTION by Inhalation!
Circulars free. J.P. DINSMORE, 36 Dey st., N. Y.
GALES from Araby

the

Blest, freighted

with

the

breath of oriental spice flowers, are not so entrancing as the perfume of PHALON’S “FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfume for the handkerchief,
Sold by all druggists.
NOT

RUM

BUT

MEDICINE,

KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,
Dandelion, Dock, Wild Cherry. Golden, Seal,

Prick-

ley Ash, &c. Eight years’ trial proves these the
best bitters for Dyspepsia, Liver troubles, Jaundice,
Headache, Disord

Stomach,

relieve tat Springy
Mass.

Biliousness, and

feeling. - Sold by

large bottles, at 50 cts. C, B.

to

Druggists,

Kingsley,

in

Northumpton,

G.C. Goodwin& Co., M. 8. Burr & oy

ton Agents.

17t20

NEW SONGS, Arts and five Love Secrets mail10a

free,

T.F. WOOD,

Vernon, N, J.

13621

ANTED—AGENTS

for a new domestic article of <

=~ ho Srem utility } ett a ahiversal Naot : sells at Sights
mpetition.
Send
stamp
for circular. LITTLEFIELDS DAME, No, 102 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint. Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well

put on, mixed with

pare Linseed

Oil, will

pire Jpor)
years; bi is of oh hight rows or beautiful
chocolate color, and can
changed to green, lead

stone, drab, olive or cream, fo suit the taste of the
consumer.
Ii is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,

being Fire

AND JOB TYPE,

K.

FACES.

Street,

Agent,

For valuable information
FRIEND
R13 BROTHERS, Boston, Mass, Agents wanted.
gaddress, (with stamp,) HAR-

AE

HEARTS HORNS) —

a

TERS

and

Water

Xo.

proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one

as a paint for any purpose

body, durability,

is unsurpassed for

elasticity, and adhesiveness.

branded

ineral Paint.

in

Persons

a

Agents

“To sell

e mark,

DOES Not

85

.

Address
Pearl 8t., New. York.

Wanted!

anew Law Book for Business Men:
CHAMBERLIN’S

AMERICAN COMMERCIAL
al

A

Full

Instructions

and

Practical

Forms

Sale.

$2000
tar
Office

Ine
CITY OF DOVER BONDS for sale. ng
the Morni
ater
quire of the subscrib

Dover K.

L. R. BURLINGAME.

00,, Publishers’ Agents, Tribune
Cy Los York, Brown’s Iron ding, Phila

délphia, are authorized

in this paper.

to

contract

for

y!

adapted

to

every kind of Business, and to all the
y
States of the Union.
BY FRANKLIN CAAMBERLIN,
Of the United States Bar.
This is the only entirely new Book of the kind
It isprepared by an able,
publizhed for many years.

/ -

PRACTICAL
LAWYER,
specially fitted for the
work by an extensive practice of twenty-five
years,

TheForms are plain, concise, and free from all ver.
biage and useless repetitions ; while for accuracy and
People,

no

other work can at all compare with ii,
To Farmers, Merchants, Mechanics, Manufacturers, and to business men generally, and to all young
men, it is invaluable. Send for circulars and full
information.
0. n SASK & CO. Publishers; Hartiord, Conn,
12
PER

DAY

Agents to sell the HOME

For

LAW;

WITH

10.00

A Good Chance for Investment.

Grafton

can order the Paint and re-

mit the money on receipt of the
6m3] DANIEL BID
LL, 254

com p'ete adaptation to the wants of the

|F IT
BILIOUS, DYSPEp VE
Foy
J wi LOM THE COST Shay
CO REFUNDED.O= 88
SY

Price

$6 per bbl. of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for
ears to come. Warranted in all cases as above.—
nd for Circular which gives full
lars, None

Hoiton.

The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
tn.

a

and

uine unless

.

ROGERS,

Water

i
re

SYRUP,

Iron

Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)

55

!

:

PERUVIAN

OF

Ay ver A

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in/ the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in
stantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridienlous tints:
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond
street, New York.
;

And its large varieties of

JOHN

pe

:
‘by a
new Chrocontaloing
of truth

Ee

INTEMPERANCE CURED and
view of its.consequences, as shown in
the
mo, 20x24, of the Black ‘Valley Railronsd.
Dr. Sewall’s diagrams. “As an exhibition

N. H.

Address orders to

Advertise

ing Agents. 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Rov,
Rew York, are authorized to contract for advertising

T. F. WOOD,

A VALUABLE GIFT.—80
pages, Dr. 8. 8,
FITCH’S ‘DOMESTIC
FAMILY
PHYSICIAN”
describes all Diseases and their Remedies. Sent by
mail, free, Address DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
:
9m10
714 Broadway, New York.

te

irit Photo.
Spirit Picture
an

ep py

Cures Chronic Diseases.

NEWSPAPER

them
Ad
ENITTING MACHINE C 0., Bath,
4 t25
«Sample of
of 350,
Addres 8

Tarn

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

everywhere to introduce

MYSTER
graphs sent on recent

0

WITECTT

territo

13 inches

SWAMSCOT- MACHINE CO.,

Needle. Simple, Cheap, Reliable—for Family Use. |

iets

Flues

;

Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap-

And lately for its unrivalled

:

the Age—with

with two

Carriage
and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware,
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vesrels an
Ships’ Bottoms,
Canvas, Metal and’ Shingle Roofs, (it

BOOK

INE KNITTING: MACHINE,

Agents wanted

feet,

in diameter.

BOSTON TIPE ROUNDRI,

A

-

Steam: Boiler,

i A

OOMMENOED IN 1817..

Organs,

/
SECOND-HAND.

First Letter Foundry in New England.

Transportation to

in Black Walnut Case.

Boilers

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches
diameter.

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.
A full supply of Freewill Baptist Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
‘St., Boston, Mass, They furnish our books to all parties desiring them, at our published rates. See thei
advertisement in another column,
os dl

ALWAYS

Also,

T Ww 1] Steam

AGENTS WANTED
everywhere to introducethem. Address CHICOPEE 8. M. CO,, 41 Summer St., Boston,
Mass.
[13t15

and $27,

Grist Mill,

. . AGENT,

Exclusive

a

SECOND-HAND

STATIONARY

years.

.

use about two months only.

Patent Expansion Ferules

five

SALE.

| Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured
Has been in
by HoLMES & BLANCHARD.

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

for

it will

any suf1318

SECOND-HAND

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

ranted

free to

2 r—

mr

Portable Steam Engines,

impudence, is equaled only by the anatheIt is a man’s own
competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
long, we two alone, since father died, that give us dangersignals.
~ mas of the man-god of Rome.
fault if he eo down. Sensible people « Shining Hours,” which, in iterary excelhe
bad
grown
to
me,
heart
of
my
heart,
Has it come to this already, in the
high religious tone,and in many other
will note and commit to memory their
land of the Pilgrims, that Romanism can, and life of my life. It did not seem asif he weakest spot. ¢ A neuralgic pain just over rence,
respects,is fully equal to the book last men3
unblushingly and without rebuke, openly could be taken, and I be left.
well; you dis- tioned Price $1,50. Or,
Besides, I suppose most young women of the eye every time I '—very and
defy the will of the people and the law of
you'll come
regard that pain's warning
8. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
my
age
have
their
dreams,
and
a
future
the land?
:
to grief. ¢ The small of my back gives out.” we will send the ¢ Sabbath at Home,” for
probable
or
possible,
which
makes
the
very
The article. has reference to the building
+I often have a curiously torpid liver just the current year, commencing with the No.
of a railway in the city, a franchise for incompleteness of life sweet, because of the when at my highest work.” Sometimes 1 for January.
Price $2,00.
symmetry
which
is
waiting
somewhere.
which has been granted by the Legislature
don’t sleep and can’t sleep and don't want
v
of the great State of New York. Because But that was settled so ‘long ago for me
ih
‘For sig‘new subscribers and $15,00,
the route of the proposed road makes neces- that it makes it very different. Roy was all | to We are often reproved. There are verv
with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
sary theremoval of St. Peter's church, and there was.—** The Gates Aiar.”
few sudden deaths, or mysterious deaths. O
e first volume of Strong and McClinthe ‘Sisters’ school,” therefore the road
man, thou hast slain thyself. Many times
tock’s
Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.
must not be built. What does the Tablet
warned, thou didst harden thy heart, and
The Harvest Past.
say # Shall not be built! Read
again these
now thou art suddenly cut off and that with- Price $5,00.
VI.
sr
——
words; ** St. Peter's church, Barclay street,
out remedy.”
:
;

for "x case

sample

ge

FOR

AND
he did become one, and began to live a life 50, (with 30 cents additional to pay post* Life Scenes from the
of preparation for that land where there is age) we will send
four Gospels.”
Price $2,00.
Or,
no SOITOW.
Shafting, Turning Lathes,
:
9. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
It is not that the child is to be blamed for
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of TroymAs K. BEECHER remarks, ‘¢ that ev- (with 16 cents additional to pay postage)
not knowing enough to stay away; but
her coming here has made me wonder ery man is provided with safety apparatus, we will send a copy of the new $500,00 every description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mil
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
whether I am different from other women ; a weak spot that gives out long before he ‘prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
ronounced
why Roy was so much mote to me than breaks down all over, like a fusible plug entitled ¢ Andy Luttrell,” and
Gas Works,
51)
in
a
steam
boiler,
which
melts
and
makes
rb
book
for
the
Family
and
the
to
be
a
su
many brothers are to many sisters, I think
a
fass
in
the
fire,
or
sets
a
whistle
screamSabbath
School
;—or,
we
will
send
the
new
it must be that there never was another
CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE,
like Roy. Then we have lived together so ing before the boiler bursts. Our bodies volume of more than 400 pages, written in
First class and fully licensed. Every Machine War-

First learn to love one living man,
Then may’st thou think upon the dead.”

and hundreds of ace

$1000

send a.

way, New York,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

$7,-

the inventor

We will give

— An

MANUFACTURERS

$5,00,

It cured

Makes the Weak Strong.

NEW-MARKET,

SOUTH

(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
utler’s Thee will send one copy of

filled his mind.
He had been au infidel, but
now he resolved to become a Christian, and

well :—

8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copyof the new ‘ Book of

Star:

Compaiv.

PAUL,

AMOS

Or,

Price of each book $1,50.

.| 257 pages.

Machine

THE

ferer who will uddress us, SAY RE & CO., 21. Broad.

SWAMSOOT

tures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,
2. “Bright Days; or Herbert and Meggy,”

The boy answered,

hastened

subscribersand $5,00,

two new

“1. For

OF

not relieve, and will

:

(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
the book entitled ¢* Sunny Skies ; or Adven-

station

but he could not forget the simple words of
A world where there is no sorthe hymn.
This was the great thought which
row!

hoped I would exert myself and come.
Ah,

a

to the

¢ In heaven above,
Where all is love,
There'll be no sorrow there.”

observed, as

Quirk’s,

at Mr.

train, heard

sorrow there!”

she went out, that I should not feel so bad
byand by. She felt very-sad at first when
Jack died, but every one got over that after a
time. The girls were going to sew for the
Fair next

going

«+ Where ?” asked he; for his mind was
impressed by the words, ‘There'll be no

was evidently

. She

A man

IIL

“ There'll be no sorrow there,
There’ll be no sorrow there.”

—not as uncomfortable as I, but as uncom -

I noticed, in your issue of April 29, two
articles bearing on the great question of
the present status and the prospects of the
Roman Catholic Church in this country.
One contains an. extract from a letter of
Mr. (I will not call him Father) Chiniquy,

for audacity, for

before,

me. Very likely she was, and very likely
she did the best she knew how, but she was

Roméanism.

Tablet, which

but Mrs. Bland

INCIDENT.

caught me in the parlor, and there. was no
escape.
She had come, it was plain enough
because she must, and she had come early,
because, she too having lost a brother in the
war, she was expected to be very sorry for

and

there is none that ever yet we heard of.”
“End is there none?” the angel solemuly
«Is there, indeed, no end?
. demanded.
« and is this the sorrow that kills you?” But
no voice answered, that he might answer
himself. Then the angel threw his glorious hands to the heaven of heavens, saying, ‘End is there none to the universe
of God?” Lo, also, there is ne beginning.

and for one, I should

3
»
aggravating woman.
Let each wife inquire, * Which am I?"

every touch, but there is no escape, because

EDITOR

quaintances.

o> OH0 10

God. Let me lie down in the grave

it is ** the thing.” =

38 & 40 Cornhill.

THE

ESTEEMED FRIEND,~We have a
positive eure
for Consumption and all disorders of the Lungs and

MRS. S. A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER

no farther; forthe spirit of man aches with
this infinity. Imsufferable is the glory of

most Complete Assortment and Lowest
i Prices.
a

sr]
NT

True

eh

GUARANTEED
SHUTTLE

SEWING

MA-

CHINE. It makes the LOOK STITOR, AL(KE ON BOTH
re.
equal }n every
SIDES, has the under-feed. and is
rice
gpect to any Sewing Machine ever invented,
$25. Warranted for 5 yesrs, &end for circular, AdPittsdress JOHNSON. CLARK & CO, Boston,

burgh, Pa., or 8. Louiy, Mo.
Alor QUACK+.—A vi tim

10124

of owiy Tndisore-

nervous deb!
mature decay,
t on, cau-i
o , having tried in'vain every
rized remedy,
has discovered a simy le means of solfonre, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receint of
Addiess J. H. REYES, .
a stamp to pay postage.
78 Nassau St, New York.
y
|

»

A
{

w
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THE

@

The Harring Star.

tuous or vicious must we balance probabilities, reckon upon consequences near or remote,

and

in view

of tendencies

decide?

Does the child, as soon as he is old endugh,
WEDNESDAY, "JUNE
GEORGE

T. DAY,

vote

30, 1869.
dew

«distinguish

fe Balter

before

Ground, of Obligation.
ens

The idea of right and wrong is universal.
Education may modify it as it does the idea
of beauty or of deformity, but it cannot-originate it. - The Chinese and the American
have very different standards of duty yet
moral obligation is respectively binding upon them. Every man ‘doubtless has some
sense of the right however imperfect it may
be, and he carries about with himself a law to
which he is bound to conform.
If he has
within a ruling and abiding purpose to do
the right and to avoid the ‘wrong, we call
him a virtuous man, and the right acts

which he performs are virtuous acts. These
.he is under obligation to do,

and

shall we

ask the reason? Is it not because there.is
a law written in Lis heart which imposes
the obligation that it is impossible to escape?
< Consciensé also bearing witness,
and his thoughts the meanwhile accusing
or else excusing” him ; yet some, instead of
receiving the idea of right and wrong as. a
simple idea, ask the reason
why they
should.obey it, and attempt to answer it
by affirming that virtue is founded on]

utility, or on the tendency to the highest
happiness of the universe.
that wherever this tendency

They assert
is perceived

to exist, there is the ground of virtue and of

consequent obligation.
Before discussing this position let us inquire more particularly what we areto understand by virtue. We have unfortunately
a great variety of definitions. One says it
is ¢* universal obedience to being ;” another
that it consists in * love to
God and to our
fellow creatures.”
Some place it in the
moral sense ; others refer it to * the principle of sympathy; iP of “a wise regard to
our own interests.” According to one it
is

‘conduct

conformable

to

cording to another, * condu3t
to truth.”

doing

fitness,”

good

to

be * the

mankind in obedience

the will of God, and

for the

ac-

conformable

Dr. Paley defines it to
sake

right

and

wrong

by

any such analysis, and with prophetic view
consult the future consequences of an act

All communications designed for publication shonld
be addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business
remittances of money, &c., should be addressed to
the Agent.
\
.

.

between

to

of ever-

‘lasting happiness.”
Mahan says, ‘itis a
phenomenon of the will,” and ‘‘ must consist in right willing.”

Why is there sucha diversity of definitions? Is it because men attempt to prove
an intuitive truth which is clearly apprehended without proof and are thereby led
to different results? More time, perhaps,

has been vainly spent among philosophers

heé

determines

its

moral

quality?

MORNING
Acts 2: 30—=86.

STAR

whichis distinct, and on which obligation
rests.

1

is not distinct, it is not ultimate,

but founded on some other qualities
utilitarian affirms.

But, first,

as the

it cannot be

founded on intelligence because knowledge’
is necessary for a bad as“well asfor a good
deed. Second,it cannot be affirmed of
freedom ; for this is essential to a wrong-act.
Consequently it is distinct in these cases.
Third, Is it founded on the tendency to happiness ? Here we remark, first, happiness
can only be predicated of the sensitivity.
Second, the moral quality depends on the
intention; and as the intention must be
voluntary in order to be right, the volition
must be put forth with right irtention.
Then it cannot produce happiness unless the
will and sensitivity are ia correlation.

God swore with an oath to the Gentiles;

God believed on in the
world, God received up into glory.
sit on his throne,” when, *¢ he, (David) seeHe is called the God who appeared to
ing this before, spoke of the resurrection of ‘Saul, and who appeared to Ananias and
Christ.” And Peter adds, ‘This Jesus hath sent him to Saul; the Lord and God of
God raisedup (resurrected from the dead) Thomas; the Word that was God in the
whereof we all are witnesses.” ¢ There- beginning; the true God and eternal life;

fore being by the right hand of God ex-

crucified, both Lord and

Christ.”

Col.

2:

the act, and the act cannot be prior to the

Je-

¢ Blotting

took it out of the way,
cross.” ‘The cross ended

28, Luke 9: 27, that some who stood there
would not taste death ‘till they should see
the kingdom come with ‘“ power,” decides
that the kingdom had not yet been set up—

that it would be set up during

the

life time

of some who heard him—and that when

it

demonstrations

‘“ power. ”

When did this display of “power” occur?

obligation to ‘do or not to do it. This obligation gives character tothe volition ; since
in view of it, intention is either right or
wrong.
Consequently, as obligation is
affirmed before the tendency to happiness

At the resurrection, and the descent

is known, the former cannot be

language about his kingdom coming ¢¢ with
power,” Mark9 : 31, Matt. 16: 21, Luke 9:
22. Does not this point to the. crucifixion
asthe beginhing of that kingdom which
was to ¢‘ come with power?” It was then

founded on

the latter. Much less can the idea of right
and wrong be founded there, since it is the
logical antecedent of obligation. That rightness is a simple idea and con-

sequently not founded on utility, we
attempt to illustrate in the following

will
man-

ner:
Suppose we have before us an agple,
and we undertake to ascertain its qualities.

‘We discover that ithas
and

fragrance,

weight,

all entirely

sphericity

distinct

from

each other. A friend asserts that these are
all the simple qualities which. it contains,
the others being founded onthem.

We

dis-

cover a fourth quality, redness; and how
shall we ascertain whether it is simple or
based on one or all of the others,

as’ he

af-

firms? Let us abstract the above . qualities
one by one and place them in something
else where their distinctness will be more
apparent.
To ascertain whether redness
is founded on weight we will abstract the
idea of weight from the apple and place it in
an orange and we find that it ‘does not carry
the idea of redness along with it, so that it
is in no way to be confounded or identified
with weight or dependent on it. We go
through with the same operations of ab-

of the

Holy Ghost, two events, which complete
the work.
4. Christ speaks’ of his crucifixion for the
first time, in connection

with

this

specific

tual vicitfsitudes,

gmotions and phenomena

that he was bein.
lived, and

died,

born,

and

rose

grew,

from

;

and

the dead.

That Christ was the supreme

God #nd

also man, was believed and taught by the
earliest and most reliable Christian author.—A. X. M.

"Theoldgical Student—Deceased.
;

Died

———

of . consumption

at South

Whee-

lock, Vt., June 10, Stephen M. Jones, aged
26. At a very early period of life, he

seemed

remarkably

His reserve

of manners

his frequent reproofs
his

religiously

inclined.

among his

of

their

manifest interest in

the

mates,

ill conduct,
Bible

stories,

as he heard them from the lips of his pious
grandmother, led her to predict that he
would

not

only

become

a Christian,

but

a minister. A Christian he did become
early, and one of unusual ripeness from

the beginning.”

-

After returning from the army at the
conclusion of the war, he commenced
preachingin his own town and there organized a large and flourishing Sabbath
school,

to

which

he

was

much

attached

except some first principles be taken

for granted there can neither be reason nor

means that it is

preached

gospel of the kingdom”

to them;

** the

was preached

by

John Baptist even, but Jesus did net take
the throne until ‘God exaltedhim? after his
crucifixion.” Then the kingdom came *‘with
power,” then Jesus was crowned ¢ Lord of

reasoning.” <7
Now for the question. Is an act right
because it tends to the highest happiness?
Must we look to consequences. béfore we
can determire the moral quality of an act?

by placing our abstract quality of utility in

per-human and
that he wrought
and forgave Sins
that he qualified

sin, do

acles in

Moreover ,if it be true that even sin,by the
overruling power of God, results in the
good of the universe, as is maintained, then
we

not, on

the utilitarian

theory,

his

super-angelic. They show
miracles by his own power,
by his own authority; and
the disciples to work mir-

name,

which they

often

did.

make wrong right and vice virtue.
The fact is,the theory is absurd,
the idea of

They show that the disciples were sent
forth to preach him, and to devote their

whose

right and wrong is ultimate ; andl ike all sim-

lives

eye can take in the whole universe at once,
seeing the end from the beginning, and
whose knowledge.extends to the remotest
consequences of every action; but it will
not do for subordinate intelligences, like

ple ideas it is vain toattempt to elucidate it.

This rule might answer

for

Deity,

conscientiousness.

one

He

seemed,

distracting purpose

tnes whichthe moral sense

noes
‘of
recognizes st
Jaordor to4 determine whether a deed is vir-

intuitively convinced. of

to

this

work,

and

suffer

death

for

our exist-

. 1. The atofiement
is the basis, the corner-

Mighty God, the Everlasting Father; God

stone, of the kingdom, and this was
finished until Jesus had been crucified.

manifest in the flesh;

not

about, testified

to

held, and to

the loss sustained.

As we gazed on his expressive

counte-

nance, so calm and placid in ‘death, and
thought of his life-struggles so manfully brav.
ed, the beautiful sentiment of the sweet singer came to

mind

With

unusual freshness,

“So he giveth hig beloved sleep—u. Fr.

to-listen only to the

voice

a self-negation carried to the

that it brought tears to many

the

organ and on

to

and

support

in

the

meetings

consequence

they

was

exhausted,

would

have

to be suspended after the following Sabbath. But during the intervening week

God justified

Spirit; God seen of angels; God

in the

preached

lege reminiscences. This work is not only
of special. interest to the Class but also to
other classes and to the general reader.
f Come let us anew our journey

—

both sides, rising in tiers

and extending across the whole width of the

building “three hundred feet, the singers

‘were located at least ten thousand in nam-

ber.
This

N
only the choir.

was

The audience

occupied the rest of the vast buildimg”in

pursue,

never stand still

DEATH.

The grim messenger has no

friends

and

when he

returned

was

seized

with apoplexy and was discovered several
hours afterwards

in

a dying

state.

In

1841 he became connected with the Tribune
as Mr. Greeley’s frst assistant. Mr. Greeley
says:
‘* There were probably others who evinced greater ability in some special depart-

due proportion numbering not less than
thirty thousand more when full. = It is said ment; but regarding jouinalism in its
that the opening prayer and speeches could broadest sspects, -we doubt whether this
not be heard by two-thirds of the audience country has known a journalist saperiorto
Raymond. He was an admirable
—just the place for such an orchestra and Henry J,
reporterga
discerning
critic, a skillful sechorus! The sublime effect of the music
was truly overwhelming. Zion's Herald Jecter and compiler of news, aswell asa
able and ready writer. There was nothing
thus describes it:
| in the whole range of newspaper work that
The wailing instruments, “the wailing
he could not do well, and (what is of equal
voice of
Parepa Rosa,

the incoming of the

“ Fac me cruce custodiri
Morte Christi premuniri

Conoveri gratia.

last extreme

eyes.

minutes of class meetings, tables and col-

——_THE PEACE JUBILEE is acknowledged uniform system of operation. He does not
even by its enemies to be a triumphant visit all at just such an age and in just
success. There never has been anything such a manner though he is said to have no
like it, so that it has no parallel—no rival. respect for persons. He often comes ina
Itis Sui generis. The Crystal Palace was way and at a time not anticipated. In
a larger building but it had no sueh hall how many forms does he appear to the
as the Coliseum. To look out upon such young, to the strong, the healthy, as well as
a sea of human beings impressed the to the aged.’ These thoughts were suggested by the sudden death of Hon. H. J. Raybeholder with the idea of
grandeur even
more than the singing. Such a choir who mond, the founder, proprietor and Editorever saw before! Extending back from where in-chief of the N.Y. T¢mes.He appeared in
the Director stood two hundred feet to the in his usual health the day before, performlarge organ, and on each side spreading ed the usual amount of editorial work in
out one hundred and fifty feet, was the. the forenoon, spent the afternoon in Greenspace occupied by this mammoth choir. wood Cemetery making arrangements for
In front of him as he faced the organ was the burial of a son, returned at{6.P. M.,dined
a hundred feet square appropriated to a and remained with his family until 10. He
thousand musicians. Between them and then went out to consult with some political

With

This interest, so simple and Christian
excited a corresponding
affection in the
young for him. While
preaching in a
neighboring town one Sabbath he informed the congregation that the money raised

containing 164 compact 8 vo. pages including,
| sketches of the 104 members of the class,

till the Master appear.”

tp

without

of duty.

of '48 have just issued a * Class Memorial,” -

Roll round with the year and

Current Topics.

|

or even thought,

his sake. They show that all praise, adoration, homage, worship, from all beings
ence—of our mental processes and of our in heaven and earth, mortal and immortal | the children of the Sabbath school circulatpersonal identity, .and all reasoning to are due to him, and that to him prayer is ed from house to house a subscription paper,
prove them or to increase our convictions offered as well as praise.
They teach that and secured the means of eontinuing the
ourselves, who capnot determine the vari- is wasted.
So it is with the idéa of right. he is the proper object of faith, trust, im- meetings. At his funeral, children so small
to be lifted by their friends
ous relations, and trace out the temote ef- Its strength is such that the guilty resort plicit confidence, and supreme love. They that they had
fects of a single act. Then can’ utility or to sophistry and subterfuge to weaken its teach that he purchased the church with toenable them to get a sight at the re_
the perceived beneficial or injurious ten- power. Conscience recognizes it on that his own blood, and founded it by his own mains of theit old teacher, went fo their
dency of an act be the ground of our mor- basis, and there we should be willing to authority, and called it by his own name. seats and sat and sobbed aa though their
al decision ? Such a principle legitimately let our obligation rest.
They teach that he is associated with the little hearts would break. Had he lived,
carried out in practice would be extremely
Father in benedictions and doxologies, and God would have made him eminently the
childrens’ pastor, which suggests the most
detrimental ; for we might find ourselves
is equal with him.
Kingdom of Christ.
useful field for Christian labor, if ministers
guilty of crime under the false impression
They teach that he is' Omniscient, Omthat it would tend to the happiness of the
It seems that *“ Vindex,” thinks this king- nipresent, Omnipotent, Immutable, Eternal. but knew it.
universe. Because the death of a debau- dom was set up someétiie during the pub- They teach that both the Father and the
During all the time he was in school, the
chee might appear beneficial in prospectu, lic ministry of Christ. He has obviously Son are called the Redeemer, and the only disease that proved fatal was slowly but
should we therefore take his life? On this bestowed thought upon the subject, as all Saviour, the Searcher of hearts, the First surely creeping upon him. But a resolute
principle should we slay the miser and put Christians should do; for the gospel cannot and Last, the Lord of lords and King of will and a settled purpose to brave manfully
his treasures to some useful purpose? The be understood without definite views of kings, the Lord who will" save all that call all life's ills, kept him from faltering. At
fact is we do not determine on such grounds. the beginning of the kingdom of Christ. upon him, the Judge of the world, the Crea- his last recitation, his teacher, observing
A tender conscience decides without com- ¢ Vindex” is not far out of the way. The
tor of all worlds and all things in them, evidence that he was failing, suggested
prehending all the consequences. How kingdom was in process of being establishPreferring, however,
the author of the resrrection and eternal rest for a few days.
+ often does the sincere, obedient Christian ed from the birth of Christ to his ascension. life, the Lord to whom every knee shall the assignment of a lesson, it was given
move forward under a sense of duty when
Jesus was born King of the Jews, Matt. bow and every tongue confess, the Al- him, but it remained uarecited. The folto human
probability ‘the consequences 2: 2, and this he asserts to Pilate, John 18:
lowing night a severe turn of bleeding
mighty.
must be deleterious! All before him is 37, but this confession does not imply that
convinced him that his case was more seOf Christ it is also added, that he is
dark, yet
he conscientiously obeys and his kihgdom was then (i. e. when on trial)
rious than he had realized. He went at
trusts. Happiness may be the result. He get up any more than the same assertion at the Alpha and Omega the beginning and once to his home, in early March, and from
has confidencein God that on the whole it his birth implied cirioh his kingdom then ending. That he is the Lord of all, the there, accompanied 'by his mother, to R. I.
Lord of life and glory, the Lord from heavwill be so; but he cannot see how. Utility began.
to seek advantage from a milder climate,
en.
so far may be foundedon virtue, bat not
but tono purpose. He sunk steadily and
¢ Vindex” ought not to assume that the
Both are called * Tam” kl both are call- surely till his death, which occurred somevirtue on utility; or, in other words, an act clause in the Lord's prayer, ¢‘ Thy kingdom
“may tendto the highest happiness ot the come,” was designed to be used in all ages. ed Lord and God, inthe most expressive time after be was with difficulty returned
universe. Both may co-exist as the sun The disciples, during Christ's ministry,used terms in the Greek and Rebrew lan- to his home in Vermont. He died as
“and light. The sun is not the light, nor itin a literal sense. Since the kingdomghas guages.
he saidto me in his letter,he was striv‘These terms include Kurios, by which ing
ve cannot separate them, yet come, it may be used, by accommodation,
to be prepared to die, viz. ‘‘to close
e
sun as a tendency to to mean ‘‘Let thy kingdom be enlarged, &e.” the Hebrew Jehovah js usually translated up life in a way commendable to ‘a Chrisoda
Tight, ir
id only ome of its but this is not its primary meaning, nor the into Greek; and Zheos the word for the L tian,” His tenderness of spirit, and amione at first accepted by Christ and his disci- Deity in Greek. Also in Hebrew, Eh! and ableness of disposition made him a favorEloah and Eloheem, which imply power Fite in his own home, where the stroke
ether obligation is af
That the kingdom was not set up until or might; and Fhegeh and Yehovah im- falls heaviest, But everywhere he left a
on acpronot
good name, and made many friends. Here
1 of its. utility, or its the crucifixion, is evident from several con- plying perpetual existence.
Christ is also called God with us, the in both schools, and in the ‘whole commun; or is there siderations. We are

round

in which he was

and which, still highly prosperous, per- choir, peal after peal, the outbursting
of
formed the sad office of following his re- ‘the organ, with the crack of the cannon,
as
that Christ was declared to be the Son of’
mains to the grave.
the very erack of doom, which was hardly
God with power by his resurrection from
“Subsequently to this. he preached in the heard in the mighty mélee,——truly
this was
the dead.
northern part of this state, partieularly in the most sublime representation ever given
5. Christ says, Matt. 16: 19, ¢ I will give Woodstock and vicinity. In August, 1867, |
on earth of the awful events which the scene
unto thee (Peter) the keys of the kingdom,” feeling the need of a better preparation,
and songs were announcing,
the Day of Judgwith power to bind and loose. When did and in accordance with: the advice of
ment. Though a prayer to ‘the Virgin bePeter receive these keys ? Not until he was many friends, who saw in him elements |
gan the invocation, the whole effect instantendowed with. ‘‘ power from on high” on of unusual promise,he came to New Hamply outleaped all that narrowness of error,
the day of Pentecost. Then he used one ton, and entered on a regular course of
and bore the singers and hearers into the
of the keys to open the kingdom to the study. His success in this was remarkable
full awfulness of ‘‘the dreadful judgment
Jews; and in a féw days after he used the considering the amount of other labor he day.”
How these words rang and re-rang,
other (for he had keys, plural,) and opened took upon himself, preaching aconsiderable “in
die judicii;” the munificent wail of
it to the Gentiles.
portion of the time, performing the duties of the great singer overtopped organ blast
6. The kingdom is never spoken of as set superintendent of the Sabbath school here, and trumpet’s-shrillness and cannon’s
shot
up, until after the resurrection.
and sustaining a juvenile singing class, in and the roar of the tliousands upon thouWhen Christ speaks of his kingdom being which he took much interest.
sands of voices, as she led them all,in the
‘ in” his hearers, or ‘‘ among” them, he
He was remarkable for a simple and pure passionate prayer,—

he manifested a simple devotion to a fife of
and theologians in attempting to elucidate
every-day usefulness. So that, as might
primary truths than in any other way. stractionin regard
to sphericity and fraof
What the mind intuitively assents to, it is grance, and neither of these ideas nor both all,” not as God, but ‘‘ Immanuel,” and it be expected, he had the satisfaction
was proclaimed, ‘‘Let all the angels of God witnessing, even while at school, the fruits
worse than useless to attempt to prove; for combined
succeed in transferring redin this way obscurity and confusion are pro- ness from the apple to the orange; so that worship him.” When was this? The angels of his labor in the conversion of souls to
duced. Believing that two -and two make these all combined or separate cannot be always worshiped him as God. But how ‘Christ.
They
He exhibited a singular interest in the
four, or that an event must have a cause, the ground of it; so that redness may be wére they to regard this God-man?
to worship him also, Heb. 1: 6. *“ And young, and was nowhere more at homg
all efforts to prove it, only serve to perplex. considered a fourth simple quality of the ap- _were
‘when he bringeth his-first begotten into the than in the Sabbath school.
In a letter to
Suppose, like Des Cartes, we think it neces- ple entirely distinct from the rest.
world again (the true reading) he saith,
me soon after leaving the school, written
sary to prove that the external world has a
The idea of right we have already seen
real existence and is not a mere idea of the is not founded on intelligence or freedom. ‘¢ Let all the angels of God worship him.” expresslyto request me to conduct the sermind; then becoming confused, we are Were it founded on utility, we might ab- He brought ‘‘ him into the world again,” vices of his funeral occasion, he breaks out
prepared like Berkely to deny all materiae stract utility from a benevolent action and when he raised him from the dead, then he and cries, ‘The children, the children,
existence ; for if we reject the fact.that it is rightness would accompany it. But how took the throne of the Kingdom of grace, come up before me in companies! Often my
O may God
self-evident, and not susceptible of proof, many things contain the idea of usefulmess and offered repentance to the world and re- heart yearns for them;
bless the Sabbath school!” Sometime bewe are afloat upon a shoreless ocean, which have no moral /quality! The labor mission of sins.—G. H. B.
fore his death, in a letter to his father, he
without star or compass to direct us. The of the horseland ox contributes to the haprequested
that the Sabbath school children
fallacy of infidels may often be found in the piness of man and of the universe, and the
Jesus Christ.
»
might sing at his funeral, which they did
denial of ultimate truths. The maxim is as use of machinery possesses the idea of utili- |
in a manner so appropriate and touching
ancient as Aristotle, and yet unqestionable, ty without the idea of right or wrong.
The Scriptures show that Christ was suss that

the respect

that Christ

possessed human flesh and blood and
bones; -a spirit and a soul; a mind capable of improvement.
They show” that
he was subject to physical and intellec-

3. The declaration, Mark 9: 1, Matt. 16:

of

be prior to"

14.

out the hand writing of ordinances that was

against us, and
nailing it to his
the law.

did come, it woyld be with

cannot

he

2. The old covenant did siot end until

sus was crucified.

ence.

experience

Was

‘The Scriptures Also show

L

town, and towns

over all God blessed forever..

made such before or after his crucifixion ? “That he rose with such a body as the saints
After, of course. SeePhil. 2: 9. Because will have when thev are raised from the
Christ suffered the death of the cross, “God dead. They show that he was the fellow
hath highly exalted him, and given him a and brother. of man; that he was the Son
name, &c.” ‘A name” signifies his regal of man; and affirm in emphatic and vapower,
rious language that he was man.

When this takes place ‘is learned by experiBut

30, 1869.

to David that ‘‘ He weuld raise up Christ to

This is a psychological question to be decid alted ;"—when was this ? ‘For David isnot
ascended into the heavens; but he saith
ed at the bar of conscience.
himself, The Lord said unto my Lord,
That a moral act contains several de.
ments or abstract qualities is acknowledged sit thou on my right hand until I make thy
by all. The utilitarian says that ‘‘it must foes thy footstool. Therefore let all the
contain intellgence, freedom and a tenden- house of Israel know assuredly that God
cy to produce happiness, in view of which hath made that same Jesus, whom ye have
he affirms obligation.
“But, we contend
that there is’ another element, rightness,

: J ON E

importance) with unhesitating promptness.
He was never

too sick to work when

had to be done, and

always

able

work

and will-

ing to do any amount of labor that the exigency might require. Others may have
evinced a raver faculty, which some might
term genigs; but Mr. Raymond embodied

talents that
Genial,

have rarely Goen

unassuming,”

formed by study,

and

surpassed.

thoroughly in-

observation, and

travel,

Mr. Raymond Ww
ightful' companion
and his society was widely. courted and
enjoyed, »
» For ten years, Mr. Raymond was connected with the publishing house of the Harpers. He has been a member of the state
assembly, and the second term was chosen
the presiding officer. .In 1854 he was Lieutenant-Governor of the state. In 1856 he
was one of the leaders in the formation of
the Republican party, being the author of
their first address to the people. In 1864

he became a member of Congress.

“Thro’ the loved Redeemer’s dying,
Let me fondly still relying,
For sweet grace and mercy pray.”

He

lost his influence in sustaining Johnson
and regained it-in supporting
Grant.
:
.

The effectof the anvil chorus
which has
been so often ridiculed is thus desdribed :

——THE

QuAarTERLY.

The

second number

The hundred red-shirted men, with their

of the current volume of the Freewill Baptist

white caps and hammers, marched to their
places, fifty on each side of the Director.
When all the forces were in full play, and

Struggles for Soul-Liberty+ 8. Rationalism :
4. Recognition in the future State: 5. Bun-

the choir arose as one man

and

woman,

join the tumultof the instruments, and
cannon

came

added its

in.

to

the

roar, the ringing anvils

They

gave

a

sharpness

that

no voice, nor

instrument,

could attain.

The cannon was not heard,

nor

the organ lost its distinctness

and

crowned

at

‘once

hill Fields: 6. Jesus Christ: 7. Dr. Shepard's Sermons: 8. Contemporary Literatare.

The first of tose articles is ably written
a very fine delineation of the
elements which constitute ‘True Man-

other noise | and presents

of utterance,

the hundreds of viols were seemingly silent, yet the ringing of those hundred anvils, like a shrill soprano, overtopped the
whole,

Quarterly now out of press contains the
following articles :—1. True Manhood :—

the

genius

that conceived, and the one that here was
executing this daring feat.

hood.”

The writer

of the article confines

his discussion chiefly to the Baptists, but it
is no less interesting on this account. The
third article is devoted largely to answering the question: What is Rationlism?
It however, contains quite a full account of
its rise and progress and presenis its
different phases. The fourtlr article contains avery pleasant discussion ofa very
precious doctrine in which the arguments
in its favor are well stated. The fifth article is readable and instructive but it is
quite as well adapted to a weekly
or a

——COMMENCEMENTS.
The season has already come when the anniversaries of our
Colleges, Seminaries and othr literary institutions usually
transpire.’ In several
colleges the exercies have passed with the
usual excitement and interest attendanupt monthly asthe place where it is now found.
on such occasions. Programmes
have been 1 The sixth article is a continuation of the able
scanned, graduates have received their di- discussion respecting ‘‘ Jesus Christ” conplomas, and are ready for new
responsi- tained in several previous numbers. The
bilities, and the usual number of honorary seventh article is a review pf Dr. Shepard's
degrees have been conferred.
sermong in which their excellences are well

Among these ‘we notice Hillsdale." The

public meetings of the several societies led
off.. The Amphictyon came first followed
by the ‘German Sodales,” ‘Alpha Kappa Phi,” the * Ladies Literary Union,” and
the ‘‘ Theological Society,” the exercises of
which according to report were very satis;
factory.
The Baccalaureate Sermon was delivered
by

President

Fairfield,

Sunday, June

13.

Monday, Tuesday

and Wednesday, examin-

ation of classes;

Wednesday evening, con-

cert of the ‘‘ Beethoven Society” with com-

plete success;

and Thursday, Commence-

nent exercises consisting of fifteen orations
and essays with a poem, in which the parts
were well sustained. Six young gentlemen received the degree of B. 8., three
ladies, the diploma of the ladies’ course,
and two ladies and five gentlemen, the
dégree of A.B. AlsoA. M. was conferred
upon two ladies in course which with two
D, D.’s and one L. L. D. closed the exercises.

This is Commencement week at Lewiston

set forth.

The book notices are as usual

able and discriminating.

Denominational News and Notes.
New Hampton.
In reading the repetition of the prophecy

that the Theological School is to go to Lewiston,

and the

suggestion

of what Bates

College can do, what Providence city can
do, what Buffalo can do, what
cannot easily do, &c., &o., the
impelled to ask all those who have
these and other articles, and all

Hillsdale
writer is
written
who re-

member any thing of what was done and
said in New Hampton as well as Fairport,
in 1858 and 54, to sit down and recall honestly and fairly, the full force of the

pledges, direct and

implied, made

when

the
Theological School was removed to
New Hampton that it should remain there
‘“for all time,” and ask themselves soberly
and prayerfully if the reason why the school

from which we shall probably hear in due has not been moved and why no agreeseason.
ment asto where to move it seems likely
week at New Hampton to be reached at present, is not because it
Anniversary
commences Monday, July 5. Quite a large is not pleasing
. ‘to the Lord that these
class are to graduate, X is the biennial pledges should be broken. The * writer
:
meetingof the Alumni.
knows that they were so strong that one
It is also worthy of note that this year is fully acquainted with them in general and

the Centennial Commencement at Dartmouth

College, forjwhich great preparations are be-

detail, and accustomed to weigh well the
meaning of his words did not hesitate to

ly 22.

New

ing made. Exercises of commencement, Ju-

On the preceding day there will be a

large number of addresses from distinguish-

‘ed men of the various professions appropri:
ate to the hundredth birthday of the College.
ity, he is remembered with marked tenderThe Alamni in general will be there, and
ness and sorrow, A large concourse at many a warm shake of the hand and incihis funeral, gathered from his hative dent of interest will he enjoyed, The class

say that * the removal

Hampton

of the school

after the

when it came here, would be the most

honorable act he had

from

pledges made
dis-

ever known among

business men in an experience of forty
years.” I think the words are exactly as I

heard them, more than once ; the idea Iknow
is exactly expressed.’

In

the Weare

Q.

M.;

strength of its roots awhile longer, till they
are satisfied. Only, while so many hands

Yearly Meeting should
pamphlet’

be

water, where I had the happy privilege of

| burying fifteen persons

tism.

delightfully pleasant,

deep solemnity seemed

form, one thousand copies, and

D. H. Apawms,

ate of Bates College and of Bangor Seminary,has
been ordained pastor of ‘the Free Baptist Church
at Houlton, Me,

and a

to rest on the vast

sold at cost piice. For this reason, the
Clerk now furnishes a briefer statement
pected it will bear much fruit, or have a than has been usual.

ér followed
dinance.

|

“RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

sion, while the candidates, one after anoth-

their Lord in this glorious orJ. RAND.

1

TH
L. Noyes, Mr.

In Sutton,
Amos G. Jenness' of Sutton, and Miss Annette M.
Caffran of Shefield,
ah
In West Lebanon. Me., May 30, by Rev. F. H. Lyford, at ihe residence of the bride’s father, Mr Giles

W. Furbush and Miss Ceia A. Frye,

FI.

E —

Special

MA

Notices.

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.

owis a stately Grecian lady from Smyrna. His
disciples live, and the mission will, we trust, be

Summier Arrangements.

June 22. 1868.

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M,
Br
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p, a.
:
For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M,,, 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

even more flourishing.’

Treatise.

GENERAL.

Quim

hg

;
Vt., May 20, by Rev. W.

Newbury.

of

hymns, cheerful service, and active zeal, would
“soon organize churches that would reanimate and
spiritualize the ancient order. Dr. King’s wid-

Mr. W. C. Stockbridge,of Lewiston, a gradu-

concourse of people assembled on the occa-

. tivat€it as we wish to do, it cannot be ex-

Clerk of Council.

June 20, by Rev. M. A.

In Sutton, June 12 Rev: ‘H. 8. Kimball, Mr,
Samuel. F. Emery and M iss Minerva Fellows, both

his faith in churches has been very slight. A
more zealous revivalist: is required for that service. ‘Athens greatly needs a Methodist misGreece needs many. Their exultant
gionary.

the candidate.

with Christ in bap-

The showers had ceased and the af-

ternoon was

published’ in

apportioned to the several Q.M's., to be

.. are on it, trying to pull it up that we can- not get at it to ‘“ dig about it” and to [cul-

of hymn by

the afternoon we dispensed with our usual Rev. E. Smith; Hand of Fellowship by Rev. L.
service and repaired to a beautiful sheet of ‘Sargent; Voluntary by the choir; Benediction by

so that long

standing matter has now been arranged in
not satisfied with thirteen years of unsuc- a way that we trust will be fully acquiesced
to be for the highest
good.
cessful effort “without active resistance on “in and prove
our part,we are content to let them try the It was agreed that the full micutes of the

In Limerick, Mé.,

Hattie
Mr. James A. Lord of Sanford and Miss
'

Allenof Cornish.

O. Dyke; Sermon by Rev. R. M. Minard; | around him and shouted-applaufe
to him and
In Rev.
Ordaining prayer by Rev. E. B, Fuller; Charge by his country. His direct influence on building up

vote unanimously to remove’ the admoni- ed, thoughit was somewhat showery.
tion from

Though they were not convinced,

he was unmolested.- In the revolution “that
ejected Otho, American ideas were at the highest pitch, and a crowd of Athenians gathered

Reading of Scriptures by Rev. D. H. Adams;

the morning our house of worship was fill- Prayer by Rev. C. J. Mott; Reading

Meeting agreed by a full

place are

and transplant it in some other

the judges.

For Alton Bay, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P, M.
Wolfbore and Centre Harbor, 10,10 A, M,, 2.45 P. M.

For
thrifty look. The writer knows that $25,000
The New Treatise, just revised by order
A resolution was adopted in view of the
and Boston at 5.51, 8. 1056 A. M., 5.08
For Lawrence
NORTHERN Vt. A glorious day and one
had been mentally appropriated -by one great destitution of gospel laborers, and the
Copference, can now be had P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 SP.P.MXM
General
the
of
longto be remembered we trust, was expe- and will probably brihg over a large colony sooh. |.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A. M.,12M,,3,
"man, who had the property in hand, for low state of the funds to aid the beneficiaon application, for 25 cents for each copy. and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P. M.
rienced
by
our
little
church
at
West
Derhy,
The Austrian Catholic aristocrats are indignant’
New Hampton Institution, and he would ries of the Educational Society, recommendWM. MERRITT, Supt.
:
(extra) 4 cents for single one, or
May 30. Long before the hour arrived for hecauge the Emperor has appointed three repre- Postage
probably have doubled that amount him- ing to the churches of this Y. M. to take a
at hand for the use of Canton
now
18
2
cents
each
for
two
or
more
copies.
OrSEASON
Tug
baptism the people began to gather on the sentatives of the country’s trade and commerce:
and Japanese Matiings, and J.J. Peasley & €o.,
self and so arranged it as to have drawn collection for this object, the first Sabbath
ders are solicited.
and
one
Jew:
to
the
house
of
Peers.
‘Washington Street,
Boston, ‘who makes & 8
shores of Lake Memphremagog, as beautiin these goods, are now opening invoices from ihe
five or ten dollars from others for the same in July next. May every pastor attend to ful a sheet of inland water as New England . The only contributionlast year from Georgia
auction sales of elegant stylesdn v:
Remittances of money for our publica- oarpo
and fancy checks and stripes of the choicest brands
to the American Board was $50 from the Conobject for every dollar he himself contrib- this necessary duty. . Also the following :
New
on
can boast save one, and thereat the hour
Drafts
in
and
finest
qualities; also, invoices of the lower
either
sent
be
may
Resolved, That we as a Y. M. highly ap- appointed, eleven happy converts were im- gregational church in Atlanta, which was or- tions
grades,all of which are for sale at a slight advance on
uted, had he not greatly to his sorrow been
the
to
payable
made
and
oad
Boston,
de
or
York
the cargo auction prices.
hindered by the project of removal, which prove of the effort now being made by the mersed. Men and their wives, young men ganized less than two years ago with.10 members.
in Post Office
It now has over 60, and is enjoying a quiet work | order of L. R. Burlingame,
FLOOR OIL CLOTHS at retail at manufacturers’
rendered such a course not only impolitic Trustees of the New Hampton Literary and and women, in the prime of life, the child of of grace. Rev. C. W. Francis wassordained pasprices, and the goods of durability
and finish, are
or in Registered letter.
Biblical institution to raise funds for erec- scarcely ten, and the mature man of fifty, tor last month; and the same council ordained Money Order,
one of the inducements offered by
John J. Peasléy &
but impossible.
;
will be at omr risk. €o., Boston, carpet dealers, 47, Washington Street, to
sent
thus
Moneys
Whatever rich: men may give of their ting a Female Boarding house, increasing all were there. Our little church which at Rev. E.B. Brigham, of Augusta, Ga. One of
et
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those their customers.
abundance, whatever legislatures, cities, or its permanent funds, and promoting its gen- its organization in August last, numbered, the members, Chas, S. Matteson, has just received
KIDDERMINISTER
AND
INGRAIN
CARPETS,
of
ele”
them.
sending
t Qosign and colors, have just been received by
corporations may give to Lewiston or.Hills- eral interests ; and that we earnestly solicit only thirteen, has increased to thirty. To an appointment from the American Missionary
Street, Boston,
John J. Peasley & Co., 47 Washington
Association to its Mendi Mission in Africa.
Hooks

- The Mormon preachers are having much success among the Sheffield, England, working-men

whatever

Providence

or

Buffalo

or

tage, the writer knows

founded

the New

that the money

Hampton

that

Resolved,

Literary and

Biblical Institution was all of it, every

lar of

all our members

it, given by those who

and ‘friends to contribute

God be all the praise.

to these purposes liberally, as God has prospered them.
:
:

dol-

felt every

That

we

also

commend

church in Edgecom®, Me. has been wonder-

fully favored

property

value equal to the amount

they

seo their funds doing good to the young.
Some, of their poverty, gave what they
could, some who
had nothing, pledged
their future earnings, some ofa bare com-

Our protracted meetings commenced Jan-

ors; 1,065 were admitted to membership last
year, while 1,748 were
suspended and 403
were expelled. The total receipts were $3,663;

| D. Smith is made chairman of the Commnitteeto locate the next session.
—
“The Conference held its sessions for nearly the two first days in Brother Erskine’s
church, and allthe time religious worship
was held in the large Town Hall filled with
very large audiences ; several sermons were
preached, several prayer meetings held,

denomination

and

collections, taken

last Sabbath, and again last Sabing. There has been quite a number of

tional

with the usual liber-

This Seminary will be opened to students
at Waterbury: Center, Vt., on Wednesday
the 1st day of Sept. 1869, under the care
of a full corps of experienced and popular
teachers.
:
The Trustees design to make this Seminary one of superior rank, second to

sake.

P. S. BURBANK, Clerk.

The

i

:

Seminary

is

:

surrounded

by

the

finest scenery to be found in New England,

whole. . Resolu-

tions were passed approving the Circular
of the Home Mission board sent out May
15th, and Bro. H. G. Woodworth was appointed Y. M. Mission Agent and EvanC. M., Sewell,E. Dudley,0. D.

Patch

and J. B. Drew with the clerk were constituted an Executive bound for the Y. M.
to attend to all necessary contingencies that
may arise in the. work during the year.
The sum of $757 was subscribed for the
salary of the agent to be paid in install-

and
is well calculated to awaken and ments annually of 25 per cent of the
amount subscribed. It will be readily
cultivate sublime aspirations.
The location is very desirable from the seen that this gives but a small amount of
facts that the citizens are ‘highly moral, available funds to stirt upon, about - $190.
and large numbers are trily religious, and Brethren in the bounds of the Y. M. are
there are no places into which youths can requested to send in subscriptions with onebe decoyed
for vicious purposes.
It is fourth in advance, if they wish the plan to
within 20: or 30 minutes drive of the Vit. succeed. Bro. E. Tibbets of Iowa and
Central R. R. over which seven {rains of N. Woodworth of this Y. M. were present,
passenger cars pass every day except Sun- adding much to the interest of the occasion
by their counsel and preaching. Also Revs.
day.
‘
No pains will be spared to render the stay

of pupils here
able.

Those

safe, pleasant

wishing

and

profit-

to secure rooms

in the

Seminary building, rooms for self-boarding,
or board in families, will address Rev.D.

8. Frost, Waterbury Center, Vt., who will
gave attention to their wishes.

J. W.

Baldwin,

| Executive
D. H. Apawms,
J. D. WALDRON,
L. SARGENT,
0. I. DANIELS,

J Commiitlee.

The New Hampshire Y.M,
The last session of this religious body was
held with the the church at Meredith Village, June 9 and 10. Brief religious services were held, and in the permanent or-

ganization, Rev. J. Woodman

was chosen

moderator, and the other usual offices filled.
Letters were read from each of the nine Q.

M's, giving their statistics, accounts of sev-

eral revivals, and showing an increasing:

interest in the moral enterprises of the
days
so Tn
The meeting on Wednesday aftercoon
was partly devoted to hearing the reports

bor in the

Y.

M.

exceeds

the

their delegates

to us.
These added much to the interest of
the meeting, and we are confident such ins
ter denominational greeting sar.d reports are

profitable,

as well as pleasant.

The sev-

eral standing committees made their reports on the sessions - of Thursday ; the
nsual number of Corresponding Delegates

were chosen,

and “all the business of con-

The
farence harmoniously transacted.
tter referred from General Conference
lies over for action till next year.
A resolution in favor of a state constab-

ulary was adopted, and Rev. A. K. Moul:

of

most

have

who

the time heretofore devoted themselves to
the

exercise

constant

of

their

offige,

are

now but partially engaged.
It is sad to
‘know that the supply we have are nearly
all growing gray and but few young men

ape ready

We

places.

their

supply

to

which

has

caused

some

;

He is an old man and a good man,

and, ashe is about to go to Nebraska to
visit his children, and intends to visit our
churches on his way, we would commend
him to the

fellowship

of the saints, hoping

he will have a prosperous journey and happy results. Also Brother John Me. Fadden
of Georgetown, Me. labored with us three
weeks during our religious interest to good
acceptance ; also Rev. Samuel Bush, Vassalborough, was with us almost two weeks,and

labored to acceptance;

So I think

that our

Rurus

HAYDEN.

Quarterly Meetings.
Q. M.—Held its last session with
OTISFIELD
Peru. The meetings of: business
the church at
and of religious worship were harmonious and
interesting.
Collection for Freedmen’s mission,
$7,30. Next session with the church at Canton,
Sept. 1,2.
. ~~ E. D. MARSHALL, Clerk.

PARSONSFIELD

Q. M.—Held

its last session

gray
and

Next
with the church in South Parsonsfield.
session with the Hiram church. Sept, 8, 9.
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Clerk.

LAKE GEORGE, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its last ses-

a

Lyon’s Kathairon is a very delightful

pered that I spoke

He said that some of

too often,

I; but still I felt

He
and

even whisthat

nobody

“added to our Q. M. Thus little by little is the wanted to hear me; but I was not to be put down
the gospel ministry. Prayer by Rev. Wi.
grout church of Christ built up. Collection for
: that way; aud now I have gained the victory, I
ome missions $11,00.
Bonar, Charge by Rev. N. Woodworth,
must tell you all that is in my heart.” Then
Ww.
H.
H.
Davis,
Clerk.
Hand of Fellowship by Rev. C. M. Sewell.
Coming out ofthe
followeda tedious harangue.
his head
May the Lord of the harvest impel many
WEARE Q. M.,Ni H.—Held its last session at gession-room, the good pastor inclined
more to the work. The meetings. of wor- South Sutton. The churches were well repre- so that his mouth approached the ear of the miland all the exercises contributed to a itant member, and whispered, ‘Brother, I think
ship were well attended, edifying and fpir- sented,
highly interesting season. Rev. Mr. Morrill, of the devil was right.”
J
Kewanee.
itual. Next term to be held in
the Christian denomination, and Rev. A. C. Peaslee, from the Rockingham Q. M., rendered much
H. G. WoopworTH, Clerk.
The trade in sermons (manuscript sermons
Will some church

Rev. Ezra Tuttle of Wisconsin (formerly,
request

N. H.,

of

agreed

to supply the desk of the Free Baptist church
for three months, commencing the first
LutHER HAYES.
Sabbath in July.

Revivals,

and Rev. P. Randall preached the word to- good
A very interesting meeting was.
acceptance,
enjoyed. A committee of five was chosen to con
fer with an equal number chosen from the Geauga Q. M., on the question of uniting the two
The committee were to meet
. M’s. in one.
une 25, 9 o’clock A. M. at Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
the Y. M.,

brethren were chosen delegates to

Rov. P. Randall, Rev. A. G.

Wilder,

Rev. G+. H. Damon, and Bro. L. B. Coates.

We are happy to in-

form our Christian friends that Christianity is slowly progressing in this place. We
started a Sabbath school this stmmer and
have thirty scholars, Bro, G. W. Moffat is

laboring with

MEDINA Q. M., Ohio,—Held its June session
with the church in Royalton. Rev. A. H. Chase

The following

&c.

—

SHERIDAN, Mic,

assistance by their labors.
entertain the next session and notify the clerk
H. 8. KiMBALL, Clerk.
immediately ?

us, we also hope his labors

will be crowned with success.
TSM.

Next

gesston with the Hinckley church, Sept. 10-12.
Collection for migsions $7,106.
@G. H. DAMON, Clerk.
Ordination,

At the last session of the Huntington Q.

M.,

held at Waterbury Centér, Vt: Bro, M. L, Bentley was set apart to the work ‘of the gospel
istry in the following order:

min-

gold to clergymen for use in the pulpit) is an
English institution, as mowhere else do we see
This trade, we are
them so freely advertised.
told by the English journals, has grown enormously within a few years.
“1 am glad,” said the Rev. Dr. Young, to the
chief of the Little Ottawas, ‘that you do not
drink whiskey; but it grieves me to find that
your people use so much of it.” “Ah! yes,” re-

on the doctor, which communicated the reproof
before he uttered it, “we Indians nsg a great
deal of whiskey but we do not make it.’

He

died at Athens, May 22d;

was one of the celebrities of that city. A spare
Yankee from the hills of western Massachusetts,
with the quiet

and nerve

of that

breed, he took

possession of. Athens and subdued jt to Amerjcanism. Persecuted first hy the priests, he had
to repeat the experience of Socratesin part, and
made an apology for his church and cause before

‘

Shuttle Sewing

Clark—J

Central Street, Dover.

Richmond—J

Russell—Z

PURE SALERATUS.

\ Household Neeessity.

N

of which, every housekeeper should beware, and always secure that which is generally acknowledged re:
liable.
and
time,
of
test
the
stood
has
Pyles Saleratus

Books Forwarded.

cerymen’s

MAIL.

Rev

M

Hopkinton,

Atwood,

Dea A Pinney,Plymouth, Vt
W L Noyes, Sutt n, VE
E P Loud, Plymouth, N H
B

L

Potter,

prived of getting

o

.

Collection 3,47
M
Charlotte Pugsley, $5 Dea D Pugsley, Me$2.
W Burlingame, $1, Coinishville,

Married

re

12,97
8,00

176,82
Treasurer.

dozen, 10,

1,96

12,52
18,62

"36

11,88

8,18
160

08
96
,—~

08
9,14
1,88

dozen, 1536

3,26

single,
dozen,
single,

do

do

dosem, 340

do

Member's

do

Treatise,
do
Thoughts

Boo

single,

Book,

do

k of hy

"wr

Sind
at
unday

Too
Ay

1y
4

the Your, ( Ques. Book) single, + 20

do

do

do

dozen,

vy

do

de

dozen,

single,

Appeal to Conscience,
do

Communionist,
ralist,

ls

4

2,40

04

2,40
95
+

8

28
,20

6

ozen,
gingle,

2,00

,14

1,26

1,40

Toe
)

08

dozen,

Sou

»

,20

y

88

single,

upon Thought,

sto To
Story
do
Lessons for

,16
144
1,00

dozen, hy +1

o

do

Church

A
of otoJesus, (Ques - Booka

Call and Miss 4

hy

do
do Paper Covers, single,
dozen,
do.
do
single,
Life of Marks,

Th @ \
.

1,20

single,

———

and Miss
Mr. Oliver N «Merrill of Holderness xe
sa Jane Harris of Campton,
Page, Mr.
E.G.
Rey.
hy
17,
In Dresdea. Me!, May
and Miss Sarah
AbnerUO. Spaulding, of Richmond,
the same,
Richmond,by
In
J. Houdlette of Des aden;
Victoria E.

Jo oph ¥

do

gy

i

Price.

2

Christianstian Baptism, im, Bound, 1)i

Wm. T. Merrill,
In Holderness, Math 15. hy Rev.
Thompson, both of
Frank C. Cox and Miss Ellen M.
Taskell and
(Center Harhor; March 27, Mr. Henry
Harbor} May 10,
Miss KE. J. Poindexter, of Center
Melis-

June 6, Mr.

do

do

by
In Portland, Me., June 9, in Casco St. Church, Miss
and
Rev. O. T. Moulton, Mr. William kK. Strout
ih
cards.
No
Portland.
of
all
Dora B. Russell,

Cook, both of Richmond,

*

History,
20,00

.

u

York.

single, Se
60

do Kinbossod Sloro00s,; sate) 1,10

do
32mo.
do
do
Butler's Theology,

Dover, N. H.
A=

§t.,Vew
}

Paalmody, 18me. nf Sheep,
0

do

83,84

J
G Wilmer, H G Browning, $1, each,
Losee, J 8 Farrar, ~Downing, b ots cach,

0.0. LIBBY,

Washington

-

@
.

Mrs

Woodworth,

Mrs George Leavitt and Mrs P Graffam
|
:
life members
M, P ¥ Thurber—
‘Winona and Houston
Hackett, $2, each, | W Hunt, J 0 Fish, A

Sp

Nearly

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

Mission Soc, to constitute

-

value.

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

to constitute

Whiteman, A Thompson, $1 each, Miss
Wolfenden, Mrs G W Hoyt, L D Coombs
$2, each, Collection, $2684
Female

know to be
Grocers, under such

JAMES PYLE, Manufacturer,
Depot, 350
4124

A
Honey Creek Q M. Rev 8 Bathrick, Rev
Coombs, tev G 8 Bradley, ¥. 8 Carman,
A Feleh, J 8 Willlams, Dea Stetson, Mrs
G 8 Bradley, $5,00 cach, Rev H J Brown,
Rev O D Augir, E Haines, Dea Conner,
m Turner, Mrs Carman,’
Mrs Feleh,

M,

de-

they

all first class grocers keep them.

2.85, St Albans
Wheatland ch, Terra Haut, Til,
ch, St Albans, I11, 7,15, per L B Slater

Q

which

K. Soap, articles of established

preDr 8 Keith, La Moille, Iowa, with moneyhimself

Exeter

that

that

are

be said of Pyle’s Cream Tartar and celebrated O.

Foreign Missions,

H Patterson,

only

Housekeepers, too, should insist upon
having their choice, and all who secure Pyle’s
packages, will always -be
Saleratus in pound
well compensated for the effort. The same may

Miss Perkins, Meredith Center
Otsego $8 N Y, per D M Miller
@ M, per G W Bean
Sandwich
Rensselaer Q M, N Y. per I B Coleman
per N A Jackson
Cattaraugus Q M, N'Y,

Lizzie

supply

utation.

8 8 Gordon, Ea New Sharon, Me
CE Hibbard, Canaan Corner, Vt
D R Buzz:ll, Ellsworth, N H
AZ Pelton, Nicholson Depot, Pa

A

to

best adapted to their wants.
circumstances, do great injustice to all concerned.
Their relation to the public is an important one,
"| ‘and duty demands that they should aim to supply articles that have merited unquestionable rep-

NY

‘D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass

determination

from which the largest profit is derived,

Lansing, Mich

viously forwarded
a life member

destructive influence

in New England.
Ten
become the standard
years’ experience has substantiated its claim to
perfect purity, as well as-the economy of its use.
Yet many housekeepers, by reason of the gro-

A Shan-

J § Osgood, Gilmanton
TW, N H
J L Osgood Lake Village, N H
J E Hinkley, Markesan, Wis
N Miliken, Buxton, Me
Benj P Parker, White Rock, Me
rev T H Drake, Cheshire, Ohio
James Gibbens, Wheelersburg, O
Benj B La Dow, Toledo, Tama Co, Iowa
T N Seward. Leighton’s Corner, N H
J N Crandall, Ames, N Y
D H Adams, Underhill Center, Vt
E D Mar:hall, West Paris, Me
Rev D Greene, Ou.eout, N Y

EN

A PUBLIC

IMPURE SALERATUS
EMY—The

Sargent—
non—I Stone—dJ H Steward—J M Stewart—A Stilson—L
1T Ssawyer—S W Schoonover—L W Stone—C
C
Thomas—A 8 Tuarner—W
B Starr—d S Swasey—J
Tims—B V Tewksbury—D B
Stinson—E Thurber—W
Potter.
W
Tripp—A Wade—C Young—D
BY

:

J. G. JENKINS.

C Cummings—J
Clark—Mrs J L Cole—J W Corwin—J Coffrin—J 8 Dinsmore—C F Dikeman—W Daniel—D E Dudley—J Dewitte
—il Dinsmore—B T Esler—] Eldridge—G W Finks—M T
Files—B F Flint—D Fisk—R J Farrington—L R Foster—
H Getehell—H O Gidney—! H-Grover—Mrs L B Galer—
D Greene—S Hazelton—E Harding—I Hobson—L Hutch-L
ins—J A Jones—W 8 Jay—S C Kimball—D Libby—8
Gilman—A Losee—E P Ladd—W J Larabee—J J Mukphy—E Mitchell—-H P Marston—C J Mott—J S§ Manning
—_M Merrill—A B Maxfield—H P Mallett—Huldah Noyes
J L Odel—W W Olin—E G Page—B P Parker—T F Pope
—D D Parker—B O Prat—R A Procter—W 8 Pottle—H
Preble—B C Parker—C B Plumb—C E Reed—J C Robin-

W

Machine

They do every variety of work, and come Twenty
1 Dollars Cheaper than any other FirstClass Machine
in the Markets,
:

JM Ackley—0 W Avery—D C Burr—M]W Burlingame
—A J Bird—R Bennett—A Buzzell—C M Brure--N W
Bixby—G B Brown—P 8 Burbank—N Rrooks—S H Briggs
W
—J F Buzzell—O S Brown—B Bundy—J B Barber—D
Bond—G W Bean—A Balcom—J Cofran—Thantful Cobb

Ricker—G

71"

AT J. H. WINSLOWS,

Received.

W

a

© 16t11

WILSON

*

Clark—D

are

4

°

plied the chief, and he fixed his eye impressively,

Dr. Jonas King

:

~ CALL AND
SEE THE

NOTICE.

M

BITTERS

Dress-

The Trustees of the Maine Central Institute will
hold their annual meeting in the Chapel of the Institute Building, July 21, 1839, at 7 o’clock P. M.
Sec’y.
OBED Foss,
2126

Covey—P

HERB

g00d.?—DR,

GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists.

R.F. FRANCISCO, Clerk.

Letters

AND

youn

purify the blood, strengthen the body, and ‘thorough.
ly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C.

Chenango @. M. will hold its next session with
of
the church mn Rhode Island Settlement, town
Saturday, ten o’clock A. M.,
1% commencing
July
churchdifferent
the
of
clerks
July J, 1869. Let the
prompt with their reports.
es be

\

I'll do

the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,

Notices and Appointments.

W

ROOT

ee

eg

and

sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia,
Coastiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and
Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &c. They cleanse

EXPRESS,

church rose in
A prosy lay memper of the
meeting, and said: *My friends, the devilandI
have been fighting for more than twenty minutes. He told me not to speak to-night: butI

eilent.

Hair

me,

LANGLEY’S

ad-

so much

appearance

distingue

sir iipie

¢ Buy

fine Complexion can do without the Magnolia Balm:
75 cents will buy it of any of our respectable dealers.

s0=0

..

OR BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON. THE
FACE, use PERRY’S COMEDONE ‘AND
PIMPLE
REMEDY, prepated only by Dr. B. C. Perry, #9 Bond
St., New York. Sold everywhere. The trade supplied by Wholesale Druggists.
‘ 6mm10

1.

gives to the Complexion,a Blooming Purity of transNo Lady who values a
parent delicacy and power.

ai

FRECKLES,

. COLGATE & COS,

mired it the Circles of Fashion.
It removes all unsightly Blotches, Redness, Freckles,
Tan, Sunburn, and Effects of Spring Winds and

according to

PATCHES,

Aromatic Vegetable Soap, Combined with
Glycerine, is recommended for Ladies and
Infants,
Toa

Hagan’s Magnolia Balm. This article is the
True Secret of Beauty. Itis what Fashionable Ladies, Actres:es, and Opera Singers use to produce
that cultivated

MOTH

Sold by all Druggists.

| spldnt half the price.

{

that I could not keep

all

LEN’S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another Preparation, clear
for Dressing,
without Sediment, designed exelusively
Strengthening and Beautifying the Hair, a refreshing
toilet luxury, far preferable to French pomades,an

The Rev. Mr. Cheney of Chicago, who has
recently been called to account by Bishop Whitehouse for his Low Church proclivities, said ina |
germon on Sunday last: “I could tell you ofa
clergyman, high in station in this very city,
preaching to. his people on the eve of communNot the great truth which that]
jon—what?
sacrament commemorates, but the duty of receiving the bread with hands crossed ‘and of carryingit tothe lips without tofching it with the

the rest could speak better than

Dressing

is combination is perfect and unin one bottle.
exceptionable in every respect, and is used with
great satisfaction’by old and young. MRS, S. A. AL-

ed as grouped around this actual personal memthink
We
bership in the Christian Church.
quite enough to justifp the application of the
Protestant and Evangelical
terms Chdistian,
If we reckon three
even to our whole country.

determined that I would,

REMOVE

and Tan from the face, use PERRY'S MOTH AND
FRECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists. Prepared
only by Dr. B. C. Perry.
:
6ml0 -

color

restoring it to its natural

quickly

hair,

beauty, together with an agreeable

thousand Quakers. It is an interesting question, PANES
what namber of our population'miay be reckon-

fingers.”

TS

We offer in the Improved Preparation,. a
article.
Restorer prompt and infallivle in its action upon

the rate of previous reckoning in these columns,
aged ministers have not outlived their use- we have about nineteen millions of our population
indirectly connected with the Evangelical Churchfulness yet.
JOSEPH GRANVILLE.
es. We are inclined to regard this as too small
an estimate. The Ronian Catholic population
HortoN, Iowa.
For encouragement to is reckoned at five millions. These two elements
the friends of our beloved Zion, we can make onli twenty-four millions, out of an estimstill report progress, The cloud of divine ated total .of thirty-four and a half millions of
blessing continues
rest upon us here. people. Thus ten and haif millions of our people
good . conference would be outside of both Romish and Protestant
a
after
Last Saturday
Now, as Universalists,
Evangelical influences.
meeting, five converts, who had been neShakers, Communists, Mormons, and Jews alglecting this duty, now fully convicted, together number but about half a million of the
cheerfully owned their risen Lord in bap- population; and as the heathens, Indians,
tism; and Sabbath was another very pre- Chinese, and Greek Christians of Alaska do not
cious day for this church. Twenty-eight count a million more,we would have a population
all direct religious influenmembers were added to its depleted num- absolutely outside of nine
1s not this
millions.
sort, of
every
of
ces
felbers. And as these took the hand of
much too large ?
lowship and publicly entered into solemn
John H. Weeden, of Waterbury, Connecticut,
covenant with God and his children, all
has invented “an improved head-rest for attachfelt it to be a most impressive scene. Oth- ment to church pews, formed by the combinaers are laboring under conviction of sin, and tion of the stuffing, covering-plate, band, baseduty to God. Weare encouraged to renew plate, and springs with each other,” which will,
our consecration to the work of saving poor, no doubt, be hailed with delight by a large class
of church-goers, who find sleeping good for the
;
lost, perishing sinners:
of sound sermons, but uncomfortable
digestion
Pray for us here in this white harvest with the present style of pews.

field.

equal in

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s: Improved Hair Restorer and
Dressing. ‘The attention of the public is invited to
the very important change recently made in this

There are in our country a total of six million
members of so-called
two hundred thousand
one hundred
Evangelical churches, including

member,

has no

A good head of Hair is desired by every one. The
use of Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer will
restore the hair, if the hair cells are not closed up.

of all international disputes.

persons to each church

-g4DR. WARREN'S BILIOUS BITTERS,for puri

fying the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jautidice,
’
usness, Headache, Dizziness,
]
0
and all Spring Complaints ; for Cleansing,
the
Human
System,
ing, Invigora
and Repulati

DR. A. H. Toy, New Bedford, Mass:, writes: I
believe Doctor Seth Arnold’s Balsam to be one of
the greatest remedies for all that is claimed for it. I
have used it in my family and among my friends for
Bowel Complaints, for several years. I used it myself for Chronic Diaarhea of long standing, and ob”
tained a perféct cure.

cost $150,000,
and is entirely paid for. The re.
ceipts for the year past have been, from gifts
and sales, $880,000, and its issues of Scripture
were 2,140,620 copies.
The total issues from the
first have been
57,210,485 copies. Rev. Dr.
Schaff from this country made a good address, in
which he well said :
I believe
that our English Divle is. the
strongest bond of union which holds together
the different branches of the great Anglo Saxon
race, to which are mainly entrusted the fortunes
Our common Protestant
of future Christianity.
Bible is our daily food in America and in England. From it we are taught from Sabbath to Sab—
bath every duty to God,to ourselves.and to our fel”
low-men. This Bible constitutes a stronger bond of
union between Great Britain and the United States
than even our common language and our common literature, much more than any settlement
of the Alabama question, however satisfactory,
or any other passing political difficulty, because
it is a Divine bond of union, and not a human
bond. The Bible is the: best preyentive of international wars, the Bible is the best settler of

sion with the Johnsburg church, and though our
were but few, yet we never enjoyed a
were privileged, Suaday P. M. June 6 to numbersprecious,
ssul-reviving meeting than we
more
City
Prairie
of
Stire
C.
P.
Bro.
apart
set
did, where, only last fall, were added 25 young
was
Q. M. by the usual forms to the work of converts. One new church of 18 members

his many friends in Milton,

from

supply.

Preachers decrease instead of increasing as

sent both to several of our own Y., M's, and
in hearing

the

Baptist family which was constituted about
18 years ago... They number from 4000
t0'5000. The demand for aggressive la-

of this state), has at the earnest

tions, and

the

Father Bald-

Union Baptists were with us.

of our delegates to other religious bodies,
to the associations ofthe other denomina-

of

win is the founder of this branchof

they ought, and many,

D. 8. Frost,

Skiles

C.

E. W.

minister,

ly for the cause of Jesus and his people, in’
our late protracted effort, very accepta‘bly,and we, esteem him highly for his work’s

it and fresh revolves to serve him.

gelist.

Con-

Rev. S. F. Whitten, formerly of Westport, Me., was with us and labored earnest-

toil for the Great Master, with renewed spir-

the

have joined the

considerable excitement and talk.

ality of giving. This Y. M. has been one
of precious interest in many ways, and we
separated to repair to our several fields of

gain of at lest 200 on

who

baptized by immersion by the Congrega-

Let Lewiston, Hills-

Green Mountain Seminary.

nverts

gregational church in thi§town. Three were

In all cases of

sideration than the Peruvian Syrup.

amount of cash on hand and invested is $3,306,84.
The British and Foreign Bible Society has entered its new building, which with its site has

and, to the Boat and Railroads for re- us; it was a good meeting. One aged man
duced
fare. A committee was chosen to’
been living on the failings of proappoint a Y. M. missionaiy; and Rev, ‘A.
ot up and expressed his determin-

AN INVOICE has been received by the carpet house
of J. J. Peasley & Co., 47 Washington Street, Boston, of new patterns of English Tapestry Brussels,
slightly damaged—a chance for bargains, | ol tab i

enfeebled and debilitated constitution it is the very
remedy needed. The most positive proof of this
can be adduced.

to 223. The District of Columbia has 16 Divisions, with 1,267 members and 1,985 -lady visit.

lishment as widely as practicable.
uary 3, and continued some eleven weeks
Resolutions of thanks were voted and in succession, in which time some sixty perpublished in the county papers, to the .sons professed to be converted. Since, the
church and its pastor entertaining theY. close of the protracted meetings there have
M.,to the other churches and families in and ‘been some ten or twelve, that have made
near the village who united .in giving all a start. Last Sabbath evening, two arose
comers an abundant and cordial reception,
requesting prayers, ‘and knelt down with

from the recent auction trade sales in New York,
and will be sold at from 85 eents to $1,60 per yard.

"WITHIN THE WHOLE RANGE of tonic and alterative medicines known, none is entitled to more con-

of all the Div-

go forward in baptism soon. ~

dale and Providence, each add a professorHinois Y. M.
ship to their colleges and Buffalo do the
same when it gets one; and let eachof the —Met at Prairie City, Ill., June 4 to 6.
On the whole a profitable term was enjoyed.
fourdo all they can to assist theological
students in a full college course. Let us All the Quarterly Meetings ware reported
all have a willing mind to do the whole except Livingston, some ‘with but partial statistics. © There have been added by
work, each one doing the part nearest him,
| baptism 326 as reported. Perhaps more, if
and so *‘ Let us have peace.”
TR, 8,
a full report had been made A probable

:

The total receipts

books issued and furnished by the Estab-

unitedly at New Hampton where more can
be done with a small sum of moneyin aiding young men in biblical study, than in

none.

itors, 40,781.

considerable interest, we have baptized and
added to the church, thirty-three, and by
letter three, makingin pJl thirty-six; and
there are several more which will probably

er cherished desires impossible, and sacri-

any locality named.

of Divisions in

already entered,as meeting our hearty approbation; and we cordially and earnestly recommend our churches and Sabbath schools
to encourage this undertaking by a liberal
patronage, and an effert to circulate the

freely a large thank-dffering
that made oth-

this being done by all the

The whole number

operation is reported at 1,968; whole number of
of members, 96,673; whole number of lady visisions during the past year was $182,625,67. The
number admitted to membership
during the
year was 443,-while the expulsion amounted to

petence gave the margin that makes the
difference between ease and positive discomfort, some of their abundance gave
ficed health and comfort, thatthe school
might be firmly rooted in the goodwill of all
the F. W. B. denomination *¢ for all time.”
Now without daring a prophecy, or questioning the wisdom of my seniors, let me
humbly entreat the eldersto consider if
they be not hindering the answers to the
prayers that to our minds render sacred the
location of. the school at New Hampton,
and whether it be not easier to fully endow
the school here, where a six acre lot will
not cost an eighth partof $10,000, where
more wish it to stay than wish it to be
moved to any other one place, where $10,000 witl, as I understand, supply another
. professorship to the two already here, and

ern States.

of the Lord during the past

five months.
As the- resultof the late reviyal interest, which still continues with some

cent they gave, who expected no thturn in Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment has

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain
in all departments, and in gny desired quantity, on
specially favorable terms by. sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

The report of the Most Worthy Scribe of the
Sons of Temperance,in session in N. Y. says that
the Order is on the increase in all of the South-

'Epgecoms,” Me. The F. W. Baptist

the

work of publishing and supplying Sabbath
school and other books, upon which the

“freely contributed, or other reward than to

TBP

:

a

dale,

other places may offer for their local advan-

|
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day of interest with usin this place.

present legislature,

The Yearly

30, 1869.

Norrawoop, N. H. Last Sabbath was a * Reading of hymn by Rev. J. D. Waldron;

ton chosen to present the subject tefjpur

ton to root itself firmly and to grow and bear
fruit ¢* for all time.” Ifall the persons and
places that have been trying to uproot it

A

THE MOR NING STAR: JUNE

“rk

“New Hampton’s friends believe the Theological School was planted in New Hamp-

Sa

a

FAC

:
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THE

Poetry.

‘to flirting and coquetry, tok little music,

little French, a little dancing, perhaps a ie
tle drawing and Italian, but, above all, to
an
extravagant conception of her own

claims to attention and consideration.

Giant and Dwarf.
HA

* As on through life’s journey we go day by day,
There are eo whom we meet at each turn of
the
To helpor
hinder, to bless or to ban;~
- And the names of these two are * I. can't, »>and
“I can?

work, and Susan the sewing.
purely ornamental.

““ I can't”is a dwarf; i poor, pale, puny imp,
is a limp;

style of living, then they must

Though dangers are distant and succor is near.

In this way have sprung up the
less

which

It is not women

it

The hum of his spindles beging with the light,

severest consequences
greatly changed within

women
This

‘When, roused at the call of a cause that is just,
of

Tis but a Drop.
7

“ 'Tis but a diyp,” the father said,

the first woman that mankind
boon

“ It did-not hurt us in our robes,

of

of it, the

world

has

obtained

more

the

to.thank

Mother Eve for than it has ever yet acknowledged.

It will not now we're grown.”
And so they drank the mixtures up,
That reeling youthful band;
For each had learned to love the taste
From his own father’s hand.

The modern wife loses this blessing, and
throws away her birthright,

when she

con-

sents to be absolved from all useful employment and sits down a mere child, to be

Tis but a drop—1 need it now,”
The staggering drunkard said;
“ It was my food in infancy—

-caressed, waited upon, and provided for;
or, mayhap, neglected, despised, and do.

serted. The Lord never created one set of
human beingsto be absolutely dependent

My meat and drink and bread.
A drop—a drop—oh, let me have,
Twill so refresh my soul!”

upon or subservient to another;

He took it—trembled—drank and died,
Grasping the fatal bowl.

and

when

the modern wife signs her own title to such
degradation she inflicts a wrong not only

.

upon herself but upon her whole sex.

Rainbow.
a

-

The

consequences are naturally just what we
see—subjection on the part of women, contempt on the part of men, and the gradual
disruption and disorganization of the whole
framework of modern society.

My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky:
So was it when my life began,
So is it now I am a8 man,
So be it when I shall grow old,
Or let me die!
The child is father of the man:
And I could wish my days to be

Home and the family

are,

after

all,

the

foundation and inspiration of the greatest
happiness we know ; and women, especially
as the creators and perpetuators of the

" Bound each to each by natural piety.
:
~—W. Wordsworth.

home, are dependent upon it for their

fort and permanent welfare.
We have no fear that the home

Th Family Circle,

com-

will ever

be destroyed ; it is the basis of good

it is threatened,

and

there never was so much reason why the
good and intelligent of both sexes, wh
become husbands and wives, sho
THE
WIFE.
There is a general opinion abroad, among the creafion and sustaining of the homg a
by
men at least, that mérriage is less desirable matter of duty, and impress i
every
means
in
their
power
upon
their
chilthan formerly ; that a wife is an incumbrance
dren.
¢
.
rather than an assistance; that the loss of
The
modern
wife
ignores
all
such
concompanionship and family ties is more than
siderations.
She
will
have
neither
home
compensated by the avoidance of all family
difficulties ; that, in short, matrimony does nor children, if they involve labor and care.
But she wantsa husband, because he repnot pay.
+
&
It does not come within. the province of resents her means of living and her rethis article to inquire if the men themselves sources for enjoyment; and he is angled
are not partly at fault; if they have not for, and petted, and submittedto accordinggrown more selfishly fond of their own Jy. Assuming the airs of a princess, she is
pleasure, and less willing to make the sac- in reality a slave; for there is no slavery so
shameful and so complete as that which is
rifices which are necessary to the accomvoluntarily accepted as a means of release
plishment of a man’s or woman's highest
from exertion and performance of duty.
duties. Our businessat present is simply
The modern wife is untrue to her sex—
to discover how much of the blame, if any,
to womanhood in general as well as to heris chargeable upon women, and in what
self. Men recognize in women only the
“respect they have fallen away from the qualities which they see them exhibit as
standard of wifely duty.
wife, mother, daughter, and sister; and
Ll

Talks

with Women.
Bl
MODERN

The object

of

marriage,

so

far

as

we

are capable of judging of it, is the creation
of the home
and the family; if it fails in
this, it fails in its purpose.

Any two people can live together and
separate,if they wish to do so, without the
- consequences becoming wholly deplorable.

But the safety, comfort, and happiness of
the family depend on the permanency of the
ties formed by men and women; and this
involves wutual duties, mutual

obligations

and responsibilities, which each must be
satisfied to meet and perform.
At present (whatever change

'
may

take

place in the future) to the man is assigned
the task of provider; to the woman, that of
care taker at home; and it is quite as requi--

? site that one line of duty should be falftted
as the other.

- Does the modern wife understand this?
Is she trainedto it? Does she recognize
~ her own share in the promises made at the
.altar? Aud is she willing to sacrifice her
inclinations and previous habits to them ?

To all these

we are constrained

to answer, No. The modern wife has no

:

ed a great ork
ut it is not the foeble
hands of the modern wife, and mother that

can accomplish'it. Women are beginning
to feel their necessities ; they are waking up
fully to the new Eg

the

new

show equal energy

and

aptitude; and

enter on the duty ofthe day: wei>—.

of a dress or bonnet, and an appreciation of
them as a power for the general good rath-

er than as a meansof personal distinction.
. The highest and best indgeuce of woman
be

exerted at home. It is better to be the
power behind than’ the power upon the
throne ; it is greater to make a man than to
cast
a vote.

Ofcourse there

why women,

while

is

training

no

reason

men,

should

Boarding after Marriage.”
* Many young brides
to avoid the cares of
housekeeping, begin married life by boarding. It is a great mistake, for it brings
The

home

life is utterly lost, and giddy wives are exposed to perils which often prove fatal.
The following, from an exchange, has in

it too much truth: —
Into the gulf of perdition will they arrive

by

the

ly married; it is more mischievous in

new-

win-

drive in the park, or visit among her friends
but in the winter she is cooped up in one
room and spends hours ata window-pane,
the street—afraid

of the cold, yet detesting the confinement,
while a great part of the time, the husband
being at his business,the mind of the young
wife is the prey ofa thousand

At one time

she

thinks

her

women, taking upon themselves the position of wives, yet feeling none of its responsibilities—using it altogether as a means
for selfish indulgence—dishonor womanhood, and give a false impression to the
world at large of the qualities which belong to the sex.

It women are to achieve anything in the
future, it must be through their own efforts;

and those who become wives should expect

and to her husband as to their worldly: conor petulant,

and complains, and her husband wakes up
to a new discovery, —as unwelcome as it
is new—that his wife is not happy ; not happy in herself not happy in her social position. No man can doubt that in going to
housekeeping, the prospect of a happy and
thrifty married life is unmistakably more
promising than in the health and heart destroying practice of living the first twelve
months of married life in hotels and boarding houses. ‘Very few young wives are
safe in any public associations. The papers
gagements by lately married girls being
thrown into the society of men of leisure,
their husbands being engaged in business

tice this severe virtue, is of opinion that

it

is a sin for anybody to sleep after ho is
awake. Therefore he commences to whis-

tor, not only upon the family hnt Hp

pa and mamma with his fat fingers, long before “‘Agrora crimsons the east,” as the poet
says.
For those hapless ones who love the
dear iniquity of morning naps, Trott has no
more mercy than a modern reformer; and,
like a modeinreformer, he makes no ex-

"the

As an unhappy,discontented, aeelons fragment

of a boarding-houce,

however,

family, can » hardly be said to have

an

the

ex-

istence. It can never chystalize or
lidate into beauty, or order, or excellende;

character

thers,

and

on

J

binding

are

thoroughly

und tasteful without

excellent,

ostentation

or

being

rich

exquisite-

ness. And the hymns, taken as a whole, will not
suffer in merit, variety and arrangement wher
compared with the most esteemed of the col
lections that challenge public attention. Few of
the best old ¢8ipositions are absent, and among
the newest specimens of sacred verse there are

some thag will have a long life and a high mission, The music is of the solid and substantial
sort, as though it were meant for userather than
for ornament,—for the worship of Christians instead of furnishing an opportunity for the display of professional vocalists,
There is room
for question whether there might not have been
a gainsecuréd by inserting some of the lighter,
more vivacious and exhilarating melodies that so
effectually touch the popular heart; but, just as
we find it, the collection is one that needs only

to be looked over to prove
it will be
those who

its exeellence, and

prized in proportion as it is used by
prefer sense to sound, and who es-

pecially desire that, the music of the sanctuary
may kiddle a true devotion and bear up the soul
of the worshiper to the very seat of the divine
majesty. - We welcome the book with peculiar
satisfaction, assured that it will help to iaterpret
the' meaning and nurture the spirit of Christian
praise.
:

been very few in which a young and literary colto go into the forecastle

. common sailor and stay there through a
his head a 1Two, years’. voyage, and been able to keep his

pan of syrup,~—-and the consequence of this
movement all our female friends see without

words.
Is thére company to dinner, and no dessert, and stupid Biddy utterly unable to
compass the difficulties of a boiled custard
then mamma is to the front and Trott also.
Just at the critical moment,—the moment
of projection,—a loud scream from Trott
announces that he has fallen head-first into
the rain-water butt! The custard is spoiled, but the precious darlingTrott is saved,

out, fresh -and

scholarly taste thoroughly alive and active, while
at the same time mingling in all the ludicrous
and trying experiences of his shipmates with
zest and satisfaction, and then comé home to
write out the story of his life on shipboard, and
paint the portraits of his companions in a way
that shows his perfect freedom from exaggera-

tion and his rare fidelity to the fucts within and
around

him.

Mr. Dana did

book was a unique

us well

all this, and so his

as a’ valuable one.

The appendix consists, in the main, of an account ef a visit to Califernia made twenty-five
years after the one described in the body of the
wok, “and constitutes a fitting close of his record. It is one of those few books describing the
life ofa sailor that may be put into the hands of
a boy in the confidence that its influence will be
wholesome and valuable.
For while it does not
paint the forecastle as either paradise or purgatory,—while it will neither make boys crazy to
become sailors nor terrify them with the imag-

tle and crow, and pick open the eyes of pa-

en times the night before to warm his milk

and perform other handmaid offices for his

predecessors. Itis beautiful, convenient, accu-.
Tale tasteful and ghieap.
wi
THE HABERMEISTER.
A tale of the Bavarian
Mountains.
Translated from the German of
Herman Schmid.
New York: Leypoldt and
Holt.
1869.. 12mo.
pp= 470.
Sod by D.
Lothrop and Co. .

The author of this volume, though little known,
in this country, has acquired

an enviable literary

reputation in his'‘own land, though

having

to

contend against the rare genius and high art of a
large number of eminent names in the literature
of a country where scholarship is critical and
where readers are deliberate and exucting., It
presents a clear view of certain phases of life in
Bavaria during the latter portion of the last
century, when tyranny marked the regulir government, and private force and secret combina-

tions were the only means left by which to
guard the rights and punish the oppressors’ and

spoilersjof the people,

The author writes with

owledge of and a careful regard for facts,

-a full

yet with a rare skill in picturing to the life what-

ever he wishes to present to his reader. Abound-

ing in imagination, he still depends chiefly on
special knowledge; and while creating his characters and arranging his own scenes, he still
makes, the Hibetmeister

unfold

the institutions

and customs of his own land, as Scott shows us
the struggles of Norman and ‘Saxon in Ivanhoe,
or paints the Crusaders for us in the Talisman.
‘The same ‘publishers send us a new story by
Henry Kingsley, entitled STRETTON, bound in

paper, illustrated, and covering 250 octavo pages.
It is better than

some

of his previous efforts in

the same line, though exhibiting the same general characteristics as those through which he
has become so well known to a large circle of
readers.
FIVE

ACRES

TOO

MUCH.

A

truthful elucida-

use Tobacco?

careful consideration

of the question

" und loss as involved in

of profit

Amateur farming, with

much valuable advice and instruction w those
about
purchasing large or small places in the
rural
districts, By Robert B. Rooosevelt, au- thor of *Gume Fish of North America,” ete.
New York: Harper and Brothers. 1869. 12mo.
rp. 206. Sold by E. J. Lane,

Possibly one muy

read the title of this book

with the impression that there is a sober, scientific and
stical treatise before him, which is at
once to
fo
an unschooled city clerk into
a successful agriculturist; and show one how to
get an easy and ample living, and obtain funds to
investin U. 8. Bonds or western prairie lands at

the end of every season. The reading of the
preface will change all that at once; and before
the first chapteris finished the real aim of the
author and the animus of the book will be sure
to appear.
It is an admirable piece of quiet
satire, directed at all writers
like the author of
“Ten Acres Enough,” and at all readers of such
works as are foolish enough to believe that amateur farming,~which trusts to scientific theories,
and expects to jump hard work, and dirty clothing, and spre hands, and unrewarded labor,—
will ever issue-in anything besides mortifying
disappointment.
Mr. Roosevelt appears to be
telling his own experience in trying to manage
a farm of five acres on Long Island; and his
recofd of haps and mishaps, of great hopes that
went out in disappointment, of the pitiable and
disastrous blunders into which his credulity and
egotism were constantly leading him, of sad surprises and terrible discoveries, of gradual and si-

havebeen the

wine-glass or

the

he is unable to work withoutit; it has mastered him! He is a slave! His only salvation then is to declare immediate war
agains} it, and to pitch his pipes and tobaceobox out of the window.
It will cost him
some ugly, restless, ill-natured days, but it

is the only road to freedom and to health.
To those who use tobacco, however moderately, we sny most urgently, quit it by
throwing a vay the eigur you have ia jour
hand.
Then burn up your tobaeco-pouch,
Then ask God to forgive you for ever having spent one dime in buying the miserable

poison,

.

lent defeats and sudden and sonorous smash-ups,
—all this is narrated

well as attractive.

in a

style that is clever as

The humor is genuine as well

“Stages from Tobacco-land connect with
all the trains?” This short and significant
notice is appended to the witty advertisment
of the Black Valley Railroad, which runs
from Sippington and Tippleton through
“Drunkard’s Curve,” and on to * Desiruction.” Tickets for this popular route can be
608. Sold by D. Lothrop and Co.
gotat all liquor-shops; and no up-trains
Mrs. Stowe’s genius bears well both the drafts BIBLE LESSONS FOR THE SUNDAY BCHOOL
ran over the road.
CONCERT; or, Children’s Service. From *Chilof service and the pressure of years.
Her zest,
dren in the Temple.”
By Rev. H. Clay TrumThe whole picture of this Road to ruin} her vividness of conception, her skill in portraitbull. Springtield, Mass: W. J. Holland and
(of which copies can be got at the rooms.of ure’and description, her exuberant play of fanCo. 1869.
16mo.
Pape
p. 228.
the National Temperance Society,) with cy, her subtile, quiet and exquisite humor, and
The larger work from he
hese exercises are
a
tharked popularity.
its accompanying time-table, has not been her sympathetic alliance of herself with what- taken sprang at once info
act that there isa
surpassed since the days of * Deacon Giles's ever concerns the welfare of her kind, are scarce- It was owing in part
Distillery.” And one of the best hits in itis ly less marked in her later than in her earlier ef- deep and ;general anxiety to find the true meththe sly one at tobacco which is quoted above. forts. This last volume is both able and admirs- ods of rendering Sabbath school effort effective,
ble. Its aim isto portray the New Eogland life but still more to the fact that it proposes to
We have no doubt that cigars anda paper of the past in its yarious phases, so that our an- make the exerises in our schools more eminent-

step toward the

be cB SAB

tidn of the attractions of the’country, and a

as abundant, and whoever fails to laugh or to
learn in going over these pages, must have been
made up with limited risibles and an unrecepinary horrors on shipboard,—it will cure
the
mere romance that struggles for freedom ‘and-| tive brain.
The same publishers send us, In paper “covers,
pastime on the wave, and send the real sailor to
well-printed and illustrated, the second part of ¢ .
his sphere and his duties too well-instructed to
He KNEW HE was RIGHT,
by Antnony Trolrender him to the victim of serious disappointlope, and THE SACRISTAN'S HOUSEHOLD, by the
ment.
author of *“*Mabel’s- Progress,” etc, The first is
an octavo of 163 pages, and the second of 158
OLDTOWN FOLKS.
By Harriet Beecher Stowe,
pages.
They are, in character, very much like
author of * “Unclp Tom’s Cabin.” ete.
Roston:
their predecessors from the same source.
Fields, Osgond™
and Co.
1869.
12mo.
pp.

To those who never use it, we

ceptions for circumstances. If he is wide- have only to say—stop before you begin.
tion of daty, To her it is a
, ** low” word, ‘which is Tips sooth. for i in a constant state of disintegratioh, awake and refreshed , it makes no differ-. Temp. Advocate.
and finds in its surrounding elementso y ence to him that mamma was up half a doz«| sources of .moral deterioration and decay.
"To the homes of the future will be confid-

of

With infinite fussing and

danger. His system has ceasedto act without it. It has become a necessity to him;

domestie life, its value cannot be told; for
its gracious sunshine penetrates far beyond
its immediate circle, and acts as an educacommun; ity.

excellent selections of

for'use in public worship

cestry may be fairly presented to those who are
fast losing the opportunity to study it in the persons of its living representatives.
Mrs. Stowe

leisure, has every opportunity of
dress, and address, above that of
man of business, to turn away a
heart from her husband by the

We think that nobody can refuse to Captain Trott the award jofindustry and energy. He is energy itself. He believes in
early rising, and, like all others who prac-

which the household brings to bear upon
society. Asahome filled with the gentle
amenities and kindly customs of a refined

music

punch-bowl.
Tohacco when used in large quantities understands thoroughly the robust, manly,
is a poison. In small quantities it may though somewhat unpolished life of previous
generations.
She heartily appreciates the steroccasionally act beneficially as a narcotic ling qualities of character that have done so
medicine. But the trouble is, that when much to make the nation what it is, and she has
mere fact of causing Ler at first, without people begin to use it medicinally they are shown herself fully able to reproduce the by-gone
implicating himself, to draw unfavorable in danger of becoming addicted to it, and life that was becoming somewhat dim in the discomparisons against her husband as to per- rushing to the most pernicious and disgust- tance, with a vividness and an interest that
make her book appear like asplendid picturesonal tidiness. One of the most splendid ing excess.
gallery in which the life of other days stands
weddings that had ever taken place then,
For myself,] have never smoked a cigar or forth illuminated and pre-Raphaelitic in distinetin New York, resulted in a separation and
a pipein my life. At one time I was tempt- ness of outline. The book will be very wela broken heart, and a premature grave withed to use chewing-tobacco very moderately come to the many admirers of Mrs. Stowe, and
the reader will lay it down with a fresh admirain a few years by the wife's continually twitas aremedy for toothache; but the remedy tion for the genius and an increased appreciation
ting her husband, when they were walkproved worse than the disease, and I soon of the heart that have done so much for the poping on Broadway, or on the avenue, about
abandoned it in disgust. Yet the short ular literature of thé country and the day.
his want of taste in the selection of his aptime in which I employed this deceptive
parel. “Why don't you bow as Mr. Black”
remedial agent was sufficient to prove to MeN, WOMEN, AND GHoSTS. By Elizabeth 8tadoes ?”
“His gloves are in perfect taste;
art Phelps, author of je. ates Ajar,” ete,
Boston: Fields, Osgood and
869.
12mo.
yours are such as a SOTRiTymAD would se- me how easily a man may be enslaved by
a narcotic or stimulant. I found myself
pp. 334. Sold by D. LothropPod Co.
lect.”
Miss
Phelps
struek
a
cord
in
the
heart
of the
craving the narcotic, and then I felt it was
These things grew upon her, while they time to stop. When once fairly established, reading public in her Gates Ajar that vibrates
alienated him, and living as they did at the | the habit of humoring one’s nerves with even yet, and turns the deepest sympathies of
finest hotel in the city, with uncountad gold tobacco is about as hard to get rid of as muititudes toward her, and will secure purchasers for almost anything that she may send
at their command, and nothingto compel the habit of stimulant with brandy or gin.
abroad in the form of popular literature. The
their attention away from trifling things,
Protessional men are especially liable to title of this book hardly suggests its character.
their minds dwelt upon them, magnified
It is made up of ten stéfes of unequal merit, that
them, allowed them to see nothing else, become enslaved to tobacco. Scores of have appeared in our magazines and elsewhere,
with the result of a separation under cir- clergymen and lawyers smoke because and are here for the first time collected and
they ithagine that they can think better or
cumstances which were infinitely worse study more successfully when under a nar- bound into a common sheaf. They are marked
by her leading characteristics, and will be read
than death, for then the grave would have
cotic influence. .They commonly pay dear- with genuine interest by all who enjoy the prodclosed over every sorrow, whereas life was ly for their delusion. The moment a man uct of a rare mind and prize the fragrance of
spared, with its long years of agony.
feels the ficed of & chew of tobacco, a cigar, a devout and sympathetic heart.
or a glass of liquor, that moment he is in

tleman of
taste and
the mere
woman's

urably responsible before God for their husinfluence

mustbe

of ¢ fine cut ” or ‘‘ Century,”

Little Captain Trott.

the

poetry and

lege graduate has chosen

first

pursuits. “Themere dandy, loafer, or gen-

pp. 495.

mysterious dish, Trott

Do You

more elegantly than herself, and begins to:
-make unfavorable comparisons to herselt

to take upon themselves more, rather than”
less, than single women.
They are measbands, their children, and for

While

sucking the

glowing, to proclaim to his delighted admirers that he still lives.—Mrs. Stowe, in
the Atlantic.

friends are

Octavo.

TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST.
A pereonal
narrative.
By Richard Henry Dana, Jr.
New
Edition, ‘with subsequent matter by the_guthor. Boston: Fields, Osgood and Co.
1869.
12mo. pp. 470. Sold by D. Lothrop and Co.
Mr. Dana has here given us a new edition of a
book that has long been a deserving and popular
one.
Nowhere else, perhaps, is the real life of
the sailor so plainly,naturally and graphically described as on these pages; for the instances have

and wiped up, and comes

disquietudes.

HyMNS oF THE CHURCH, With Tunes. New
York.
A. 8. Burnes and Co. 1869. Bquare
There have been many

marked excellences that were

promised and which have been illustrated by its

actly when and where to put himself in her
way in fulfillment of his important mission of
perfecting her in patience. If she is going
up stairs with baby in her. arms, Trou
catches her about the knees, or bangs on
to hier gown behind, with most persistent
affection.
In the kijghen, if she be superintending
verdant Erin in the preparation of some

slighting her; at another, she becomes envious of others who seem to be able to dress

dition, and she becomes moody

insists on

the poor woman for the

Trott musthelp.

ter than in summer, fof in’ warm weather
the young wife can walk on the street, or

gazing lisulessly out-upon

creasing the confusion.
If he. is scolded,
he immediately falls on his mother’s neck,

tiptoe efforts, be Pulls’ over

at no distant day who arrange to go to boarding as soon as married instead of going to
housekeeping. A more unprofitable mistake cannot possibly be made

gown and the carpet, thus still farthet in-

own rightto have hisown way. Then he
follows her up through the day, knowing ex-

di’

evils.

run-

of the family, that she is forced to compromige with him by letting him have a bright
pincushion, or her darling gold watch, or
some other generally forbidden object to
console him. This, of course he. splashes
into the water forth with, and fights her if she
attempts to take it away ; for Trott is a genuine Red Republican in the doctrine of his

Lnothing but toleration or contempt.—Dem-

many

instant

open and scatter its contents over his night-

soalarm

The modern wife, who demands everything but gives nothing in return; is a libel
upoh womanhood: and has a claim upon

few comforts and

sits a pleased spectator of the

sponge, and splashing the water all over
his mother’s neat morning-wrapper. If this
process is stopped, he shows the strength
ot his lungs in violent protests, which

possessions and ‘equal power, they should
hold them in trust instead of appropriating
them to personal uses.
'

the numerous wd

fered to the Christian
public dusng the last fif-

ning and fussing which is tke result. It
there is a box of charcoal, tooth-powder
within reach, he now contrives to force that

taking his bath, he

ferior to tha first, or gamblers and prizefighters would not take their seats in eur
legislative halls.
Toi is the privilege of women’ to do: their
work, and exert their influence for the general welfare, rather than their own personal
aggrandizement ; and it they obtain equal

18609.
Literary Review.

This duty may be briefly defined as the- teen years. Another such compilation might, at
process of cultivating the heavenly virtus first thought,seem needless and a waste of effort.
of patience in the mind of his mother and But the ideal standard steadily rises with the efthe family and the community generally. forts that are made to reach it; and as the limit of
He commences the serious avocations of _ improvement is not yet attained, ambition strugthe day after a. shower of kisses, adorned gles steadily upwasd, and each denomination
generally prefers to supply its own p-aimody.
by fleeting dimples and sparkling glances. This new collection will at.onee arrest attention
While mamma is hastily dressing, he slily by its solid and beautiful appearance, even to
upsets the wash-pitcher on the carpet, and a careless observer. The paper, typography and

and smothers her with sooty kisses.

not cast yotes too ; but the last office is in-

orest's Monthly.

Up they must get; laziness is not be indul-

his soul ; and he wants his breakfast at the

for

however, dlways, it secins to me,

o'clock.

quickest conceivable moment, that he may

equal political rights, an intelligence beyond the eternal discussion of the trimming

must,

lordship; or that papa was late at his office

and did not get asleep till twelve

ged ; morning naps are an abomination to

demands

order, rabound in cases of infidelity to marital en-

of security in society, and wins a double
blessing ; but,by the selfishness of men and
frivolity of women,

bY

nature

ing in perpetual idleness, it would hardly
be a paradise for fools, and the longer we
keep out of it the better. Work is not a
curse,it is a blessing ; and if it was through

“Tis but a drop,” the comrades. cried,
In truant school-boy tone;

3

the whole

of paradise—absence
of labor.
But this
idea proves to be a false one.
If heaven
simply afforded the opportunity for indulg-

And gave it tp his son;
But little did b¢’$hink a work
Of death wanythen begun.
The “drop,” that lured him when a babe
Scarce lisped his father’s name,
Planted a fatal appetite
Deep in]
i his infant frame.

a

mere toys and ornaments.

deteriorates

which tarnishes and corrodes withont rendering to God or man a service.
The growth of wealth, the increase of
luxury, has assisted materially to bring
about a change in the condition of women,
which it was natural they should accept,
as it embodied the religious and social idea

~ And,when duty calls,answer promptly, * I Can.”
—Qur Young Folks.

BR

be drudges, they

woman, requires to be put to its highest’

Throw fear to the winds, be patient and strong!
Stand fast in your place, dct your partlike a man,

g

to

use ; and any use is better than the inaction

Then up and be doing! the day is not long;

The

ceased

on one must neceesarily affect the other.
Human nature, whether it exists in man or

He weds his strong will to the valor of youth,

|

taken

for one sex cannot exist independent of the
other, and what exerts a bad influence” up-

How grandly and nobly he stands to his trust,

.

have

woman, and, through her, thiit of man also;

His charge is the whirlwind that scatters the foe.

watchword

have

have become

he deals the last

the

the

the place of old domestic daties ; and where

blow,

banner

that

to

fall.
Times have
the past half ceén-

what seemed to be necessities;

last.

« JTcan” is a hero, the first in the field;
Though others may falter, he never will yield;

his

are altogether

compelled to the idle,useless parts they have
bad to play. New social necessities, or

past,

on

the

tury, and women have been forced along
with the current, and in many instances

“ Iean't” is a coward, half fainting with fright;
At the first thought of peril he slinks out of
sight;
Skulks and hides till the noise of the battle is

writes
Truth!

who

blame for this; but it is upon them

And the fires of his forges are blazing all night.

And

number-

that have taken

| of a'noble, active, vigorous womanhood.

“ J ean” is a worker ; he tills the broad fields ;

marches,

boarding-houses

place of homes in large cities; and in this
way thousands of women have drifted out
‘weary, barren lives, deprived of every stimulus to healthy effort, lost to every instinct

« I can’t” is a sluggard, too lazy to work;
:
From duty he shrinks, every task he will shirk;
No bread on his ‘board and no meal in his bag;
His house is a ruin, his coat is a rag.
a

-Or sells his best friends and turns traitor at

for,

trained to nothingin her own home, should
be expected to work in that of her husband.

skill” in his

‘hands;
He asks for no favors; he wants but a share
Where labor is honest and wages are fair.

He makes the long

board;

it is out of the question that a young lady

« I'can” is a giant: unbending he stands;

And digs from the earth all the wealth
yields:

The wife is
>

Supposing the husband cannot afford this

He stumbles and falls, or les writhing with fear,

There is strength in his arms and

STAR: JUN E 30,

she’ knows nothing of her business as a made for them ; but they must prove themwife. = She isnot acquainted with the names selves equal to the occasion. For equal
or uses of half the articles with which her rights in the household, they must take
own kitchen is stocked. IHer husband really l,their share in its duties; for equal pay they
«keeps house.” He does the marketing, must give equal work—equalin quality as
Bridget the cooking, Norah the up-stairs in quantity
; for equal education they must

S——

His eyes are half blind, and his walk

But

MORNING

~—'|

To-morrow i6 the day in which idle men
work, and fools reform,

THE

PACIFIC

what

to

RAILROAD—OPEN,

see.

A guide

for

How

travel to

to go:

and

through Western
America.
Samuel
Bowles, author of “‘ Across the Continent,” ete,

1869. 16mo. pp. 122,
Mr, Bowles has here given

us a very plain,

pleasant, compact and entertaining account of
the sights to be seen, and the way in which they

may be reached, along the lineof the Pacific
Railroad, and a description of California in its
various phases and developments -of life. It is a
sort of guide-book, supplying nearly all the information that a visitor would require, and at
the same time itis a most pleasant account for
the reader who can only see these wonders

through the eyes of such an explorer and painter
as Mr. Bowles has proved himself to be. The
stayers at home need not be ignorant of the grand

features in"the western portion of our domain, so
long as such a picture as this waits to be inspected.

ly biblical without sacrificing any element of a
wholesonie interest.
We have looked through

these exercises with some care, and give them
an unqualified commendation.
We would be
glad to see them put into service in our 8. school
concerts generally. They can be readily adapted to use with but little effort; and will suggest

much besides What they directly teach.

THE CLARION.

An

Illustrated Monthly, devot-

oy to Retigtous Culwere. Boston: oD. A. Alder
Co.
This is the initial

nuniber of a new

magazine,

under the editorial of Rev,J. M. Brewster, for
several years Junior Editor of this paper. It is
an octavo of64 pages, one half of which are de-

voted to advertisements,

and the other half to

varied and interesting reading matter prepared
especially for this-work.
Its aim is. high, its

tone thoroughly

Christian, some

of its articles

are of marked value, the illustrations are ample,
significant and attractive, the mechanical features creditable, and its readers will find nothing
on its pages of unwholesome or doubtful tendency. Itis furnished to subscribers at $1,00 per

year.

'

The Magazines of the month generally come in
with more than usual promptness, and the issues for July, which in several cases commence
a new volume, are especially vivacious, varied

and attractive. PuTNaAM’S MONTHLY MAGAZINE (G. P, Putnam & Son, New York,) always

good and able, especially combines strength and
animation; THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY (Fields,
Qsgood and Co., Boston, )has so positive a character that one is always sure of finding much that
richly repays a reading, and thereis no disapintment; THE GALAXY (Sheldon and Co.,
ew York,) is improving so really and rapidly
that each succeeding issue is little less than a
grateful surprise; BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE(L.
Scott and Co.) is fully itself,=~Eaglish, Tory and
anti-American,

able, and

often at once

brilliant

and bitter, and has a spiteful article, worth reading, upon

the rejection of the

treaty negotiated

by Mr. Johnson; THE SABBATH AT HOME
(Am, Tract,Society, Boston,) comes with pecu-

liar freshness and value; THE RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE (Hurd and Houghton, New York, and
Our Young

Forks

(Fields, Osgood

Boston, ) are, as the numerous

and Co.,

young people who

read them are wontto say, “splendid things;"
HARPER'S MAGAZINE, (Harper and Bros., New
York) has all the elements that make ita popular favorite; ‘while HOURS AT HOME, ARTHUR'S MAGAZINE, LIPPINCOTT'S MAGAZINE,

ONCE A MONTH, THE

CHILDREN'S HOUR, THE

NURSERY, &¢. &c., supply the various classes of

readers, from the mature and cultivatedto the
. youthful and vivacious, with whatever-could be
ressonably desired.
The number of well gop.
Tar NEWCOMES. * Household Edition. |
Boston :
KField«; Osgood and Co. 15869. 12 mo. "Bp
ported magazines proves "the existence ‘of
Tha third volume of this new edition of Thack- strong literary appetite; thelr character speaks
eray’s Works has promptly appeared,
well for our literary ability.
3
y
and has all
o

3)

CY

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Pocket-Picking.
rr

A

it,” said a young lady;

——

don’s

draws up the lining of the pocket io the

blers,

the

gerous necessity of throwing it away.
For instance: two gentlemen sitting at
one end of a car get intoan angry alterca-

that

her purse is empty. The angry gentleman
and the nice looking man are simply confed§rates. This they term weeding.
A
lost

$800 in this way while riding in a Fourth
Avenite.enf.Rjck-pockets are necessarily
migratory in their habits, finding a long
residence in one place inconvenient. This

which gradually. undermined

tracts over the natjon,

tobacco

tends

to

ruin

and

the

Grace

for delivery. Twoof them are the -prize

stories.

physical

the

both

mental

and

«SHINING HOURS,” having been thorough-

ly revised and much improved by the au-|

powers, and after a few weeks of suffering

¢losed his earthly existence,

He wus a kind and

affectionate husband and father, a worthy memsber of the F. W. B. church in Acton,'a true
ow aud futherless, and sanctify this
| row to their present and eternal good.

id

great

in

'

its

the

be pale before the gorgeous coloring

now lit up

ocean,

heaven,

and

tion by its literary brilliance, its vivid por-

V.E.B.

Hacket,” and *¢Aunt Mattie.”

to the theater ; while ascending the staircase.
Matthews playfully took a bundle of pa_pers from Hook's pocket, when he was
touched on the shoulder from behind by a

~~

hurt.

:

——

one {horning,

on

which

mountain.

but

*Day

apparent

that

she

Feb. last, finding he must soon bid adieu to earthly scenes, he left Boston, where he had been do-

ing business for several years, and returned home
to his futher’s to die. During his last few weeks
he openly confessed his Saviour and passed away
in peace and triumph.
He leaves a wife, two
children and a large circle of friends to mourn
their loss. Funeral services by Rev. D. Waterman,
N. HERSOM.

was. seriously

having

to stand,
of

no!”

¢ Shame,

back,

take

her

shame!”

back,” &c.

cry

‘No,
her
¢ Take
In the mean-

time the child: mounted the platform and
then stood ready to repeat the feat, but the
audience rose en masse, to their great credit,
ed to her.

of

a public
amid

the ropes from being band-

Mrs.

Unable to combat sucha display

indignation

the

ordered

Now, whether

“We

aunanimous

most
she

to retire,

could

have

which she

applause.

performe

peace.

the feat again in her condition will be seen
from the foilowing :—
Alter she had retired, the stage manager advanced, and stated that she desired

A

short time

before

her

departure

reels at the disgusting

Pills prodice moisture or cure

who handed him

and

one swallows them but is wesker

and

drop.

and horror her reply

was

#‘ that not being

able to carry it with the wood, she

had

set

it in a small barrel of ¢ black sand,” in
the cellar.”
He flaw to the spot. A long, red snuff
was just ready to fall from ‘the wick into
the mass of powder, when, with great
presence of mind, placing one hand on

each side of the candle, and making his
hands meet at the top, over the wick, he

safely removed it trom the barrel. At
first, he smiled at his previous terror, but
the reaction was so great that it was
weeks before he overcame the shock which
his nerves had sustained in that terrible
moment.
>
There are candlesin many a barrel of
gunpowder to-day. Many homes
have
already been blown to ruin by them.
There is a candle in the. cellar of the
wine-bibber. It burns brighter with the
added fuel of every cup he drains, and
before he is aware,all his hopes for this
world and the next will be blown up with

it isn’t.

When

and

insists so stronglyon his

engagements, it looks
Bible rule—‘*in honor

other"—only it isn’t.

filling his

like following
preferring one

the
an-

‘When a minister in-

vites a clergyman of another denomination,
whom hé sincerely wishes was in his own
parish, into his pulpit, because he knows

his congregation expects

him

to, it looks

like Christian charity—only it isn't.

people

‘who

are strangers

votions

offer

up

eloquent

to secret

prayers

congregation of God's’ people,
religion—~only
—ah

When

Ce-

in

the

it looks like

!

own.

peace, when

strained

no

in a moment.

the

longer,

wrath

shall

‘“Every way

of

God,

re-

fall upon him

of a man

is

right in his own eyes, but the Lord pondereth the hearts.”
¢*Ho that by usury
and unjust gain increaseth his substance
shall

gather it for

him that will pity

‘poor. ¢ If thou forbear to deliver
- that are drawn unto death, and
that are ready

to

be slain;

if thon

the

them
those

sayest,

‘behold, we knew it not!” doth not He
that pondereth the heart consider
it?
And he that keepeth thy soul, doth ke
not know it?” And shall not he ‘render
unto every man according to his works?”
Theman who is willfully destroying himself my be deluded, and -see nd donger.

The man

gay,
Him

who

is

destroying others may

**I do not see it,” but the gyes of
who ponders both their wags, sees

not only the evil but the ** sudden destruc:
tion” which is before

them

speedily ropent and reform.

it they do not

See to it, that

no righteous anger burn against you. See
t0 it that no buraing candle is endangering

yon in vour cellar.— National

Advocate.

Temperance

She

should

And things ‘are not what they seem.”
—Church Union.

bondage,”

longing

to

be

give up in de-

free,

we

sav,

« Here is our antidote, friend; try it, We
ask nothing for it.”
1. Make the most of your will. Drop
tobacco, and resolve never to use it again
in any form. .
7
2. Go to an apothecary, and buy ten
cents’ worth
of Gentian
root,
coarsely
round.
8. Take as much of it after each meal, or

oftener, as amounts to a common quid

of

+ fine-cut” or ** cavendish.”
4. Chew it well, and swallow the saliva.
5. Continue this a few weeks, and you will
come off conqueror; then thank God, and
thank us.
REASONS.

1.
will
taste
2.
your

Gentian is a tonic, bitter in taste, and
do much to neutralize and allay your
for tobacco.
Gentian is a nervine. It will brace up
relaxed and flabby nerves, and save

you from

the

‘awful

which victims agonize.
8. Gentian, ‘for a short

goneness”

should

ment was stationed at
ginia; but soon atter
regiment was ordered
memorable charge of

habits.
She should teach him to obey a
look; to respect those older than himself;
she should never make a command without
seeing it is performed in the right manner.
Never speak of*a child's faults or foibles, or

unishment will certainly

schools in Libraries,

on

riadled with

when excited, nor let your tone of voice be
raised when correcting.
Strive to inspire

®bituaries. -

under

time, is an inno-

cent substitute
for the quid or pipe. It employs the mouth, beguiles attention, and
gives a helping hand to a dro wning man.

cash

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. ~Not more

than a

single square can well be afforded to any
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

single

of mercy by his bedside, two children and

JANE, widow of Joseph Kimball, died in AlJenstown, May 6, aged 63 years, 8 months and
28 days.
Services by the wr ter,
+ NEH. MORRISON.
WoopBURrY Foss died in Strafford, N. Hi,
May T,utter an illness of three years,uged 65 years.
He was a worthy member of the third I, W. B.
church in Strafford, and died in the trinwuphs of
faith and hope of eternal life. . He leuves a wife
and five children to mourn their loss.
Com.
DEA. LYMAN P. WARE died in Lowell; Mass.,
Muy 4, aged 66 years, 11 months, 5 days. In early
manhood, Bro. Ware
gave attention to Christ and
During thirty years
chose him for his Saviour,
he lived true and faithful to his religous vow ; and
in his last days, his abiding hope was clearly seen, in
his resignation.calmness and repose. [n his death

a devoted husband, a kind

father, and

a worthy

and have their

transparent

de-

tice.

PAUL B. Rowe died in Concord, Me., Feb, 2,
aged 41 years, after sn short illness of eight days.
He leaves a wife and two small ebildren, besides
pumerous other relatives to mourn their loss,
neighbor he was ever ready to granta favor
As.

He won the confilence of many

friends. Just before he died he experienced
hope in Christ.
Funeral services by . -

8. SAVAGE.

a
’

ROBERT SANDERS died of apoplexy, in Ossipee, May 81, sged 78 years, 10 months,
Bro. 8.
had ben for many yeurs a member of the ¥, W.
He was first a member of
B. church in Ossipee,

the 1st Ussipee church und dne of the number
forin

what

is

now

called

the

1st Ossipee

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

to

and

Wholesale Prices,
;

r

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they
elsewhere

in

New

can be

England.

In addition to the publicationsof others, we offer our own prize books which

are not excelled by any other books
of their class.

to Sunday schools.

leading

open daylight. before
plished results? How

the world, unless it accomis it that he has a larger prac-.

genuine names attached

from

every

for

.

sides Pamphlets and Circulars.

He uses

no Narcot-

ics, and a child can drink anything he prepares with
Head, Weak Nerves, &c.. ate
class
Drur Storesin tire Union.
Dg. R. L. WoLcoT?’s office, 181
Y.; free of Express charges, on

ward at each order.

on Sale at all firstoF sent directly from
Chatham Square, N.
receipt of 5, or up-

All who come

treated

free

of

cost; no charge for medical advice; extreme pain removed instantly; ‘private Rooms for - Ladies.
We
cannot speak too highly of his safe amd successtul

mode of treatment for the lasy ten yedrs in the City.of
New

York.

to

42

‘Shuttle, “Lock Stitch, Straight
Needle, Simple, Durable,Practical,
Adjustable.
We have

four sizes,

S
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IMPROVED”

FAM-

MACHINE,
Agency tor N. E. States,

318 WASHINGTON

STREET,
H.

‘AGENTS

12tit

adapted for manu-

facture ra’ use, besides our new

“ETNA

BOSTON.

S. WILLIAMS,

Agent.

WANTED.

IMPORTANT

NOTICE.

TT

ARMERS, FAMILIES,
AND
OTHERS CAN
I purchase no Remedy equal to Dr. TOBIAS’S VENETIAN LINIMENT for the cure of Cuolera, Diarrhea, Dysentery. Croup, Colie, and Sea S.ckness;
taken internally (it is perfectly harmless—see oath
accom pinying each botile), and externally for Chronic Rheumatism, Héa’iarhe, Toothiche, Sore Throat,
Cuts, Burns, Swellings, Bruises, Mosquito Rites, Old
Sores, Painyin Limbs, Back and Chest! The Venetian Liniment was introduced in 1:47, and no one
who has used it but continues to do ‘so, many stat|4 ing, if it was Ten Dollars a Bottle they would not be
without it. Thouswhds ot Certifi:ares can be seen at
the Depot, speaking of’ its wonde-ful curative prop-

|

erties.

Price Fifty Cents

and.Cne

Dollar.

Sold

by

the Druggists and Srorekeepers throuchout ‘he United States: Depot, No. 1v Park Place, New York. -

[3

1,200,000,

-)

|

Important to Consumptives and
Invalids.

frarans

WINCHESTER’S

LEES & WALLER,

|

HYPOPHOSPHITES
OF LIME

of

and has achieved a SUC-

The facts and testimony which we offer as to the
Great Curative Properties of this Remedy,and its un-

a Day.

paralell: d eflicacy,can hardly

fail to carry conviction

to the minds of the most skeptisal, and hope to thousands who are liable to or are suffering from this insidions malad:, that a Rem+dy has been fo .nd so
prompt, 80 certain; and so potent in its action, that

LLOYD’S

*‘Cure i» the rule and death the exception.”

PATENT REVOLVING DOUBLE MAPS
America with the United States portion.

PTION,

cases

CESS unparalled in the annals oi Medicine.

|

Europe,

the past
n sub-

jected to amost critical test in innumerable

$10 MAPS FOR $4.

and

FOR

Has been in general and extensive use far
TEN YEARS, during which
period it has

4123

Wanted—$10

SODA,

REMEDY

CONSUMPTION!

|
|

OF CALIFORNIA in Now|

York.

AND

THE SPECIFIC

confirmed CONSUM

Bankers,

America

decide

impunitiy. His Remedies, PAIN PAINT for Pain and
Aauthilator for Catarrh, Consumption, Colds in the

as above, on the most favorable terms,

Continents,

to

Svery letter written to DR, R. L. WOLCOTT is open

ing Lands, City or other property on the Pacific
Coast, will be paid Dy Telegraph or otherwise in any
art of California, Oregon, Idaho, and mn the Mining
istricts of Nevada, through the Bank and Agencies |

TWO

paper

ed with his own hands, and practical advice is given
to all who ask for further information, free of cost,be-

A GENERAV
BANKING AND EXCHANGE BUSINE=3 TRANSACTED BY THE BANK
AND AGENCIES.
oss deposited with us for investment in Farm- |

Agents

city, village, and

almost every Neighborhood, than would fill the largest printed volume, and many of these cases pronounced hopeless before they used his Remedies ?
Who tells the truth—this is tue question—DR. WOL-

$5.000,000, GOLD. ||

for the BANK

eriti-

tice and patronage than any Hospital in the world ?
How is it that he has more Certificates ot Cures with

WHITE PINE,
RUBY CITY, Idaho.

And Agents

is it that

Physicians,

and retains heir custom year after year? How is it
po=sibe for him to offer free tests of his Remedies in

CITY,

AUSTIN,

prac-

exception,

he gains the patronage of the most shrewd and

‘ AGENCIES.

THE

and

EXTRAORDINARY TONIC, STIMULATING
INVIGORATING PROPERTIES OF

AND

WINCHESTER'S

HYPOPHOSPHITES
render it the most ‘appropriate as it is the
SPECIFC REMEDY
For Nervous and General Debility, Bronchitis,

various European States. These Maps are needed in
every ~c¢hool and family in the land—they occupy the |
space of one Map, and by means of the Reverser,
either side can be thrown frontand any part brought |
level to the eve.
County Rights and large discount’
given to good
Agents.
~N
4

Asthma, Neuralgia,

Paralysis,

Scrofuln, Loss of Strength,
Appetite, Dyspepsia and

Impurities

Apply for Circulars, Terms, and send money for
ana see Sample Maps fire, if not sold taken back on |

of

Wasting,

Flesh

and

Indigestion,

the Blood,

Female

Complaints,Chrenic Diarrhea,

Maladies of Children, &c.,
:
demand,
Also ready a $2,6000 eteel and plate illus. |
‘trated subscription book.
* De Soto, the discoverer |
Ta which cases it is the most effisacions treatment
of the Mi issippi River.”
J.T. LLOYD,
known. The prompt and beneficial «fects of Win23 Cortlandt street, N. Y.
4123
ch

S.

ily Bowing and Manufacturing.

57 &

fo

69 Bromfeld

St,

sell

one

Souraev

populbnr

“hvre

ron

10

Boston,

allegorical

Shore” —dnggestive

of Life's

A perfect ifm;
dts
66 Cornhilly Boston.

Childhood to Old Age.

3. B. RUSSELL,

‘

.

and

United

$2 per

and

in every

city,

States

bottle.
#

and

Three

Circulars! Information and Advice Free.

J. WINCHESTER & CO.,

Propriotors.
4023

| $20 A DAY to Male and Female

or Gentlemen
WANTED--AGENTS 1#P#dies
engraving entitled

¢» From

Canadas,
Prices: $1
large. or Six smpll, $5.

SURPRISE

Dealers

36 John St., New York.

PLUMMER & WILDER,
12424

:

town and village taroughout the

“WORLD RENOWNED”
are
A@ These Machines
adapted to every variety of Fam-

H IN

you

For sile by Druzgists and

Sewin
MAC

's Hy phphosphites will both

CHARM

THE
ELIAS HOWE;

In another column, see

LIBERAL DISCOUNT

in the most eloquent

and health:-ruining

law, which cannot be otherwise than s«fe and in
hig est degree conducive to sound health.

Francisco.

HILL,

a

na-

themselves whether to continue in the old heathenish
custom oi dosirg or adopt ideas founded on natural

The Bank of California,

VIRGINIA

such

whole

For every person without a single

cal men, including many of our

Forl870.

© GOLD

to

bodies with

their

If his Anti-Medical doctrioes are falre, why

On March 23, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were sent to all the
Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were

-

submit

DR. WOLCOTT mu-t be right or wrong. Dr. WOLCcOTT is publisting truth or falsehocd 10 the World.

Statistics for. the Register,

list, and retail prices.
From these prices we make
:

"A

yet

COTT or the old School ?
We leave the readers of this

-

Bo

who has swallowed most of these abominations, will
ratify by their experience the ruth of every word,

country.

other

and

language, this most absurd

This Register has a blank page for memoranda for each month; also a-fine cut of
the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of the

Two

senses,

farce in filling their. own

ture rose up and condemncd,

of returning,

twelve copies, 12 cents—fifly copies, 48 cts

-

.
Jae

Ride

Drug poison year after year, while

or $7,00 per hundred.
Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
remit thé amount of postage in addition to the price. The postage
on a
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—

-

or

man, A

-paper to day,
:
live tohear Drugs as universall, ll” at pieoding has already
become. And they will wonder how
it'was ever possible that intelligent beings could live

on an immense scale.
relatives and friend<.
His funeral was attended
by more people than our house of worship could
Colored—in 4000 Counties.
hold, when atter the service by the writer,he wag
Tess
reat Maps, now just Sompleted, 64 by 62 |
buried under Masonic honors.
inches large, show every place-of importance, all
G.W.
WALLACE.
Tiailroads to date, and the latest a terations in the
|

bought

member of the church is taken away.
.
D. A MOREHOUSE.

in time of need.

He remaitfed with his

WM. A. WHITE, EsQ..of Farnumsville, Mass.,
a native of Scotland, died May 7, in the 48th year
of his age. Mr. W. was a man possessed of more
than common intellectual power.
He was well
educated, well read, and had & good tact for business. He was one of our most active society
men, generous in his Eupbor: of the gospel, a
teacher in the Sabbath school, and one of the
foremost in getting up levees, picnics, &e., for
the benefit of our society,
He will be greatly
missed. His sickness was long and painfu!, when
at length we hope he passed from earthly sorrow
to heavenly joy.
He leaves to mourn their loss
one of the most affectionate and devoted of wives,
who for long weary months watched as an angel

Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obitua
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

patronize it, must accompany them with

Yninie-bsils,

regiment untilit was discharged and returned
unscarred by the enemy’s missiles,
vet he had con
tracted the tatul disease, chronic diarrhea, which
wasted him to a skeleton,
He entertained hope
of recovery until afew weeks before his deaih,
He let go of earth, and fled to Christ, and having
disposed of his property,
dnd arranged for his
funeral, he quietly Juid aside his armor, we trust,
to join the courch above.
A. TURNER.

hi

irate
of the middle-aged who

at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS,

a

No

costive

faltering ? What drives the roses from the cheeks of
that woman ? What takes the fire and brightness from
the eyes of that child? [t is Drugs in
e cases out
of every ten. Hundreds of People every day that
throng DR. WOLCOTT’S place at 1x1 Chatham Square
uffer from Drug treatment. Thousands wifen they

at whole-

This work is offered for sale, cash

livery, without the priyilege

San

to give.
more

follow, sooner

P What makes that pnd

. F. Baptist Register for 1869.

|

For they are dry and have none

Drugs

"Dover, N. H.

Arlington Hights in®*Virthe advance of Grant the
to the front, and made the
the 18th of June, in which

about tive hundred out of eight hundred were killed or wounded in the short xpace of seven or ten
mioutes!
Yung Clark came out without amark
upon his perfon, though his cap and ¢lothes were

repeat his remarks before him. It is a sure
way to spoil a child. Never reprove a child

YO

to be free, but

She

AvuGUsTUS BE. CLARK died in Bradford, Me.,
May 24. aged 23. At his country’s call he enlisted”
in Company B:, 18th Reg., Vol., of 1st Me, Heavy
Artillery.
Duriag the ficft two yedrs the reui-

never Laugh at him, at what he does Yhat is
cunning ; never allow him to tbiok of his
looks, except to be neat and clean in all his

In our Anti-Tobacco labors, we see thousands whose wills are paralyzed by tobacco,
who struggle

te:
be. firm, gentle, kind, always

ready. to attend ® her ‘child.

Tobacco -Antidote.
——

multitude of friends to mourn their) great loss,
The. funeral was attended on the following Sabbath; sermon by Rev. James Doldefrom John 11:
L. A. LANG.
295.

of a Mother.

lové, not dread ; respect, not fear. Remember you are training and educating a sotl
for eternity.

¢ Life is earnest, life is real,

spair.
They need an antidote for an insatiable appetite. Resolution must be armed,
and hope inspired. We have such, and
gladly publish it to every sufferer and to
the world.
:
destruction
any
than
a rain more terrible
To such as are utterly stupefied by the
i
bring.
which gunpowder can
drug, and such as revel in saliva and smoke
There is a candle in the cellar of the —glorying in their shame—we make no apliquor-dealer, burning slowly, but surely. peal; but to such as ‘‘ groan, being in

He who is dealing death to others will
yet be startled by a sudden blasting of his

The Daty

will

add

2,

»

Agvnta
fo introduce the BUCK
E Y £ $20 8
ShWING MACHINES.
Stitch Aiko on bath, sides,
and is 1he only LICENSED SHUTTLE
MACHINE in
the market soid fo- less than #40. “All others are in

fringements,and the s« ler and user are liable to ros"

eoution and impriconment.
Address W.A. HEND
ohio.

vii

4

Full paiticulars
ON & Co, Quvelang
Sw

2

ras

~A0 p,
oy

Sr

done with the candle, and to his amazement

nevolence and piety—only

a preacher has not moral courage enough
to oreak the bread oflife to his parishioners in the presence of a visiting clergyman,

never

afterward from the loss of the vitalizing fluids and
gastric juices! Reader, have you a garden, a spot. of
earth, or a single blade of grass? If the soil becomes
ge Wil) ou sow it with gravel-stones or sand ? Nay,
verily

~ Adberfisements.

low, where he meta servant carrying a
lighted candle without a candlestick. She
passed on to the cellar for wood, and returning quickly without the candle, the
merchant, suddenly remembering that during the dayseveral barrels of gunpowder had
been placed in the cellar, one of which
had been opened,—inquired what she had

it

it in
crea-

ihe complaint? . Pills

of Moisture,

live in the large, brick house on the corner
of this street; the one that looks like a to perform another feat, and that. she was
ing with the glorified ones ahove. * Blessed are
his own pocket-book, apologizing for ta- lunatic asylum—only“it isn't,” she added
notinjured, and the consent of the audience
the deagl who die in the Lord.”
king it by saying, ** I didn’tknow you were. L lightly.
S. GREENE,
There was a general ery of
one of us,” and pertinently adding, *‘ but |. What a train of thought it started ! Houses was asked.
what a fool you must be to
carry .it -are not the only things that are not what *“ No, no,” and considerable hissing; but, | DoroTHY, wife'of Bro. Thomas Lennan, died | enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk. In
there.” Pickpockets, however, never save they seem. When n lady hires a carriage, taking advantage of a few cries of *¢ go on” in So. Montville, Me., May 10. aged 61 years, 6 those which were sent to the latter, the
months. She was born in Giimanton, N. H.,
money, for they are bitten with a mania for and drives to church through a drizzling from the boys in the gallery, the child again
lines for the n#mes of the Pastors, Ordainmoved to this place when quite young, experiappeared,
and
mounting
the
platform
took
gambling, and, strange to say, are generalrain, because the first new bonnet of the hold of the rings and swung herself off for enced religion in 1824, joined the F. W. B. church
ed Ministers aud Licensed Ministers have |
ly unsuccessful at it. Their language is season reached her the day before from
and remained a worthy and aétive member till
most peculiar, only to be understood to that Midame Demoret’'s and she knows that the purpose of eatching the hanging trapeze death. She was emphatically a-worker for oth- sufficient length in which to give the adwith
her
feet
and
then
making.a
somersaults
ers,
Hundreds of sick ones, thanked God, when
dress of each; and church Clerks are hereintelligent body of gentlemen who hail from
Deacon Brown's wife and Miss Smith will
kind heart and skillful hand she came
Mulberry street, Their depredation ons the each have one before next Sabbath, it'looks ‘while descending into an ours'retched net. tewiththeirher bed~ide.
by requested to give the P. O. address of
She
was
eminently
a
follower
Ax the audience telt would be the case, the
public amouaot to & very large sum in the liken faithtul performance of duty—only
of Him of whom it was said, ** He came not to
the
Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,
thild
essayed
tbe
feat,
but
failed
to
eatch
portion
be ministered unto but to minister.”
Husband,
course of the year, a considerable
it isn’t.
When a young lady, conscious of
the trapeze, ‘owing t» her nervous state, children, sisters, church abd community mourn
as the case may be. Q.M. Clerks will please |
of which i3 never recovered, from the gena very limited religious education, is in- which was natural under the circumstances,
a great loss, She loved Jesus; and Josus saved
eral inability of the victims to give any de- vited to take charge of a Bible-class in a
put the PLO. address of either of the above, |
herin lite and in death,
She said, ** My work is
seriptivn of them which might lead to identi- Sabbath-school, and refuses on the plea of but was saved trom injary by her commendas
the case. may be, dn ‘the rsame blank |
all
done,
I
am
ready
to
go.”
E.
K.
ficagion ; as they never,if possible, allow. you preferring a class of little ones ig looks able presence of mind in not letting go the
spacein which they put the name of the
ropes.
The
consequence
was
that-she
SALLY.
wife
of
Jacob
Wentworth,
died
in
Milto:have a full view of their face.— Tribune,
like humility—only itisn't.
When a man
swung backwards
and forwards amid
a ton, May 14, of lung fever, aged 68 years, 1 mouth,
Pastor, &c.
The latter can easily be done |
,
who wants to be a class-leader is assigned
2 days. Sister Wentworth had been quite feeble
scene of much excitement, and was relieved
by placing the name a little higher up, in
to a class led by one whom he considers
for some years, but previous, to her last illness
her perilous position by the audience,
was able 10 be about and do the most of her -quite small letters, and the P. O. address on |
The Candle in the Gunpowder. unfit for the position, and refuses to attend, from
who caught her and carried her tothe stage.
work, and on the 8th of May walked a mile to
it looks like conscientiousness—only it isu’c. The entire scene was a disgragetul one,
the line,
Ct—
gee a daughter. that was about to move awav, and
When
a man consideps ‘old Jones” a
|
but a wanton sporting the next day walked to her other daughter’s, the
I have read a thrilling story of a mer- humbug, and meets him, with smiliug cor- and was nothing
|
next day was taken sick, and the following Friwith
human
life,
and
had
it
not
been
for
the
chant who was, one evening, celebrating diality, as ¢ brother Jones,”it looks -like
day left this world of sickness and death for her
conduct of the audience the child would |
the marriage of his daughter, = While the brotherly love—only it isn’t.
When a man probably have been killed in attempting to home in heaven. She lived a Christian life for
about 85 years, and was always peaceful and lovguests were
enjoying themselves above,
gives alms, and makes long prayers to be
mg; loving God and all around he ‘She leaves
:
he chanced to go to the basement hall be- geen and heard of men, it looks like be- repeat the first act.—Inguiver.
a husband, 8 children and their families, and a

gzentlemaaly-looking man,

Can

condemns
the brute

and see how 1t looks ? Perhaps you are costive!
wi | rob the Stomach

sale prices. Address
——————
LR: BURLINGAME,

she

Is icrighe?

tion shun it with abhorrence; when a power within
ourselves—when all Nature cries against this most
berotted and dangerous practice ?Siop | let us’ reason

of other publishers, and will be furnished

expressed to the writer her reconciliation to her
Heavenly Father's will and the good hope she had
through Christ. Her memory is fondly cherished by ber family, and triends; and while they
deeply mourn their loss, she is no doubt rejoie-

portion!

be right when évery buman:intinet
the stronge-t language; when even

Parties designing to get new Sabbath
school Libraries, or to replenish old ones,
can send us their orders which willbe filled
with our own publications as fast as they
are ready, or will be filled with the books

A. COLCORD, wife of Stephen

~»

causing such loathing that, beforethe vile compoun:
are presented to our averted gaze, the stomach oiten

nearly all printed, and will be ready for our
customers just as soon as theyy can be obtained from the binder. rica t each book
75 cents. Postage 8 cents. All of these
are first clags books for the family and the

to Sabbath

.

That Ignorance mixes for the stomach.
"Tis our very instinct
:
That stirs within us,
™And Heaven pots ont to usfthe dreadful folly,

Jeannie,” and the ‘Boy’s Heaven,” are now

Colcord, died in Candia, N. H.. May 7, aged 65
years. Mrs. Colcord embraced religion in early
jife and united with the F. W. B. church in Mer‘edith. She lived an exemplary life. manifesting
her religion in her daily walk.
Her end was

and disapproval,

tumultuous

SARAH

Yes, when every soul

:

-

hE

Shrinks back and startles
‘At the approach of each Dose

The five other books of this series, viz:
«Tae CHRIST CHILD,” “Good Little Mittie,” ‘Making Something,” ‘Jamie and

Sabbath school. .

treatment

Posses-es a secret dread of them ;

deliv-

Birt Day PRESENT.”

SISTER HILL, widow of the late Benj. Hill,
formerly of Strafford, N. H., died in Meredith
Village, N, H., May 4. She experienced religion
in 1811, was baptized by Rev. 8 Dyer, and joined
the 1st Barnstead F. W. B. church.
She leaves
one child, a widowed daughter, who
for the
mother lived and
t tenderly cared to the last,
one brother .and oneggrandchild.
Sister Hill was
a true mother in Isrgel, casting a steady and unhidden light. With hér,rehigion was first and chief,
She walked by faith and her confidence in God did
not fail her in her last sickuess.
Her sufferings
were great, but her hope was like an anchor to
the soul sure and steadtust.
She died in faith,
;
J. ERSKINE.

of the exhibition

and there ,was

and prevented

lady friend,

charge

Of Drug

When all humanity

Price of each book,
for

4

That the whole system

The publica-

Series,
we now have ready

.

reason

Is and must be wrong,

ry, “A Rainy Day At ScuooL,” and “THE

Lilla

was too much] for the audience

did

church.

a

Notwithstanding this she was most

of those

G

leaving

throws

the child was

said a

Convinees every

$1.50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy

non, Me., March 24, aged 38 years, 9 months, 24
days. He was unusually correct in his morals
and deportment, from his youth, and won the
respect and friendship of all who knew him.
In

off,

nearing

inhumanly ordered to remount the platform in the gallery and repeat the feat. The
child obeyed, but such conduct on the part

:

‘*Qome and see me,”

somersault in mid-

it was

Only it isn’t.

on one occasion, went together

her the child

comes from the binders.

%

Proof 80 positive

tion of each book will be announced as it

" ~ NELSON A., only child of Harriet E. and Anbarely caught the child as she revolved ia drew,A. Miner, died in Plymouth, Vt,, May 15,
|
"scarlet fever, after a severe illness of only
the air. As the latter’ was descending, of
three days, aged 2 years, 11 months, 17 days.
however, to the stage, the man whose duty Bro. and sister Miner fully realize the meaning
it was to catch her from the hands of Lilla, now of the words, It is hard to part with little
failedto do so, and the poor child fellto peer but in their affliction they have bright
of reunion; both having been converted
and
the platform placed over the orchestra, a ho
united with our little praying band in P. Théy
distance of several feet, and struck her can
say ** Thy will be done ;” for Jesus called lithead and otherwise injured herself. The ile Nelly over the river. Funeral services by
child was picked up, when she immediate- the writer, assisted by Rev. H. K. Crain.
T. A. STEVENS.
ly placed her hands to her head, and

will

slid into another day.”

herself

successfully performed, itis true,

over the flood, one songster after another
piped
up
inthe grove behind us—we had

and are strictly square in their mutual transactions. A curious instance of ‘* honor
among thieves,” is found in the following
anecdote: The elder Matthews and Theo-

throws

air, and her only wayof escape from being
crushed to death by -falling from the dizzy
height among the audience in the parquette,
is being caught by Lilla, who hangs with
ber head downward from the trapeze. Certain death would be the result of the slightest mistake made by either of the performers. On Saturday evening the feat was

In half an hour the sun had swungup perceptiblyon its beat, the colors changed to
those of morning, a fresh breeze rippled

swag, and to meet in some other town.
These men stand by one another ia trouble,

to the ropes mentioned,

and darts towards Lilla, and when

Combine,
sunset and

beauties

Horror of Doses,

Scene in a Theater,

husband's loss is her infinite gain,

ly
fy

‘This opposition to Drugs
Implanted in every ehitd ?

5

A Fearful

i

Else whence this instinétive

whit behind the prize story in every essential particular, and will at once arrest atten-

sorWw.

=

Dr, WoLCOTT or the old school ?
WOLCOTT réasous well,
?

MEHITABLE, wife of L. B. Thompson, died in traiture, and its high and wholesowe Chbris-} Meredith, May 21, aged 63, after years of feeble
tian teaching.
(These are now ready for
health, and months of sutfering borne with Chrisdelivery.)
‘tian patience, She way thirty years a member of
F. W. B. church, adorning her profession’| .Of this prize series, we now have in procA scene of considerable excitement ‘oc- the
with a well-ordered life, and a godly conversacurred at the Ameridan Theater, on Walnut tion,” For some weeks before her death, she was, ess of publication, some of which will soon
Sweet, above Eighth,
Satirdpy evening,
anxious to be gone, but prayed for patience to
be ready for delivery, the following: ‘‘Masduring the flying trapeze performances of wait her Lord and Master'stime. We truss the TER AND Pupir,” “May BELL” ¢ Sabrina

Gen.

and

Who isit?

thor since the award of the prize,is not one

Christian, and died beloved and lamented by all.
May a kind Father sustain and comfort thet
wid-

of God.

SOMEBODY
TELLS LIES.
:

‘‘ANDY LUTTRELL,” is the story

that was awarded the prize of $500, and is
a work of unusual genius, skill and power.

Ebpmoxp HURD died in Milton, N. H., June 4,
aged 53. His disease was an affection
of the brain,

We shall

2

i!

Sun.

sunrise you ever saw,

of their operations that has numerous lines
‘of rail to enable them to separate in various
directions as soon as they have a good

-

foot”

off our hats; no word was said.
if you can, the most brilliant

renders it almost impossible to make any
estimate of their probable numbers in this
city.
They prefer a locality for the scene

dore Hook,

thing.

Trask.

scarcely reached our airy look-out; away
in the north the huge old sun swung low
along the horizon like the slow beat of the
pendulum in the tall clock in our grandfather's parlor corner. We all stood silent,
looking at our watches. When both hands
came together at twelve, midnight, the fall
round orb hung trinmphantly above the
wave—a bridge of gold running due north
spanned the water between us and him,
There he shone in silent majesty which
knew no setting. We involuntarily took

other passengersis attracted to their dispute, and the yourig lady who sat next to
that nice looking man at the other end of

[3

that

olution, .Gentian,

* The ocean stretched away in silent vastness at our feet; the sound of its waves

of the

lately

such

Phonsands will try it and be free.—Geo.

The following is a description of the scene
witnessed by Mr. Campbell and party in
the north of Norway, as they stood on a
cliff one thousand feet above the sea. The
passage is unsurpassed in graphic beauty.

. avoid detection in its posession, or the dan-

newspaper

who- would be *‘at the

nl

but the wire from behind has your diamond
pin:in his possession. If possible they return the empty wallét to the pocket to

cortyspondent of a

no

body and the soul, and ruin nations; and
-beg * enslaved men to try our antidote—Res-

Empty heads they

Midnight

the shoulder, only to say ** How are “you?”

Stewart's

showing

town school - of good morals. Such are
teachers of half of the present generation.

trick is done. This systemis called reefing.
The most dangerous place for money is undoubtedly the pocketof the pants. Again
one of the front stalls passes his arms betore
your face to touch the other front stall en

the car finds, on arriving at

soon fill

two artists announced on the bills as Lilla
SimpsoN WHITE died in New Vineyard, Me.,.
and Zoe. One of their feats consists in:
Lilla,a full-grown woman swinging her- Feb. 17, aged 77"years, 3 months, 26 days. He
religion some thirty-five years since,
self by nmreans of two ropes suspended from | experienced
was baptized by Rev. S. Hutchins sand united
the
ceiling,
from
a
platform,
erected
in
with
the
1st
F.
W. B. church in New Portland of
soon begin to show a sympathy with its front of the gallery, entirely across the which he remained
a worthy member until reweekly paper, and parents and children will auditorium, until she touches with her leased by death to join
the church triumphant
soon begin assimilating to it’ in “sentiment feet a trapeze that hangs at considerable above, His last sickness, which was very dishe hore with Christian patience and resand feeling ; ‘and as families are, so is the
over the orchestra. Securivg” her- tressing
ignation. He leaves a companion in feeble health
community at large. Blind and stupid, altitude
self
on
this
trapeze
with
her
feet,
her
body
and
many
friends to mourn, but not withtherefore, yea, worse are those parents who swings downwards, aud she remains in out hope, other
Their loss is his gain, he rests from
tolerate in their houses a class of papers that position while Zoe, a child of eleven his lubors;his end was peuce.
E. WINSLOW.
whichare good for nothing, then bad—made years of age, mounts the platform in the |
Jamns
KEAY,
son
of
Bro.
David
and sister
up of the writings of siily, ignorant scrib- gallery, and seizing the iron rings attached Ruth Keay, died of consumption, at North
Leba-"

padded

tion, high words ensue, the attention

we should

d |
and ready
the church, and by all who| = Four new books just publishe

knew him. His peaceful and quiet disposition is
rarely equaled. . He was upright in his business
and a practical Christian,
SAD

any other one instrumentality to decide the
opinions, hubits of thought, and general
character of the age. , A family will very.

back

and

do

continue to spread

all taste and fitness for life's duties. Douabtless the periodical press does more than

immediately

it the wallet,

We shall

trash for their sons and daughters, and so
minister to their ignoranee and destitution of

proceeds to work. He does not place his
hand in the pocket that is a fatal error;
bus with the two first fingers he gently

opening, and with

| survivieg friends;
by

_ Dirfsmats,

To 8. S. Superintendents,

Waltefield churchof which he was a member
until his death. The sudden aud unexpeeted
death of Bro. 8.1s greatly lamented by all of bis

vee empty coffers, aid become
a °millionaire.
=v
;
Telit

an amount of money is paid which a sound
literature utterly fails to command.
Yes,
Christian fathers and mothers buy this’ vile

to find out the one in which he keeps his
wallet; the sign is passed to the operator,

who is termed the wire, who

Cure,” price one dollar,

else.”

the ten thousabds its sheets of shallow, insipid, and disgusting fiction; and for this

The unfortunate victim is then fansofily

added, * I

ly press toils and groans, throwing off by

‘behind, occupying, as it were, the angles
of a sgnare of which the victim is the censtalls.

she

for anytbing

must be that can find room every week for
some eight or ten columns of a sham story.
Yet these ave the heads for which the week-

them=elves in front of him, and two remain

ned ; that is, his povkets are

and

a paper

but newspaper novels!

He éaretully chooses four companions,

and

want

appearance she will make through life, at
the present rate. She wants nothing serious, no acquaintance with. the history of
of her times, nothing intellectual; nothing

equally respectable in appearance, to form
what is called a mob, each one producing”a
cértain sam to make a bank, to be used in
case one of them falls (taken by the police),
in order to provide bail or to pay his counse
1 fees. They then frequent rail way stations,
public meetings, or any place where they
can find a crowd.
A victim is selected as a
probable find.
Two of the mob then place

front

we fill millions of little boxes with Gentian,
*“ Trask’s Infallible Tobacco

Poor girl! much tobe pitied—and a pitifal

always has a new-looking hat; and is aliogether. the lust man you whould suspect of
‘any sinister designs on your pocket. He
lives i first-class hotels and boarding-houses, often frequenting the game house for
years, totally unsuspected, and remarkable
only for his quiet and gentlemanly demean-:

These are called the

ls

_ «J want
a paper that has long stories in| | mark them

looking fellow, wears neat boots and gloves,

ter.”

Despise not our antidote. Money-making men give us to understand, that,should,

Rage for Fiction.
tl

* Your artistic pick-pocket isa gentlemanly’

or.

STAR: JUNE 30, 1869.

MORNING

,

.

“iw

i

of fifty houses,

of which forty-three are whiskey shops.

“A Texas railroad was Sold
£500.

for

Heavy rains in some parts of Georgia considerably damaged the corn crop.
The army worm has appeared and. is making
just taken of St Louis shows a
only 186,000.
The population Wf

Missouri is returned at 1,196,000.
Several Cubans and Cuban
been arrested in New

sympathizers

have

York for. fudnishing aid to

the insurgents.
Henry Ward Beecher is said to have receiv ed
last year, for preaching, $12,000, and for writing
for the press and from his books, the further sum

of 28,000.
The transactions in the New York gold room
are said to average about $60,000,000 a day; yet
not $600,000 is needed by merchants to pay cus-

toms,
Mr. Henley, late attorney general of Prince Edward Island, has been appointed judge of ‘the

Supreme Court.
The immortal hammer

which

spike in the Pacific Railroad, is

tion.in seventeen
United States.

drove the last
now

on

exhibi-

of the principal- cities of the
The spike itself, being of gold,

is

considered too costly to duplicate.
.The number of Chinamen

living in California

and the adjacent states and territories

be about 100,000, or nearly

is said

one-fourth

to

of the

"adult population.
Since October, fourteen vessels have set out to
cross the Atlantic and have never been heard

from since.

* Messrs. Stokes and Senter, the rival candidates
for Governor-of Tennessee, are stumping in con-

cert.

Ina recent speech, the former said that

he would give the latter ten dollars
state whether or mot he stood

cago platform.

WEATHERWISE
their bevel, and

:

peple, taking the winter for
working
the spring up to a

square, predicted that Jun®

July

and

August,

wotild be hotfer than any through which we have

gone for many years.

:

‘Mr. Senter

if he would
on the Chi-

answered

that

he

did, and put the ten dollars in his pocket.
Mr.
Stokes does not think his money well invested.
General Ames proposes in Mississippi to have
the negroes and the whites vote in separate boxes,
so that the, latter shall not exercise undue influ-

ence upon the former and intimidate them.

He

is denounced for this, of course,by the democrats,

who found fault at the first election because

they

re compelled to vote with the negroes.
t has been ascertained from an official source
that there is no disagreement, as reported, between Senator Sumner and Secretary Fish rela-

tive to the instructions te Minister Motley, which
the former has seen, and, besides, the social
lations of these gentlemen continue friendly.

of food which refreshes the system, especially
after intellectual fatigue. There is no other article that supplies the waste of the head so: thor-oughly as fish diet; and the evidence of it is in

the fact that all the inhabitants of the
the world
country.
extent, a
quires for

woman is to bear a larger share in horticultural
and agricultural
work in his country is inevitable. Of course thut means bronzed faces and
stouter arms, but there is ample and blessed
compensation in the fact that it also means death
to the useless race of teetering, lily-handed donothings.
Who would not sooner see his sister
come in from the wheat field with the glow of

health and honest

seashores

over aré the brighter population of the
Fish contains phosphorus to a large
chemical element which the brain re.
growth and health.

industry on her sensible face,

than from the idle afternoon airing at the stores
with uselessness and “pearl white” paling her sil-

ly face?

PROFESSOR AGASSIZ says that fish is a kind

havoc in Western Illinois.
The census
population of

Pa ragraphs.

|

the other day,

is un-.

Much of farm work is no harder nor heavier
than much of kitchen and nursery work, and that

To

supposé

that eny

of the

proper

charms of person or character need be sacrificed
in out-door work is putting a cheap price on
them.
The Irish woman
sometimes
becomes
coarse and'brutish in the peat bog or potato field
but so she does atthe wash-tub and scrubbingbrush.
Once get rid of the false notion that the
higher farm labor is unwomaunly and our girls
would be happier, stronger and better for their
Seat on the mowing-machine or cultivator, and
eir care Of the stock and the garden.
Not one
ro n in ten is fit either in character, talent or
taste for a school-teacher, and yet that work is
the refuge of half the farmers’ daughters who
are not needed at home and are too poor or too

THE OH1o Legislature has lately passed a
law prohibiting the marriage of first cousins.and
of girls under sixteen years of age.
Italso provides that the marriage of any young lady under
conscientious to live in idleness. In how many
twenty-one years of age, without the consent of cases would the load be lifted from the heart and
her parents, shall not be valid.
Under the old
mortgage from the farm, the house be embellishlaw, girls over fourteen years of age were allow- | ed with pictures and the grounds with imed to marry with the consent of their pareats,
provements, if the girls could banish the hired
and those over eighteen to marry without conman who fastens
like a barnacle on farm progsent.
ress, Until this is done, and women have more
of the knowledge and sympathy with farm work
ABOUT A HUNDRED
years
ago, some good
old soul left a house and garden in the city op which comes only from sharing it, the girls will
not only wear out their nerves in the teacher’s
London as a perpetual! maintenance for three poor
treadmill, but the boys will haunt the store counwomen and a cat. The property is now worth
ters and the agency offices, and we shall hear the
£40,000 a year. The poor women and their cat—
are maintianed; and the rest of the income, £39, old cry still re-echoed: How shall we keep the
young folks on the farm?
630 per annum, is expended in salaries on friends
of the trustees; uncles, aunts, cousins, appointed
as secretaries, treasurers, chaplains, visitors, &e.,
who see to the proper distribution of alms, catechize the old women and stroke the cat.
ALLEGED

CURE

FOR

THE

BITE

OF

A Map-

DoG.—The Kent (Md.) News says, on the authority of a highly respectable and intelligent farmer; who has known it to be successfully used a
number of times, that elecampane is a certain
cure- for the bite of a mad dog.
Immediately
after being bitten take one and ahalf ounce of
theroot of the plant—the green root is perhaps
preferable, but the dried will answer and may be
found in drug stores—slice or bruise, put into a
pint of fresh milk, boil down te a half-pint, strain,
and when cold, drink, fasting for at least. six
hours afterward. The next morning, fasting, repeat the dose, using two ounces of the root.
On
the third morning take another dose, prepared
as the last, and this will be sufficient. It is recommended that after each dose, nothing be eat{ en for six hours.
.

re-

chignons

The government authorities in New

York

as-

sert positively that no filibustering expedition
has left that city since that under the command
of Colonel Jordan; but on the other hand, about

three hundred Cuban recruits have recently disappeared and nothing.is known of their whereabouts.

The New
Englishmen,
ly natives, on
Failures in

Zealand savages murdered three
with their families, and forty friendthe 15th of April.
Re
Smyrna and Constantinople have

been so frequent lately that a commercial
throughout the East is feared.
a
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On the 10th instant ‘the
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Bank

crisis

York belles. . The excitement for the moment
was intense, and every fair one present was observed extending their digits to that portion of
the cranium usually ornamented by such appendages. The victim belonged to the Lydia Thompson troupe, now playing at Niblo’s Garden. The
villian who perpetrated this outrage has lately

re1

Charleroi, France, has been so undermined for

A

coal that it is in danger of caving in.

\

Suspicious Frenchmen affixed one hundred and
fifty private seals to the boxes containing the
votes in Paris, so that imperial agents might
tamper with the contents ufing the night.

not

pNSlegrama fiom Constantino
nstantinople
state that the
orte protests against the power assumed by the
Yo of Egypt to issue invitations to crowned
heads for the opening of the Suez Canal. Such
invitations, it is maintained, should only eman-

ate from the Sultan as the Suzerqin of the Pasha.
Cretans

are

clothes. ¢

still suffering
gts

for

food

i

One of the consequences of the treaty of

is carried on extensively. It is supposed that
during the past few months he has amassed nearly $5,000 at his trade, and at the time of his arrest seven long pairs of curls were found in his
pockets, oT
es

THE FATHERLY care With which Gen. Grant
watches over the interests of his American children,is shown by the fact

and
.

Paris

that

upon

being

in-

troduced to Gen. Underwood of Boston, at West
Point,

of . England

duced the rate of discountto four per cent., and
the surplus of bullion was so large that a further reduction was anticipated.

The

the heads of the New

the

first question

asked was, whether

which

the

‘the Colisenm”

President

might not

tumble down by reason of too ponderous an audience.
The President was assured that, after

careful tests by the most learned engineers it was
estimated that‘ the Coliseum” would not fall
under the weight of less than 80,000" persons.
This being 40,000 more than can get into it,
would seem to indicate comparative safety.
THE JAPANESE,
semi-barbarians as we call
them, are capable of enterprises requiring a high
order of engineering skill. At Osaka, preparations for altering the river’s bed to the extent ot
ten miles are fast being proceeded with. After the
courseof the river has been changed, the Japan-

ese intend building a breakwater on one
the Osaka bar so as to form a perfect
ships.

side of

harbor

for

Soap Suds.

of Sulina,

“It is reported that 200,000 French soldiers are

“to be moved. fo Shvbuey this month for the purpose of t

—

~The

goood

thie railroads to con-

pe

oe oft

DS ata given point

property by the recent

lon

ror was on the Sabbath; and on the same day,
Mr. Washburne presented his credentials as the
new American minister. We are not surprised
that the French elections are held on the Sabbath,

and that some of the most fashionable horseraces and public amusements, occur on that day.

Such things are in perfect harmony with the
French understanding of the fourth commandment. ‘But we have a right to expect better
things from our citizens when abroad; especially
those who are appointed to represent’ us at foreign courts, We are not a nation of
Auth
breakers
at home, and we should not be Zso
resented by our public servants,
w

for the

the door was re-

peatedly left open he refused to come

out

again.

Agricultural ‘Schools in Prussia.
;

Twenty-six

—E—

o

agricultural

schools, says

an offi-

cial return just published at Berlin, were either
wholly or in part supported by the Prussian
Government during the .past year. Of these,
three—those at Annaberg, Ebsdorf, and Hof Geis-

burg—are

government

establishments.

To Make

schools was

717, which is 10S more than in 1867.

Of the stu-

foreigners, complet-

ed their studi®s last year.

Balky Horse

the carriage, wife, cousin and child.

The

road

had been thrown up for thirty rods on either side
of a low- rail bridge, across a sluggish stream;
the ditch on either side, full of water, prevented

any turning off the road if once you got upon it.
I did get on it before I saw that the soil was the
stiffest, greasiest

of blue clay, and

that

it was

wet with recent rains. My horse saw the trouble
before I did. He was nervous and troubled.
There was reason. In the middle of a wide prairie, with

no

house

within six or seven

miles,

and a wife and children behind you, no fences
nor wood where, if stuck, you could get a lever
to pry out.
I spoke gently, growing at ond second a little
more earnest.
Every liff of their hoofs pulled

out of the
We neared
~the mud
ley seemed

sucking mud sounded
the bridge. The road
more tenacious. For a
to despair. The black

like & “pistol.
grew deeper
second; Charhorse by his

ing afew paces

ley like breath on coals of fire. I brought down
my whip on flanks seldom dishonored with a

ahead of the

WHOLESALE

blow.
In an instant he gathered himself like a
buck for mighty leaps. He had the strength of
ten horses. The muscles lay like knots and cords

along his body. Away went the carriage, jerk
by jerk, carriage and black horse, too—all dragged by the terrible earnestness of my brave
Charley, till the bridge was reached, and crossed,
and the road on the other side, and the dry grass

road once more gained. Did I not bless the ox
whose hide made that harness? Did I not bless
the men who put in those

stout

stitches?

Did I

gratulations

with

proud

intelligence?

Charley

‘was sold, on- my removal, to a minister; somebody stole him and sold him to the Indians.
¥

don’t know what ever became of him. I should
know him athong ‘en thousand. Do you think
that he is entirely put

If horses don’t have
of tender

grass

and

out?

Spermasesceeee df @G..

oats, then I

think

we ought to treat them a deal better than we do
in this. world.»

bird by a Georgia, paper. The door of the bird’s
cage was occasionally left open that he might en-

a

40m

of: the room,

One day he hap-

light upon the mantel shelf whereupon
was a mirror, Here was a new discovery of the

most profound interest.

He gazed lang and curi-

in fact, wrought a revolution in the main
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lin Moth, which I suppose is the principal trouble with your trees, will be found in those hay
bandages instead of ascending the tree to sting
the fruit. If you allow the hogs to eat all the
fallen fruit for one year, you will find a marked
change also. Here a wormy apple is the. excep-
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Pres-

be alone suflicient to secure for Waltham its high position.
Among other tributary causes, may be stated the readiness with which each succeeding inven-

tion and improvement has been tested, and if approved, adopted.

We are always ready to exumine what-

ever experience or art, or skill may
adopt nothing until experiments

The Amer-

ties of their forefathers.
of all articles of food that
ed with meat, there are
mies connected with it.

prepare it.

It i§ more
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with

watch-making,

consideration

of the poor

people

of our

cities.

The attention of our Government should be, call-
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Boré with a half-

inch bit into the body of the tree

pack

sulphur,
and stop

ing it off even with

to the depth of

the hole full of calcined

tight with a short

the

bark

this
in the monthof February.

plug,

of the tree.

These constant efforts to perfect in all ways,
by all means,both the machinery of the factory
the construction of our watches, have placed
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An illustrated description of the Watches made by
the American Watch Company of Waltham, will be
sent to any address on application,

AS THESE WATCHES ARE FOR SALE BY
ALL RESPECTABLE JEWELERS, THE
COMPANY DECLINE ALL ORi
DERS FOR SINGLE
WATCHES.
———

t—

For facts id all other information, address
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commence feeding upon the foliage. The remedy will not succeed applied at any other season.
Applied as directed here, it will not fail, and

the

The various styles of these watches have und er
gone the severest trials in the service of Railway Engineers, Condiictors and Expressmen, the most exacting classof watch-wearers, and the presence of
over 400,000 Waltham Watches in the pockets of the
people is the best proof of the public approval, and
must be accepted as conclusive of their superiority
by discriminating watch-buyers, especially so since
the important matter of price is also very greatly in
favor, being at least twenty-five per cent. cheaper,
quality for quality, than those made elsewhere in
the United States. .

6124

saw-

starts, it will be earried into the circulation,
and prove fatal to the worms as soon as they

for

5 | Flax per bu..2 60 @ 2 65

Canker-Worm and Caterpillar,
ep

secured

2%
( | Peach Blows. 0 0)
POULTRY
ULTRY.?

a

ed to the value of cheese as food for our armies, There is no articleso cheap for soldiers’ rations;
no article so nutritious; no article so easy of
transportation.

:

and

ROBBINS, APPLETON & CO.

nutritious, and we must

He hoped steps would be taken to present cheese
as an article of common food to the favorable

we

watch-buyers.

do.Ba
835%«
8.box shooks...00 @*+ ..

Cheese isthe cheapest
can be used. Comparvery important econoIt requires no fuel to

look upon it as a substantial article of food.
It
is nota ‘ cheap luxury,’ itis a cheap necessity.

but

demonstrated

Waltham factory a force and completeness not shared by any similar establishments in the world,

body, argues that * Cheese oughtto he more gen-

ican people have lost the cheese-eating propensi-

suggest,

have

its excellence. In pursuance of this rule, we have
brought to our aid all the mechanical improvements
and valuable inventions of the last fifteen years,
whether home or foreign in their origin. We have
thus acquired the exclusive possession of the best
and thost valuable improvements now known in con-

ident of the American Dairymen’s Association :
and fn a Speech recently delivered before the

erally used for food in this country.

combination of

In addition to a description of the watches, the
pamphlet contains much other useful information to

‘NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.

elected

establishment—the

skilled labor on an extensive scale, with machinery
perfect and ample—enables us to offer watches at
lower rates than those of any other manufacturer.
The aggregate of profit is the end kept in view—not
the profit on any single watch. And, acting on this
principle, with reduced cost of production and an
ever-widening demand, our witches are offered at
prices considerably below the watches of other American makers, comparing quality with quality. Our
annual manufacture is double that of all other makers in this country combined, and much larger than
the entire manufacture of England.

our means the production of a greater variety in
grade and finish than other American makers have
attempted. Inthe manufacture of very fine watches
we have no competitor in the United States and only
very few in Europe.

| Coffee crush Asx @ 15

to
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But we assert for the Waltham Watches more than
a general superiority. Their advantages, in respect |
of quality and price,over English and Swiss watches,
are not more marked than are their advantages over
the products of other American manufactories, These
are positive in their character, and are the natural
consequences of the precedence we acquired in the
trade, and the proportions to which our manufactory
has attained. No industrial law is better established
than that which cheapens the cost of an article in
proportion to the magnitude of its production. The

“best workersin every department
that are available
—workers whose expertness and experience would

Pig. Sola seers 6

of the curculio will be well nigh prevented.

ture before the Horologic¢al Institute of London, describing the result of two months’ close observation
at the various manufactories in the United States,
remarks in reference to Waltham: * On leaving the
factory,
I felt that the manufacture of watches on
the old plan was gome.” Other foreign makers,
some of them eminent, have publicly borne the
same testimony. They admit that the results aimed
at in Europe by slow and costly processes’ are here
realized with greater certainty, with an almost absolute uniformity, and at a cost which mora than
compensates for the differénce between manual labor in the Old World and New.
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ee!
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, Sheet,..17 @..18

longer

The conditions which make this cheapness possible
are also favorable to the excellence of eur work.
Our artisans long ago ceased to be novices. Time and
effort, under a superintendence which combines the
subtleties of science with the strength of practical
skill, have produced a body of artisans whose effi.
ciency is for the time pre-eminent. We have the
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An English watch-maker,in a recent lec-
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PROVISIONS,

m.ass’

portance, Some go so far as to assert that by
this alone, carefully done each year, the ravages

Horatio Seymour has been

143%

of

under the pressure of the lightest main-spring, vibrates with a wide and free motion. The several
grades of watches have more than a general resemblance each to its pattern; they are perfect in their
uniformity, and may be bought and sold with entire
confidence as to the qualities we assign to them.

contested.

a

small.......0 00 8.0 (0
10 50 &28 60

features

the business. In conjunction with enlarged power of
production, it has enabled us to secure the smoothness
and certainty of movement which proceed from the
perfect adaptgtion of every piece to its place. Instead
of a feeble, sluggish, variable action,the balance,even

These general claims to superiority are
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The careful destruction of the fallen fruit by
Mdgs or other means, all agree is of great im-

I#:is death
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and dust them with this mixture.
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express purpose of growing grapés, we now intend going it extensively on apples, pears, peach-

all bugs.
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Carpetings—

Although we came to this region for the

To keep bugs from melons, pumpkins and cucumber vines, mix flour of sulphur and fine coal
dust together, sprinkle fhe vines with
water,

does] 128.115
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cleanliness.

“Scrape the trunks of your apple trees with
a hoe; clean off loose bark, then put bands of
fine hay around them, a few feet from
the
ground. As soon as you find that insect life is
active, take these bandages off and burn them,
renewing the process every few weeks, until the

8 @ . 93

1008165

Do.
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Mid to good mid3 @ 38
Ordiniiy,

gal..0 90 @ 1.50
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A very pretty incident is related ‘ofa canary

The application of machinery to wateh-making has,

23, 1869.
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manifest in the house where

another chance in a land.
infinite

by greater simplicity, but by a precision -in detail,
and accuracy
and uniformity in their time keeping
| qualities, which by the old methods of manufacture
are unattainable.

PRICES.
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‘machinery for hand lahor has been followed not only

Markets.

BOSTON

the watches produced at the Waltham .
may bie not improperly prefaced with a
of the considerations which induce us
upon the attention of intelligent watch

Fifteen years’ successful experience justifies us

;

"The

A CARD.

claiming for the Waltham
+ Watches peculiarities of
excellence which place them above all foreign rivalry.
Thre system which governs their construction is their
most obvious source of merit. The substitution of

horse, pull their

cure.

%

and doing no act apparently towards

Hon.

India,

best. No matter how stubborn the animal may
be, a fow doses of such treatment effect a perfect

OAL.

It is pretty generally conceded that no one is
successful who attempts to keep together a large
number of fowls, and that those who keep the
smallest: number. together generally obtain the
greatest proportionate number of eggs.
And
this is, we think, not only true, but easily to be
accounted for.

side was for giving up.
I rose in my seat with a yell that started Char-

A record of
Manufactory
brief mention
to press them
buyers, .
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Fowls in Large Flocks.

This is more

-

and

practice in more civilized countries, they quietly
get a rope, and attaching it to one of the fore
feet, one or two men take hold of it, and advane.

(£5,200).

The total number of pupils in these

has

Gembities,

The re-

which for tlie year, was 35,257 thalers

one who

in a yard by

where a’horse can and will not draw, instead of
whipping or burning him as is frequently the

mainder are private schools receiving subsidies
from the public treasury, the total amount of

dents, 349, including twelve

trees set
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their haunts, or else cleanse their haunts carefulIrrigating gardens with soap suds, after the lig- ly and faithfully every day.
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uid has become stale, isa powerful means of
We once kept one solitary hen on our place
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weather.
Some have considered the value of it
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perfectly clean.
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dwelling, as in the process of fermentation and
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ayer ......3 00 § 3 10
about-their- dwellings: =New England
Farmer. cleanliness; that pumber cannot do very well in |GRAIN,
a smaller space.
Close up such a house some
Corn, ¥ 56 bs
Southernyel
. 96 @ I 00
cold night, when you haye neglected to clean it
Westernmx’d. 90 @..96
fora few days, and go in from the fresh air in
Beecher on Horses.
'
ee 4 8 - 97
the morning, and you will be surprised at the
0g2m
«
:
——
ff
Ed
‘| impurity of the air therein. Drive the flock
190 @ 225
The following is certainly characteristic:
into the open air, and you
will see what a
.78 a.. 82
Does not moral justice require that there should change it produces in them, and how lively they
200 §23 00
be some green pasture-land hereafter for good will become in a few minutes.
00 @28 00
CRs
ks
horses ? Say, old family horses, that have brought
The size of the flock must always depend upon
up a whole family of their masters’ children, and the extent of the accommodations, and even then
Bale hay, ¥ ton
Country H ay,
never run away in their lives; doctors’ horses, the large flocks cannot be kept so cleanly and
Ibsc.18 00 8733 20
that stand unhitched, hours, day and night, nev- healthy as the small ones, and therefore are not
Straw,100®s..1 25 @ 1 35
8S AND SKINS,
er gnawing the post or fence, while the work of in proportion so profitable.—~Cultivdtor
and
intended humanity
goes on; poor men’s. poor
Country Genileman.
horses, that every body laughs at on earth, and
eeess2l @se 2
B Apres, dry...29 @..
that yet give all their feeble power to keep their
Rio
Grande.. ..28 @.. 29
poqr master .comfortable; omnibus horses, that
Western, dry...21 @.. 23
4do. wet.....11% @ 13%
are jerked and pulled, licked and kicked, ground
Goat Skins,
up by inches on hard, sliding’ pavements, overMadras. ......00 @ 70..
A writer in Hearth and Home tells an inquirer
Patnas...... 4 @ 48%
loaded and abused; horses that died for their how to prevent the depredations of this pest as
#
.
country om the field of battle, or wore out their follows:

and did he not, like a prince as he was, yet trembling 211 over with excitement, receive our con-

His last interview with the Empe-

although

perch

silence

their food, water and nests with their droppings,

BR

A cistern or tank, of from two te four hogsheads, should be constructed in the vicinity of
the sink or laundry of every farm- honse, and a

read-

return home.

and

to enjoy any soft dry earth, although it may not
be very sweet and clean.
They are noteriously
filthy in their coops, roosting under each other,
taking no pains to avoid the droppings, soiling

ily American citizens adopt European morals,
on going abroad.
General Dix, as an American

has been a great improvement of the river Danube and a large increase of the commerce upon it, minister to France, had his first interview with
“As many as sixty vessels of different nationalities the Emperor Napoleon on Sunday. There was
are now frequently to be seen ‘at once in the port a similar offense on his leaving ¥France for his

shame

and itis easily moved, but thoy seem equally

not dance, and shout, and caress old Charley—
yes’ kiss him, too! Did wé not all get out, women and children, and pat him and praise him,

AMERICANS ABROAD.
~It is fearful how

head in

rest of the day; and

> Every

-

ent rights to the Cuban revolutionists.

i

decorate

arrived from Paris, where this class of thieving

153
FOREIGN.
Chili has joined with Peru in granting belliger-

[id

that

and disgusted he flew back to his

hanging his

they are very uncleanly birds. They even wash
themselves in the dirt, and that evidently not
for the purpose of cleanliness, but to rid themselves of vermin.
They prefer clean light sand
because if in the sun it is generally warmer,

INDIAN RELICS.
Mr. Abner Hart, residing a
few miles from East Greenwich, in recently reActing on that system of nomenclature which
moving
a portion of a mound on his farm, has
gave the President the affectionate nickname of
4 unearthed a number of skeletons and a variety of
. Unconditional Surrender
Grany, we
propose
interesting relics. In two cases the bones indithat, the Peace Jubilee being over, and its testicated that the legs were crossed.
On the right
mony taken, Mr. P. 8. Gilmore be henceforth
hand of one skeleton were found. seventeen copbaptized Perfect Success Gilmore.
per rings, most of which have rudely but disA giant bas bought a farm near Algonquin, in tinctly engraved upon them the Catholic monoMcHenry County, Illinois. He is seven and a gram I. H. S., surmounted, as‘usual, by a cross.
half feet high, and weighs six hundred and .four- Bottles were found near the heads of the skeleteen pounds, He is a native of Jerusalem, came
tons; one bottle, on one side, bears the impresto this country nine years ago, and speaks twenty
sion of a Bishop's mitre.
In agdition to the copJanguages.
per rings and curious bottles, were found a large
The Postmaster General has issued stringent
copper ladle. a quantity of beads, several soaporders against the employment, in any part of stone pipes, remains of iron hatches or toma.
the United States, of boys under sixteen years of hawks, an iron knife with bone handle, a stone
age, or others not sworn, as mail messengers, to pestle and articles of unknown use. The pestle
seemed to lie across the forehead of a child’s
carry the mails between Post Offices and railroad
skeleton.
Of one skeleton the skull is of quite
depots or steamboat wharves.
remarkable thickness.
The new paper money to be issued at the close
‘Who of our antiquarians can explain the have
of the month will be water marked with a large
history of the Catholic relics? Could they been
“U.8.”
The paper is that known as the French
obtained of John Verrazzani, in 1524?
silk paper.
:
A petition, signed by fifty colored people, has
CAPTAIN TYLER,
is official report to the
been presented to the New Haven (Ct.) Board of English Board of Trade on the Brindisi route to
Education, asking that their children have equal
India,
declares that ‘the hope of the Indian
priviléges with the whites in the public schools.
traveler of the next generation, chimerical as it
The petition was. referred to the School Commay appear to many at present, must be nothing
mittee,
less than to pass dry shod from London to BomIt has been decided that General Sickles can bay, through & submarine;tunnel from Dover ‘to
accept the Spanish mission without forfeiting his Calais, through Europe hy railway, over the constitutions in carrying their noble Generals
rank in the army, and he will therefore sail for
Bosphorus by a bridge, and forward by railway ‘through field and flood, without once flinching
Madrid in a few weeks.
down the Euphrates valley and round the Perfrom the hardest duty; or my horse, my. old
sian Gulf to Bombay.”
Charley, the first horse that ever I owned; of raGov. Chamberlain of Maine has been re-nomicing
stock, large, Taw-boned, too fiery for anynated for governor; and the following resolution
ONE NIGHT last week at the Tammany Theabody’s driving but my own, and as docile to my
was adopted by the convention :
ter, New York, a policeman was seen marching
voice as my child was!
Resolved, That we emphatically renew our ad- out a. prisoner, who had been detected in the
hesion to the principles of prohibition, and a vig‘We were crossing the prairie more than twenty
act
of
cutting
off
one
of
those
beautiful
blonde
orous and impartial enforcement of the laws to
five years ago, another horse by his side, and in

that end.
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the ground under the trees made the feedingplace for pigs, will not suffer from the curculio.
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Shéridan, Kansas, is a village

Cayes.

—

when shade-trees fe
lesome worms?

apply
troub-
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Chicago officially abated 1283 nuisances recentnave has been badty defeated before Aux
ly, but the citizens did not not notice any diminuThe political condition of San Domingo
tion of tite number which remained.
“| changed.

Sal-

at farm Work.

~ Adbertisements.

and

000006000
Ld hi

Haytien atvices represent that President

Women

same remedy
infested with other

gta atesss

.

* Dartmouth College celebrates its centennial
annjversary during the week beginning July 18.

it

ed et

affair. The cholera is raging violently in:both
armies, and military operations aré entirely suspended,

tried

Cte

tion of 60,000 within five years.

a popula-

*

bill as an offering to the stranger, In vain the
canary exerted himself to make his new-found
friend partake, and becoming weary of that tried
another tack. Stepping back a few inches from
the glass he poured forth his sweetest notes,pausing now and then fora reply. None came and

«

and the English commodore is investigating the

Paul

I have

288: :

predicts for St.

the trees,

8 Tt

Breckenridge

surveyed.

injure

3838S

MISCELLANEOUS.

‘will : not

SEE

=

- Ohio is to be geologically

The troops at Matamoras

have executed an English boy, who was charged
| with carrying correspondence to the insurgents,

ously ab himself, and came to the conclusion that

he had found a mate. Going hack to his cage he know whereof I speak.
selected a seed from its box, and brought it in its | Quere.—Will not the

soso

Castle to the regulars.

The

of Moro

23%

volunteers have surrendered the charge

.

The news from Cuba is quite important.
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